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Fore word

,..i , Th4S documentzas prepared by-a Study Group, of the Institute on Rehabilititionlssues. The In-
stitute on Rehabilitation Issues is a cooperative effoit ,by 'the National- Institute of Handicapped
Research, Rehabilitation Services Administration and the Qouncil of State Administratbrs of

s
Voca-

tional Rehabilitation to develop resource material on, topics of common concern. :
)

Overall objectiVes for the Institute on Rehabilitation Issues include ideritifitation and study of issues
and problems that are barriers to optimal vocational rehabilitation services and the development of
methods 'for resolving problems and incorporating solutions intestate 'programs.

_, ..-
a _ .

These objectives are carried out by bringing together competent and epMerienced rehabilitation per-
-.4 s o n ne 1 from all levels in a three stage pr1cess: .

,
.

1. A Planning CII.mittee selects the topics to be studied;
.--

4). A. Pri e Study Group 'develops a draft document on the topic -selected;
, ./

3. A Fu Study Group' reviews the draft document and recommends revisions.

This document resulted from such a process. (See appendices foriiisting of Study Group members.)

While he Institute on Rehabilitation Issues has existed-only, since 1973, it is a Itinuation 'of a pro-
,

- to

'gram .which has existed for over 30 years. Beginning in 1947 thr Quidance, Training and Placement , .

Workshop, through state and federal vocational rehabilitation agency cooperation,'studied and ex-
plored topics.in depth by means of small work groups. Tlit'Swork was continued by the Institute on
Rehabilitation aervices established in 1962 and currently by the Institute on Rehabilitation Issues.

I

1 , This,cOoperativt effort has over the years Sonsisrently produced quality training materials which are
#,4I .

used extensively throughout ehabilitatiOn. It is hoped this/document continues this long-standing
tradition i .

4t* '", '
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Chapter.I
. Introduction

A

6:30 a.m.

6:40 a.n.

4

4

ems.

. k.

The temperatureedgeebeloa05 degrees and the ftitnace burner puffs in-
.

to flame. Moments later the blo er Jan. adds another sound- in the
stillness' at 9613 FreAorn Lane.

The dimly glowing numerals of theAisital clock attest to the time as the -.
clock radio emits the intentionally unobtrusive melodiei_frt>ni a carefully.
chosenTMstation. v.1

1
6:43 a .m. The teknperitture is now 69 degreeso The blower: and burner L.vre (4iet

4-again.

t) \
, 6:45 a.tn. . 1111,c music of the violinis rea/esJoe's consciousness. The insistent bull

.

i of the alarm overrides the music. Eyes still closed, Joe finds the,button on
)the snooze alarm. The buzzing stops; the music plays on.

N-

6:51 a.m. Thytt.buzz is tlio much this t To. Joe.pushes the button again and slowly,
,

. r .

swings his feet to the floor. Another day begins.
.p. .

.0. 4
, A ,

4 6:53., a.m. - Jge;looks out his window-as the street lights>o qutup the hill beypnd .

951h Street. Stumbling to the bathroom,ltcrnote$1mentally that the ligkit
sensor in his, backyard should be-catching enough itirly morning sun tio
turn off the light' behind the garage too.

6:54 a.m.,.

4

dean - wife, mother, R.N. whose late night nursing shifts are the reaskt>
for t o. automatic( backyard light Juld the new eleetronic garage door
opene z sleeps on.



6:55 a.m.

7:10

1

p
It's the coffee maker's turn. The coffee grounds, water and dia.! settings '

-" jean put into the c,oftee maker last night go to works Joe is in the \
bathroom showering with water` automatically heated to a preferred
teniperatu're. Hi "no nick/no burn" electric razor, electric toothbrt)sh
and hair dryer lie ready on the bathroom Counter?

f / ,..
i

.Th. Joe arrives in the kitchen, pours a pe'rfectly brewed cup of coffee and
goes to get, the morning'iaper from the porch. He glances at the
headlines but a Icelk at the small print reminds him his reading glasses
are upstairf, on the nfghtSand, ather than risk waking Jean:he' turns on

. the TV to the 24-hour news cha nel. He pops a frozen Eh.glish muffin with
cheese and bacon into the microwave and sets the timer. .

4-

7:20 a.m. . Joe recognIses tat the satellite coverage of the latest plane hijacking in
1 .:

* 19
the Midlle East;although interesting, is about to offset, his good feelings,
from the muffin and coffee. He picks up the remote control and changes

,-. . . 4stations. .1.

7:30 4.m.

;I'm glad we have the cable hookup," Joe think, "It sure brings in lots of
things:" He checks the time on Channel F akainst his wristwatch
stopwatch, alarm, day, month, year:fall for tinder 150 at the local discount
store). Idly switching from station to station, Joe gets a pick update on
today's ,prognimming, current ans1Nredicted temperatui.es with satellite
pictures of the nation's .cloud cover, and yesterday's closing prices on the
New Ifirrk Stock Exchange. lle passes up "Beginning Algeb(ra", "110'w to 1,,

Make A Darling:Desser t".)and 'the cheerful chatter of the network morn
ing'shows: The last sip of coffee and the. last channel conveniently come
together. ,

roa-

After putting the dirty dishes in the dishwasher, Joe gdes into the den
for his attache ease. Ile Inds the reports he 'completed last night, his
pocket calculator,and.porltable"dictater into his ease, and heads for the
door, The day is underway.

7:45ns.m.

,

jJill dashes frotwthe parkiag lot into the entryway of the not-yet open
blink. Feverishly searching-through her purse, mhe finds her hank ear('
and inserts it Mto the electronic teller. Alternately rending instructions
from the screen and pushkgbuttons, she soon has her muchreeded cash,
a record of her withdrawal and.the new balance in her account.

.
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8:10 a.m.

.3

8z15 a.m.

8:30 a.m.

.93

1'

"phy do I always let the kids clean me out ev ry 'Monday morning," Jill
wonderN. "How did I ever get to work with enough money for lunch
before. they put in this machine?" ,

Jill stacks the household bills received since last Monday on the corner of
her desk. She glances at the wall clock and the 'quickly over her shoulder
at the vacant chair in her supervisor's office.

"TWenty minutes before start-up time and the ogre isn't here yet. I
should hi've time to pay a couple' of theme she says quietly to herself.

In rapid succession. Jill opens the statement from the.phone cothpany,
lifts the receiver of,..her Touch-Tone phone, and pushes the buttons.
Across town, the computer of Midstate National Bank digests the instruc;
dark to transfer $26.20 from her account to that of the phone company.
Jill replaces the receiver as her supervisor steps off the automatic
elevator, and grunts Out a "Good Morning" on .the Way to his office.

"Good nit workmate." Fred's cheery greeting catches Jill unaware
as usual.

"You startled nw, Fred. Why don't you use the elevator like everyone
else?"

Fred grins obviously enjoying her reaction. "Well, Jill," he replies, "since
old Herman here does all the work, I need to yet my exercise somehow."
As lie might a favorite child. Fred pats Herman gently.

Jill take,s a ring of keys out of her purse, selects one and unlocks the com:.
uter tertninal in the :.hared space between her desk and. Fred's'. She

switches it on final remarks to Fred, "You're right. Ilerman1 areal
for work. See, 1,k1L(VP lights up just tit mg 111)011t. it.''

As she speaks, the screen lights up and a itiessafte appears. "04/01) MUR
WIIAT CAN 11)0 FOB YOU TODAY'?"

After a few well -worn comments about the amount of !ware 011ie the Iwo.
grammers must have, Jill's face takes'on a more serious expressiMi,

"Fred, you know it's really strange. I've used old Berman here all day
long for over two years now, Ile gives me u14o.date figurirs on how many
pieces of 'whatever' we have in any of four wareliottses and sixteen stores
:scattered over flYit states) I can get the price, stock number, description,
ditty and location of purchase. I yap change prices. Initiate action to
redistribtito any item or, group ail' items from one place to another and
never move wore than three 6.14 froin.liermati`s fare. At the 34111110 time. I
know, the personnel department is using a emputer'to keep,ttitek of my
vacation, sickWave.'healtil insurance, :social Security anal y41011 con=
tributions, They even ele.ctronically:transfor my paycheck directly to my
hank." .

Fr41 rocks hack in mock horrqr, "Wow, that is strange!"
/
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' Jill laughs,,,"Oh,.shut up, Fred. I haven't made my point yet; This morning
I Maid my. phone-bill with Midstate's phone check iFstem for the first .
time. All the time I 1.0..a: doing'it, I was afraid, it wouldn't work. In fact.
I've been off trying it for two onths. That's what's stvnge."

- .

4

8:45 a.m. "How can I help yoU today, Mr.Farley?"

9:05 a.m. ,

P

41

"L need some platte tickets,-Jer.ry2I would have calle ou, but Mrs.
Farley wanted some brochufes on Mexican vacations.fih ckets are for
a business trip nexteweek. The Mexico thing is still in the dream stage."

"That's.fine, Mr. Farley. Witeresikou3Want to go and When?"

Jerry type\ the information into the computer as Mr. Farley responds.
"Well. I have to'leave heriFf in time to be in l'hoenixaby 11:00 the next
morning.' 1/4

Mr. Farley continues with his specifications, naming places, times,
preference for nonsmoking, in aisle seat during short hops, a'window

a seat during the long stretches if doirtner is .served.fierry alternately
types, reads the information on tge screen, and asks more questions.

Finally, Jerry looks away from the computer and says, "I can confirm
everything but that 2:30 p.m. flight on Wednesckity. 11ut thefts's another
flight at 6;00. Shall,' confirm that and wait list you for the 2:301"

Mr. Farley frowns, then agrees.

Mr..Farley is back across the hall in his own office, still grumbling about
the extra two-and a.half .hours.wait.

At the travel agency, Jerry congratulates himself and the ticket reserva,
tion Nym e ni.

"In just 20 minutes, we checked out ionnections tci.five cities in four
states involving nix airlition. We not only checked the schedules but got
him what.he wanted right down to seat selections, except for one flight.
And, wherever he goerLonlhat trip, all the airline clerks will have that in-

.formation itt their fingergi."

A
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9:10 a.m.
- A

Mary tales the:groceries from the cart and sets them on the.revolving
counter by the cash register. On the other side, the checkout clerk takes
each item and runs it over the electronic scanner built into the counter.
top.

Judy, a five-year old Mary look-alike, stands next toter mother watching.
the price of each item flath on the small screen byAbe cash register. The
last item crosses the scanner and the clerk pushes the "total" button.
There is a final whirring as the machine automatically separates the non-
taxed items from those requiring tax, calculates tax and total, and prints
it on the paper tape.

Mary looks at the total shown on the screen and asks. "May I see the tape,
please? I want to see what that rake mix,costs." She reacts down the list
and finds cake mix 79 eents. It's OK,- she says, "I just wasn't sure how
much it was."

Mary writes a check for the amount and hands it to the clerk who notes
the name, address and phone number printed on Mary's check and pun-
cites those numbers into the/register. Almost instantaneously, small
green light conics on indicating the check has met the requirements of-
the store's cheek verificatioa system.

.

Nearby the store grocery manager watches with boredom. Only a year
ago. the same manager would have been greatly excited watching the
same scene for the tirst.time. Then ge wasifascinitted by this system
which could do so many things - not only handle the grocery check out
but maintain records for invicntory control, sales tax payments and
almost any other special report the store management might want.

9;20, 9:45, 10:31 *,m, On throughout the day, people all across the tiff, Canada, and Ntox.iii in
fact, almost all points north, south, cast, and west are, like .lov, Fred,
Jill, and the otherit, reaping the benefits of computers and other informa-
tion processing teNtioloktiot. Some of the applications are so common we
don't even think of them much anymore, Others make us nervous because
the,technology is new and not as tested as we'd like, or because we've not
been personally involved, we don't know how it will alliict our lives,

Technology for the pro4ssing of InritiltIAtIMI
has been available ((Antony years In -such now_
common items ;yr/typewriters, calculators, fillni
and bookkeeping systems, dictating equipment,
etc. It ix only since the advent of the computer,
however, that startling and rapid, advances have
occurred. Since its (legion in 1940, the computer
has made a 110WOrttli Impart yin business,
dustry, and 4risnicP. In fact, It 1.0diffieult to iden-
tify a field which has not been influenced, either
directly' or indirectly, by the computer.

5

ity the rncl of this tioeadi+ It Is v011041.011 that
computers and computer related activities rem
prise one-third of our gross national product.
Futurists suggest that by the year WOO, almost
all work in the US will involve interaction with
romputor 14, Cionputers will be used in the con
trolling of industrial processes; the. flow of
vomit/lir goods an( services ifinanre and cont
tnercel; transportation and traffic. And they will
be prominent in managerial operations; federal.
state and local government functions; and ac-



Objectives

tivities of service and professional occupations. The 1980 Institute on Rehabilitation Issues
Private household operations such as managing Planning Committee concluded there is a need for
family finalities, the homv, environmental heative a publication that describes computer and infer.
and air conditioning systems (or conseryation of /nation processing technologies, and includes

strategies and guidelines for applying such
. technologies to service delivery in ..vocational

rehabilitation, Such publication should he written
for VIZ counselors, supervisors and ad

ministrators. The Planning Committee further in-
dicated the purpose of Oft; publication should be

to assist in securing the advadtages of 'such
technolc t's to improve services to clients, and to
increase efficiency and effectiveness of rehabilita-
tion personnel.

energz, house security, automobile .and appliance;
maintenance and menu planning, all will be aided
by computers. As much as half oT the Ameridn
work force. will won* from their homes; with a
computer linking them to their employers.

.The, exchange and processing of information
are central and continuing functions in the
delivery of rehabilitation services. For example:

Historical and current characteristics . of
clients Identifying data, medical history.
functional capacities, mental abilities,
sOcial/family, history and behaviors. work
history, skills, educational attainment data

Community characteristics Transports.
tion, housing, power structure, communica,

......ce\(ion channels, social agencies, helping per.
onnelnnedical facilities

Employment data Employers, products,
locations. jobs, job requirements, hiring
practices and procedures

Training and eiguration resources

Although incomplete, these significant chores
obviously involve systematic gathering, organiz
ing, storing, retrieving, analyzinfitt transittit,
ting of information within the lor*e. delivery
process.

The Keneration, storage and trAiisinission of in
formation 411g.Orb vast amounts of time, energy
and paper. Efficiency in handling such informa-
tion is of enormous importance in securing the ap
propriate servires and assistance for reltiihilita
Linn silents, Rehabilitation personnel are
hampered if the ironer information 14 not

N..-a.v-ordable. up to if and presented in a 11400110
form,

This publication, thierecore, will review the
kinds of.aiiistance rehabilitation is securing front
computers 'soil will describe potential 0404 of
computers anti related technology:

1'

The Prime Study Group established a number
of objectives in carrying out the charges of the
Planning Committee.,The objectives relate.to The

content and organization of the remainder of this

book.

Objective 1;* To identify and describe the Major
ways computers air currently being used to
assist service delivery, in state vocational
rehabilitation agencies, It is important that
rehabilitation personnel know how their counter-
parts in other Agencies are getting assistance
from .computers. Information related to this oh

jective, found principally in Chapter 2, was
secured from inquiries directed to state
rehabilitation agencies throughout the country
Shout theiir uses of computers and other
automated information processing fAr service
delivery,

Objective 2; To identify sad describe uses of toms
puters which have potential for adaptation to
vocational rehabilitation service delivery needs.
The applications presenteil in Tihapter were
identified (rum the literature and.from persoiltil
observations and experiences of ,the authors:
While the coverage, therefore, Is not intended to
be exhaustive. it is apparent,that many computer-
related assists which (-mild he 1114410 $1111111e41110 to

VI( service delivery already exist in other set
(logs.

Objective Jc To describe a v.estional rehabilita.
tion ante as it could exist today -if computer.
vitoro used to assist counselors, mow,
visors, administrators, support personnel, and
clients. The description Is not futuristic, but
rather pulls together applications currently being

61 1 2



A

dode somewhere. There are many ways to com-
bine the-delivery of rehabilitation services with
Nigh level u§e oil the computer. Chapter 4'
presents one of those ways.

Objec&ive 4r To describe in basic and ,sini
terms the major elements of computer syste s

:-}t: hardware, software and personnel. While
some readers already may have sucli.basic infor-
mation, inany people in vocational rehabilitation
will be able to use this bookrore profitably once
they have read Chapter 5.

Objective 5: To; present some guidelines for plan-
ning the development of new: or expandiid com-
puter systems within a vocational rehabilitation
agencykSuccessful and effective systems grow,
out of thoughtful and broad-based planning ef-
forts. Just as computer technology has advanced
and changed rapidly since its introduction 35
years ago, so has knowledge of how to design the
systems and plan their introduction_ into an
organization. Chapter 6, written for vocational
rehabilitation workers at all levels, presents the
essential planning elements and steps.

Objective 6: To place in proper perspec ve the
problems, fears and antipathies often ass ciated
with computers. VR personnel at all levels need
to make better decisions about how 'computers
can and should be used in the future to improve
services to handicapped persons. Attempts are

4

-

I-

=Chi to addresseObjectiNt 6Ahroughout the book,,
but in,Chapter 7 specific processes are outlined to
assist an organization prepare for new Or elpand-

.ed uses of computers.

Throughout the, book, the Prime Study Grou I
p

presents the view that technelqgy can be used ijO
the 'advantage of rehabilitation Constimers and
providers. Better tools and methods for deliver-

-'ing quality and .timely services must /he
developed. Com-puters Can assist in that process.

. .

A few words are needed to clarify what t is
book is not designed.to be. It is not a complete list
Of information prOdessing applipations to VR. it.is
not an exhaustive inventory Of computer h rd-

,, warp and software. This book will not. make
anyone' an expert on information processing
technologies or computers or anything else for
that matter.

Similarly, not covered in tTiis, publicati n is
rehabilitation engineering the deyelopme t of
aids and assistiye devices, and the.modification of
the envii1onment for disabled persons. Also, ro at-
tempt is made to examine the uses of .technology
for purely administrative or organizat}onal
management functions within rehabilitation
agenct6s. Where, however, there was. a queStion
regarding an application; i.e., whether ad-
ministrative or service delivery, the tendency
was toinclude rather than exclude.

161
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I Chapter 2

Current ApplicAtions In
Rehabilitation _Service
DeliVery

Most vocational rehabilitation agencies have
been using computers for many years to compile
information and statistics for federal reporting.
The R-300 form contains 79 items of information /
that must be reported for each closed case..Mosti
state agencies collect additional information/to
meet other federal requirements and for unique
state needs'. rbr agencies with large caseliads,
the computer has become essential in meeting
reporting, evaluation, and management needs.

The ihformation gathered for the/R -300 and
other federal reporting is the core o every voca-
tional rehabilitation agency's dat base. Using
this core of information, states roduce unique
reports for internal use by, var ing the mix, ad-
ding new items and processin lie information in

variety of ways.

Many of the Intrastate reports, both routine
and ad-hoc, are directed toward management of
the agency, a district or egion, a unit or caseload.
Field staff are the major source of data input but, I

in many cases, they ,let little pay-back for the
time and effort it takes to collect apd input the re-
quired data. The amount of pay-back varies
depending upon how the data are organized,
stored and accessed'.

The' state of the art within VR agencies ranges'd
from manual collection and aggregation of infor-
mation in small agencies to real time, on-line

a stems capable of ad-hoc reporting. A limited
survey of those state agencies considered to have
comprehensive' data' systems was conducted to
determine how computers are being used to
faciktate service delivery at, the field level.

The results of the informal survey confirm that
information processed and stored in computers or
word processors is being manipulated primarily
for management purposes. Management, in this
case, should be viewed as the process of achieving
one's purpose within limited objectives. In this
context, counselors and first-line supervisors
benefit from the data systems in their caseload
management functions.

This chapter looks at the reported current ap-
plications that relate directly to service delivery.
Some of the applications may seem oriented
toward administrators but they also may be seen
as assisting field staff to achieve their objectives
-the primary one being the employment of han-
dicapped people. Content focuses on counselor
needs, technology for clients, technology for sup-
port services and impact on staff.

Counselor Needs
4

Counselgrs are responsible for supervising the
rehabilitation process and coordinating with a
large and diverse number of people simultaneous-
ly. To manage a caseload, a counselor must:

a.



1. Know this or her clients and their. current
status ,

'2. Arrange' for services

3. Insure that client's progress through the
rehabilitation process

4. Complete reviews at proper intervals ,

Maintain fiscal esponsibility.

While the computer cannot manage a caseload;
it can be an excellent source of information,
listings, and reminders; it can sort, organize, and
keep accounts. Properly programmed, the com
puter can relieve the counselor and supervisor of
routine record keeping and filing; it can remind
the counselor or supervisor of tasks to be per-
f or ed

The following discussion describes some of the
more innovative case management tools available
to counselors. Most of the information included in
these reports is collected, routinely for R-300
reporting.

Client and Status Listings

All the agencies surveyed provide each
counselor with a computer listing of his or her
clients. This listing may be in alphabetical,
numerical, or client status order.

Counselors in Oregon receive the Field
Caseload Report. This-monthly report includes
for each client: name, social security number, fun-
ding source, status, months in status, life-of-case
expenditures, trust fund or SSI status, and
whether the client is severely disabled. In addi-
tion, the report flags required annual reviews and
decision points based upon the agency's time-in-
status standards (See Example 1).

Tennessee counselors use the Master List of
Cases to gain immediate access to their elient's
name, case number, county, referral date, cu ent
status, date entered status, months in s,
SSDI and SSI statuses, severely disabled s tus,
and action that may be required.

The Alabama Caseload Inventory not only pro-
vides a listing of clients by current ,status, 'but
also gives the date of last action taken, ,the date
client was referred, and the number of months
client has been in his or her present status. \

A Master List is produced in Arkansas that in-
cludes name, client number, referral date and,
source, county at referral, disability, date of ap- \
plication, and a variety of other basic information. \

*1044.41 used both as a master list and as a tur- \
naround document. That is, counselors record the \
changes in items such as status, special programs, `,

SSDI and SSI statuses, and similar benefits codes
on the form. This information is then entered into
the system and appears on the next,Master List
(See. Example 2).

The Pennsylvania Regular Alphabetic Prin-
tout* provides a counselor's caseload in
alphabetical order. It contains the client name,
client number, referral da thdate, primary
disability, referral, source, nliquidated en-
cumbrances, first two digits o ob objective, cur-
rent fund code, severely disabled indicator, SSDI
and SSI control codes, transfer date, annual
review date, current status, and months in cur-
rent status. The uniqueness of this report is that
it can be obtained at any time via computer ter-
minal - display only or on paper (See p. 94).

In addition ta.the Regular Alphabetic Printout,
a ounselor in Pennsylvania can view on the com-
puter terminal the Client Master File, which is a
summary of a flient's data file. It provides infor-
mation to counselors without the need to search
through case files. The report includes referrol,
acceptance andstelosure information, case move-
ment, cost data, vocational objectives? and review
dates. If a copy is needed, the counselor can have
it printed (See. p. 95).

New York provides a three-part Counselor
Caseload Report to its counselors on a monthly
basis. The Client Listing Section arranges cases
alphabetically within case status (See Example 3).
The Caseload Statistics Section provides monthly .

and year-to-date statistics by case status, in-
cluding number of cases in each status, num er of
cases in that status for an excessive pe 'od of ,

time, the percent of cases in each status and

The Pennsylvania Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation is one of a limited number of states that has an on-line system with on-site
terminal input and output. Several of their reports are included in Appendix A to provide an overview of one system.
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average time in status. tche Characteristics of Ac,
five Caseload sectiorgives a counselor a detailed
asriaklysis of counselor' s active Yhtt
report s'nmsnarizes thivtaseload bye disahili

.;* ageo race, Hispanic origil, education, sex,
public a4sistance, SSI)I, SSI, Workers Componsa.
Lion, and4Averely disabled.

,

Nevada prepares a monthly report w rich
assists countre'lors serving Social Securi y Ad-
ministration (SSA) referrals. The S A V )rifica-
tion Status Report provides, fo each SSA-
referred client: SSI or SSDI status, funds"being
used-for services, verification code, i they meet
special SSDI/SSI criteria, efaim typO, and re-
examination date (See Example 4). 1

'"

Client Review Reminders- 11,

CUrrent rehabilitatiim" legislaticrn requires_
that: (1) Individualized written rehabilitation pro-
grams be reviewed on an annual basis, (2) Deci-
sions of ineligibility due. to inability to achieve a
goal be reviewed annually, and (3) There will be
an annual review and re- evaluation of all clients
placed in sheltered employment.

The computer, if so programmed, can remind
the counseloi and supervisor to schedule the re-
quired reviews, and annual review reminders are
included on some master lists. Below are some
variances to the master list system.

The counselors in Pennsylvania can put a
report number into a terminal and receive a
listing of clients requiring an individualized writ-
ten rehabilitation program annual review within
a three-month periothThe listing also notes those
reviews due within the current month and those
past due (See p. 96).

The,.0iegen Annual Review of Clients Closed
26 in.it,*babilitationFacility is a monthly listing
of indiViduals closed one year prior in sheltered
employment. If the counselor reports the in-
cliiidual is not yet ready for competitive employ-
m'ent; (s)he is listed again on the next annual
report (See Example 5).- A similar report 'is pro-
duced for the annual review of ineligibility deci-
sions.

a

In Florida, counselors receive a quarterly
report for re:eviltuktion of ineligibility deleinfna-

/Mons, The report Usti those intilyiduals scheduled
for mevaluation during the upcoming Aree mon
ths.The results of the counselors:evaluations aro
entertd on the listtlitg and returned to super.
visors (See Example 0). .1

In Washington they have an easy.to-read
tout that identifies clients requiring reviews
(IWRP, shelteredi employment or ineligibility
determinations). Tills Case Exception
Listing and Action Items Report is provided to
each unit monthly (See Example 7).

Client Progress

In managing a caseload 'no eclient should be
allowed to stay in any one statuefor an excessive
per)od of time. A client who remains inactive may
very well drop out of the \IR process if special ef-
forts are not made to encourage progress . Many
states halie devised methods for identifying ap-
parent delays in case progress or for keeping
time -in- status information before the counselors.

Rehabilitation legislation places an 18-month
limitation on the time a client may be in the ex-
tended evaluation status. Many states have
established time periods to be used as standards
or guidelines for satisfactory progress in other
statuses. A reminder of the approaching limit of
such time periods has been programmed into com-
puters.

The Exception List in Tennessee groups clients
by days in status when the number of days ex-
ceeds expectations. For instance, it lists clients in
status 02 for 120 days,or more, clients in status 10
for 182 days or more, in status 12 for 91 tdays or
more, etc. The list also includes for each of thehe
clients the' referral date, the date the client
entered the current status, and the number of
days in current status (gee Example 8).

Oklahoma counselors are notified on a Message
Sheet when a client requires an annual review,
when a case has been in a particular status
beyond the average time, or when an extended
evaluation is due to expire (See Example 9).
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Example #4

ANNUAL REVIEW OF CLIENTS CLOSED 26 TA REHABILITATION 'FACILITY

THE DIVISION IS REQUIRED TO PERIODICALLY REVIEW AND RE-EVALUATE. AT LEAST. ANNUALLY. THOSE CLIENTS WHO HAVE BEEN
PLACED IN EXTENOED EMPLOYMENT IN REHABILITATION FACILITIES. TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF THEIR EMPLOYMENT.
OR TRAINING FOR EMPLOYMENT. IN THE COMPETITIVE LABOR MARKET. THE DIVISION IS FURTHER REQUIRED TO EXTEND MAXIMUM
EFFORT TO ACCOMPLISH THE PLACEMENT OR TRAINING.

THE FOLLOWING FORMER CLIENTS WERE CLOSED 26 IN A REHABILITATION FACILITY AND INEREF.ORE REQUIRE AN ANNUAL REVIEW
TO BE COMPLETED NOT LATER THAN 2/18/01.

1. REVIEW THE STAT141-0 EACH PERSON TO DETERMINE THE PERSON'S READINESS FOR ENTRY INTO THE COMPETITIVE LABOR
MARKET . NEED FOR FORMAL TRAINING FOR EMPLOYMENT,. OR WHETHER THE INDIVIDUAL'S EMPLOYMENT WITH THE FACILITY HAS
BEEN TERMINATED.

2. PREPARE AWRITTEN SUMMARY"OF THE RESULTS OF EACH STAFFING USING THE 5AC31SIGNED-BY THE FACILITY DIRECTOR.

3. ENTER ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CODES UNDER THE 'CODE' HEADING AND RETURN THE LISTING TO THE VRD ADMINISTRATION OFFICE.
41 7 NOT READY FOR EMPLOYMENT
42 - REFERRED TO VR FOR FUTHER SERVICES

c, 43 7 NO LONGER WORKING AT FACILITY - COMPETITIVELY EMPLOYED
44 - NO LONGER WORKING AT FACILITY

4

ID NAME CODE ADDRESS,.; CITY ZIP ACCT

03 NORMA J STEWARY, MEDFORD 97501 4104
02 NANCY A GRAND AVE MEDFORD 97501 4104

4

EMPLOYER.

GOODWILL INDUSTRIES
GOODWILL INDUSTRIES

SSN

Example #5
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CASE 001tIMEN1 ExCIPTION LISTING AND ACTION ITEMS PAGE 79
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Example

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS, SOCIAL AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
PROGRAM NO. SR901 ME,SSAGE.SHEET RUN PATE 11/01/81 PAGE NO. 32

AS OF 10/31/81 DESTINATION RVS-AU IP AUDIT UNIT , RVS STA OFF 00

MESS LV CASE
CODE CD NUMBER

0

MONWNWCASE HAMEMWXWOMM MESSAGE DESCRIPTION

SR-F12 TO R237-27- RICHARD R ANNUAL REVIEW DUE 07/81

CSL-074 JAMES F0=13 SUPV-18 F0=13

COORD-D GEORGE, F0=01 d' FO=
,, ..

SR-F-2 TO R449-80' EMMA J ANNUAL REVIEW DUE 06/81

CSL-074 JAMES F0=13 SUPV-18 F0=13

COORD-D GEORGE F0=01 FO=

SR -F12 TO R381-56- CHARLES D ANNUAL REVIEW DUE 0,6/81

CSL-074 JAMES F0=13 SUPV-18 ^... F0=15''te,

COORD-D GEORGE F0=01 FO= -4;:.
,.

SR-F12 TO R443-66- JIMMY L ANNUAL REVIEW DUE 05/81

CSL-074 .
JAMES F0=13 SUPV.-I8 ._____- F0=13

COORD-D GEORGE , F0=01 FO=
1

.:.

SR-F12 TO R441-62- JOE E ANNUAL REVIEW DUE 07/81

CSL-074 JAMES F0=13 SUPV-18 F0=13

COORD-P GEORGE F0=01 . FO=
.

SR-F12 TO R440-60- PATRICI A ANNUAL REVIEW UUE. 07/81

CSL-074 JAMES,;.. F0=13 SUPV-18 F0=13

COORD-D GEORGE F0=01 . FO=

Example N9
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The purposes the Case Aging St 114 in
Michigan are tp pro4ide an in' entoly of all easels,
to highlight eases that may be delayed in the pro(" MN and tp mumm rise caseload* by target
groupie. It also tee tie enema requiring' ennui'
reviews, A eoeihs'aloes caseload is grouped by
status anti within each status, cases are arranged\I\with the oldest case Well first. For each emu
mop, ettaill1 that are overage Are separated tro

cases that are not. In addition, there is a message
column which can lief used to indicate that at$A0
has been in a atatualio 1tAig that the accuracy of
the data is questionable,

Th-e Texas A ttentitql.ist contains the names of
clients who have been in a particular status for a
period of time which approaches or weeds the
average time for that status. The list includes the
date a client was referred, the number of months
sine* referral, the current status,efhe date on
which the client entered that status, and the mon-
the in that status. One, two, or three asterisks
alert the counselor to the length of time in status.

Fiscal and Accounting Procedures and
Repor

S

t,

Methods of ,allocating client service budgets
vary from state to state, but many rehabilitation
counselors have a budget with the authority to
obligate federal and state funds. For these
counselors, the management functions of control'.
ing the purchase of services and having funds
available are critical factors' in the clients'
rehabilitation.

To assist counselors and their supervisors con-
trol and properly expend the alloted money, some
states have made the computer the major accoun-
ting.an.d bookkeeping mechanism. This frees the
counselors and secretaries from time consuming
bookkeeping chores. Some states usc.- the com-
puter only to record expenditures, maintain them
in accordance with federal accounVng pro-
cedures, and meet R-300 and RSA-2 repOrting re-
quirements. Other states are accounting for en-
cumbrances as well is expenditures for total com-
puterized reporting.

The frequency of financial reports ranges from
daily to monthly. On-line stems permit im-
mediate call-up of encumbrances and expen-
ditures:although files may only be updated daily.

17

,
otates create reports fur eouoselors besed upon
ceitinstietior and . supervisory needs, computer
capabilities and time, The following roPorto
demonstrate rout selor-orien ed.repdrt,s and eon
ferns,

'l'he Oklahoma V8 agency has installed an
line system which permitsa couetehir tOrtitrr
A term displayed on the terminal a client number,

vender numberlan'd the services authoriird.
The computer the entertethe remaining required
information from the elietnt and vendor
assigns an authoOtation number, tyiltel the
authorisation and an invoke (claim! for the ven-4
dor and encumbers tie (ups. The counselor then
signs Ihe authorization (bee Example 10). When
the invoice: is returned for payment, the ennui)
brance Is reduced through the computer. .

Counselors receive inonthly reports of alt ei'pen
ditures,

A counselor' in l'ennsylvani can secure
listing of his or hecclients' unliquit ed eneuni --
brances to assist in purging outstandinh encum,
brances. The information provided is: client
number and name, vendor number an name,
authorization number, effective date of authoriza.
tion, and balance (See p. 971.

To supplemeent this report, the counselor can
secure an alphabetical listing of active clients' ex;
penditure figure* It shows for each client the
total unliquidated monies, and current fisCal year
expenditures, further broken down by facility.
trust fund and SS1 costs incurred through the
client's entire rehabilitation process (See p. 98).

The Cumulative Case Service Expenditure
Report - Detail Listing from Kentucky provides
each counselor with the monthly expenditures
processed. It is broken into four sections: non.-
severely disabled client expenditures, Section
110 severely disabled client expenditures. trust
fund expenditurjs, and SSI expenditures. Within
these categories, the following information is
printed for each invoice: case number, client
name, major disability, vendor number,
authorization date, dates of service, expenditure
category, original amount authorized, ad-
justments, net invoice and refunds lSee Example
11).
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The euttiulatise ease tiers-ice rop.cuditure
Itep.o0 tiutotoaritcsi Totals arttsilipAtilts ate
*WOO reptOrl k aUtuitiatlaca Or) tapelititUfea
(rum 110 (um() tut arVetely *hit non sea etel)-
tha4ble4; true( 104 and ptus Ike itiltal of Ell
eipetisea. and hr.' total fait aeif et41) disabled, ithat

ticreettl OPciti uti *c*cttl) '/;34/ileti
'heat lunch, ett4ii(littirea, ate (Aitken dose It)
aer r it* atittua 4(1::, 06. if.) ;ft; etz#11 ettiplo) Metal 1, by
category of artifice 1412V-walk' and r;raluatioii,
ittaintertiartev, etc.', *perks' use of !Unita. Pit"-

Jualreprota, refunds, and iots (See Cat:Ample

141

S

In Teats*, the counavlors atti pfosided d ItAttt
Albeliiift Listing Ni Activity Nitict7 tai Wfv DO"'
report. This 4stiittcrly tep-o#Itialoutatantlinecti
titittilltaticea against which no Action has been
taken for 9(1 slays. If there have been partial
payriptit* or refunds against these Authorisa-
tion*, they are shown. Mao proifitleti %Ire repti.i
lion number. (bent, dalea of sertire, transactfoin

true!, balance stint vendor Identification

Each counselor in Arkansas receives A weekly
printout of the life of ease financial transactions
for each client. The It yfaactions are identified atr
encumbrances or expenditures. For each client
the summary show all encuthbrancet by vendor,
each payment to a vendor. and a vendor sum
mart, Cost* are broken clown by facility. trust
fund. SS!. extended evaluation and total costs.
The client's total program and current fiscal year
costs are also ttisplayrtt At the end of the report,
the counselor's weekly anii year totI41r Activities
are summarized by encumbered, cancelled, net
encumbered. paid. outstanding allotment. and
allotment !valance, The_ report also provides some
client information.

The Nevada Rehabilitation Division produces
an Outstanding Authorizations report for each
Unit. It lists, by client, all outstanding authoriza
tions, when they weer issued, amount. bals.nce,
and the number of days they have been out.stan
ding (tier Example 13).

A counselor in Pennsylvania can call up a visual
record of all costs incurred for a specific client
throughout the entire rehabilitation program.
The report contains fur each expenditure the
originating district office. fee schedule number.
authorization number. date, supplier number.

20

type of *or* tee code, fund code. auttiotisseti

*mount, adjustments, open eloeunitiraniecs re
titataing, vendor 111 invoice number,
dale, pcii.04 of 40' Amount, nisces***)
oeeootiting todea, an.Ifirfettl )tatr in Thigh in-suite

was Bald.

he Oklahoma Client tit f *ire Et peittlligrea
Itttnift acis*ralCO V spendliyt ciet (tit each riient tee
to tliedical, huh medical, and payment,* to clients
by senauf anti authotitiation nuttibtr Sid date
Vice I:sample II

4

**4 t4tiattstet,

V,4-40ortAi agrheica putirhase
tier% ter 4 from pt sate setidors arid arcure zirnitar
twittettla throulitta Ober agencies A 'eutitlariti( .a
suttee) (lcqueittl) cfrlirncfa oh hit of her
knowledge of available services or benefits, and
the ease of securing nerraalf) tiltsf illation 34410
the vendors or,gencies. Vendor Ili agency intor

t:37

Inititoll traditionally has iterti manually Mali-slain
rut tit- tit-111411) roonniUtpicalett. Sonic *Utica are
beginning to place this it\formato...41 in their corn
parts sir *tat( pitioceasert_ Umhrelia agenrie.
with Crtittalifeti client computer files may share
client inlormation or indicate what agencies are
serving a particular client. These tircicediires
etiOld allow Ito- more ctimplehenlive, leas -ripen
ril%e scrlittrs 1(1411 Clients.

The Supplier Master Display. usr,d in Venn
sykjfiia contains all available information stn
each vendor, including notification that a vendor
no longer wishes to be Uaett,b)-,V1i, Provided are
the vendor identifiers. codes for.t he serv)ces they
provide, arid the total payments made to the
vendor iSet. 99!,

l'entitylvanta counselors have arreas through a
terminal to the most current vendor file, When an
individual is unsure of the vendor's name, the file
ran di..pLay all the vendor name's identical to that
requested if provided a ItittliMUTTI of the first
three letters in the vendor's name. When located.
the vendor's -name, address and . number are
displayed iSer p. WO),
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RbraN4781""

SNMH

GNSLK CLIENT

62 -.0370310

62 .03780490

62'

62 22790014

62

62

62

67 22790074

67 22800115

62 22800120

'62 2800125

NAME FUND

I.

1

1

L

1

1

4:

l

1

1

I

Ag4"

11213

11207

11204.

10599

11210

11212

11217

11205

tova

10591

10575

I""

BUREAU OF VULATIONAL RpHAOILITATION

OUTSTANULNG AUTHORIZATIONS

JRNL AUTIV'11910E
IP 4M11% Alil tolusr

0001 10-01-81 21.30

0008 12-.11-81 34.00

0007. 11 -16 -01 48.90

0010 11-10- 60.00

0018 11-24. NI 124.50

0013 10-27-41 11.20

002,13 1201 oo.so/

0002 01 -31 -62 300.00

(vol. 12-31-41 106.00

0301 12-11-01 206.00

0001 12-31-31 370.00 45

000 3 130.00-

824. 12=04:41
280.00

It).

id

70.00

FISCAL: TEAN.UCT 01 T6MUN Ai

-AUTM A AGIN6dAL UTH,

21.30 58 DAYS

34.00
48.90

60.00

124.50

11.20 38 DAYS

60.%

300.00

186.00

106.0% g

N8:88
280.00 34 uAys
210.00'

Example '#13

TO - R.S. NO. 99, OKLAHnNA CITY COUNSELOR - 123
JOE B'. DOE, COUNSELOR

FROM - L.E. RADER, DIRECTOR DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFICATION
NAME - LAST F N NUMBER

* PART I - MEDICAL EXPENDITURES

CLIENT SERVICE EXPENDITURES FOR XX/XX/XX THRU XX /XX /XX

I VENDOR IDEFICATION I
NUMBER

'AUTHORIZATION-
,

. NAME . DATE ISSUED CLAIN NO., DATE
INFQRNATION

PAID AMOUNTNNTI
.PATIENT

,

WATE - XX /XX /XX'
4

'PAGE - 01

P J TURNER JAMES MD 016915702 06/06/79 647763 08/24/79 99,999.99

R W , * GRUBB WILLIAM R 016915602 06/05/79 655197 08/24/79 37.00

C H DOTTER RICHARD G . 016916501 06/43/79 664411 08/14/79 50.00

J R PROSSER M P 016921802 06/P/79 620795 08/07/79 10.00

PART II - NON-MEDICAL EXPENDITURES
A - MONTHLY DIRECT EXPENDITURES TO CLIENTS

RE
j j

ALEXANDER R E.
ROBERTS J J

850123

850125
08/01/79,
08/01/79

123456
134567

08/02/79 90.00
08/27/79 44.00

G ROGERS D G ,950123 06/01/79 124651 08/18/79 45.00

B - OTHER NON- MEDICAL EXPENOITURES

E 0 CAPITOL BARBER.COLL 900123 01/01/79 425123 08/10/9 150.60

R T. UNIV OF OKLAHOMA', 016915001 07/01/79 425125
08/11/77g 157.50

***END OF REPORT***

Example #14
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Department of Welfare and vocational
rehabilitation client tapes in Texas are cross-
matched and a r ort is provided to the counsefor
when a mate is made. The report gives the
client's addres , elfare case number, worker,
type of public 'assistance, eligibility date, and

. amount of assistance. The counselor also is in-
formed how the client is coded for public
assisttr in the VR r (See Example 15).

The Florida Client egistration Report liSts all
t....,k counselor's clients and indicates what other.-
-igency in the urfibrella serves the cl t. To

secure more detailed information, th VR
counselor- simply asks for the other w rker's
name and contact is made.

Oregon prepares several retiorts concerning
SSI and SSDI recipients..A caseload report lists
all allowed SSI or SSDI cases by counselor, show-
ing current VR status, status of verification from
_SSA, and certification. Another report (See Exam-
ple 16) lists by counszlore cases verified but not
certified by SSA to be receiving SSDI or SSI. The
computer generates cards to send to SSA to re-
quest verification and to report closures. Another
report lists all ..ses referred by Disabilitylieter-
mination but n t opened by VR within 60 days.
Chargeable E penditures Report lists all SSI and
SSDI cases erved in the current fiscal year, iden-
tifyin: . bills as chargeable or not chargeable
to SSA according to the verification or certifica-
tion information on file.

Under a contract with the 'Migrant Student
Record Transfer Syatem (MSRTS), based in Little
Rock, Arkansas, fifteen state rehabilitation agen-
cies are sharing information on migrant' workers
through participation in the Virginia Interstate
Migrant Farmworker Rehabilitation Project.
When a migrant comes to a 'participating VR
agency, the counselor calls MSRTS. The
counselor can ascertain if the migrant is being or
has been served by any other state, the current
status, primary and secondary disability, and the
name, address and phone number of the most re-
cent counselor. This computer-based system
enables the coordination and continuation of ser-
vices to a population whose vocation requires fre-
quent moves.

23

Technology For Clients
v

The c nputer or the microprocessor is widely
used i evices which enhance the lives of han-
dicapped people in the home and at work. Thus()
are also the computer-related occupations so well
suited for mobility-impaired people. However, the
use of the computer for or by clients to,expedite
the 'rehabilitation process is still extremely
liinited. Most of the client-related technology is
external to the VR system and must be purchased
on a contractual or' per-client basis, or shared
with other human service agencies.

One in-house aid is the. Oklahoma Potential
Client Change Analysis. This report is generated
by a computer program which extracts from the
client files information that has been found to in-
fluence clients' progress from acceptance to
closure. The program identifies this information
for a particular client and searches through the
data bank to provide a summary of the agency's
experiencq,in working with clients with similar
characterinics. The report contains the client's
current condition and shows the probability of
that client -improving on the following factors:
economic/vocational status, physical functioning,
psycho/social functioning, family relationships,
and education. These probabilities can be used to
assist the client and counselor in establishi ng
realistic objectives. They may also be useful in
providing guidelines for program content, time
allocations by client and counselor, money expen-
ditures, and for optimizing program effectiveness

'(See Example 17).

The West Virginia agency operates- a statewide
Information and Referral Hotline for blind and
visually .handicapped persons seeking informa-
tion about services available to them. A person

. calling the toll-free hotline will receive informa-
tion about services available f?om state and
federal government aoncies, and from private
organizations. The callerlwill receive the address
and telephone number of the appropriate-service
provider(s) and, upon request by the caller, the

fait also may serve as an intermediary between
the ocakler and service provider. A minicomputer
provides ready access to information about ser-
vices and also processes all the paperwork re-
ituirecTs-to refer a caller to the appropriate agen-
cies or organizations.

28



PGM.10 552202 ESM6401
INPUT FILE: ST2201

REGION P
SUPERVISOR 959
COUNSELOR 424

SS NO.

OPN INFORMATION
NAMES

"S CASE-Not 5-068210_60
PA TYPES AFOC

TEAAS 4 1TATION CuNNIi11014 59000000
WELFARE CASLL010 CAOSJNATCN OF NEN ECEPIOTS

JULY 23. 1981
THESE CLIENTS HAVE dEEN UPDATES. ON Vuph CASELOAD - PLEASE CORACCT IF IN ERROR

4,..,

SUPv-OFFICE NAMES BEAUMONT CRIDER F 0-TNC/0
0 V

MN-OFFICE NANLi PCAT ARTHUR F 0-TAC/OHR P

CLIENT MAME STATUS STATUS DATE REFERRAL DATE olATH DATE TIC MEDIC N3 PA TYPE
aa W I....

20 05/06/81 '.01/22/81 09/03/54 5-008219.68 r

PAGE .1

EON 0 01

ADDAESSs CARMEN TERRACE
PAC/G. TYPE: 01 OPN OFFICE NOI

GRANT AMOUNTS 1116 ACCEPTANCE DATE: 06-09.81

PORT ARTHUR
dUDGET-JON NOS 1061/A01

MIRTH °Aft: 09-03-54

TX Fri40

TRC GENERATED MESSAGES:
-- CLIENT PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED BY TRC AS PA CODE' 0 NOTE

03/10/81 01/22/81 12/14/61 5-016555-20

DPW INFORMATION
NAMES AOORESS: EAST 15TH IT PORT ARTHUR TX /F640
CASE-NO: 5-016555-20 PROG. TYPES 01 DPW OFFICE NO: BUDGET -JOB NO: 1061/A01
PA TYPE: AFDC GRANT AMOUNTS 6118 ACCEPTANCE DATE: 06-25.81 BIRTH DATES 12-14-61

I 1

TRC GENERATED MESSAGES: 0
-- CLIENT,POtV1OUSLV IDENTIFIED T....IRC AS PA CODE 0 NOTE

.
.1

18 03/1//81 OT/24/110 05/0//51 2-245165 -01

DPW EMANATION
..??,

NAMES AOOAESSS MOBILE AVE PORT ARTHUR
CASE-ND: 2-245E68-01 PROD. TYPE: 01 OPM OFFICE NG: BUDGET-JOB NO: 1061,A01
PA TYPO AFOC GRANT AMOUNT: 1164 ACCEPTANCE GATE: 06-30-81 ae BIRTH GATE: 05-0/-51

TIC GENERATED MESSAGES:
'-- CLIENT PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED OV TIC AS PA co0E 0

/.\
,.

1/13/82

AC

( .

SSN

0801
0801
0801
0801
0802
0802
0802
0802

q 0802
0802
0802
0802
0803
0803
0803
0803
0805
0805
0806
0806
0806

OFFICE TOTAL

MS* Example #15

LIST OF SSDI-SSI CASES-SERVED SINCACT 1.1980
VERIFIED BUT NOT YET CERTIFIED BY R-13

1

.1 STATUS SSDI SSDI SSI SSI
FN E NAME PLANDTE . STATUS DATE ALLOW TERM ALLOW TERM EARN'

RHONDA l'.. -102681 14 102681 '010177
SUSAN c 041681 28 080681 030165 000
KELLY 110681 18 110681 020181
PHILLIP 091881 18 091881 030168
ROY 110181 26 010582 060181 070
CECIL 060881 18 060881 010181
STEVEN 013080 28 062581 090180 090180 070180 030181 000
PHYLLIS 021181r 26 010682 030179 075
RAMON '071381 18 071381 090177
KENNETH 7 062381 28 112481 120173 139
ROBERT 080381 26 103081 090180 033
MARK 030281 26 052981 070173 080.
SHIRLEY 022581 28 101481 040179 110180 010181 010181 000

.

ALLEN 012781 22 102281 120180 120880
ORVAL 022481 20 100981 010180 010180 110180
TIMOTHY 031881 26 111781 100178 020181 020181 050
ROGER 090380 28 060981 020177 090180 000
CAROL 041878 26 042881 050175 110176 128.
BETTY 100881 14,' 100881 090180 999999'
ARLENE 120181 18 120181 120175
MARY 090481 18 090481 010175

TX 2,640

P.

NOTE

PAGE

Example #16
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RVS AUDIT

' CLIENT NAME
SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

:

.,w4441-

ADDRESS : OKLAHOMA CITY OK
TELEPHONE NUMBER :

DISABILITY : MR MILD FSIO 63
DISABILITY CODE : 530

CASE NUMBER : 44082930
DISTRICT OFFICE : 31

COUNTY : 511

COUNSELOR NAME '

'CASELOAD NUMBER : "504

'POTENTIAL CLIENT CHANGE ANALYSIS

THE FOLLOWING PREDICTIONS FOR YOUR CLIENT ARE BASED ON AGENCY
EXPERIENCE WITH SIMILAR CLIENTS OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS.
THESE PREDICTIONS ARE OF T4E SAME NATURE AS THOSE MADE BY
WEATHER FORECASTERS - THEY ARE PROBABILITIES

THESE PREDICTIONS MAY BE'USED ON THE FOLLOWING WAYS:
1.--TOASSI STYOUR CL I ENTt NESTABLUSRI NGREAL+STUOOBJECT UVES

.

2. TO ASSIST YOU, THE COUNSELOR*, IN FORMULATING REALISTIC
OBJECTIVES FOR YOUR CLIENT.

3, TO PROVIDE GUIDELINES FOR A.) PROGRAM CONTENT B.) TIME.
EXPENDITURES BY CLIENT AND COUNSELOR C.) MONEY EXPENDITURES
IN ORDER TO OPTIMIZE PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS.

s

73117

PROBABILI55TI, RRESOF MOVING FROM CURRENT STATUS TO LISTED STATUS AT CLOSURE

FUTURE STATUS

3 4 5

17.1 25.7 31.4
1.8 1.8 1,8',

15.4 7.7 7.7
6.0 1.0 1.0

77.0 5.4 1.4

of

FACTOR
CURRENT
.STATUS 1 2

ECONOMIC/VOCATIONAL STATUS 5 2.9 22.9
PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING 2 37.5 57.1 o

PSYCHO/SOCIAL FUNCTIONING 2 46.2 23.1
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 1 78.0 14.0
EDUCATION 3 2.7 13.5

Example #17
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The South Carolina Handicapped Services In-
formation System Is a multi-agency system which
provides on-linepormation on available services
for handicappe( persons. The client indicates the
county and the service for which information is
desired. Within four seconds, information regar-
ding the available service will be displayed on.the,
terminal, including the agency providing the ser-
vice, its location and phone number. Also provid-'
ed are a detailed description of the service,
eligibility criteria, availability of transportation,
hours 'of operation, and accessibility. If a service
is not available in a particular county, the system
will displahpe name of\the nearest county whore
the service is prieled.

The greatest use of the computer by VR for
clients is in the area of occupational information.
In 1970, the Department of Labor awarded grants
to eigh4tates to develop computer-based infor-
mation and guidance systems for students and
out-of-school youth. From these efforts life-long
career information, system evolved: in 1976;the
National Occupation ormation Coordinating
Committee (NOICC) was formed lo consolidate
the efforts of all the states to insure uniform
definitions and standardized occupational
classifications. Each state has a counterpart of
NOICC - the State Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee (SOICC). Each state
committee must, at a minimum, consist of
representatives from vocational education,
employment security, employment, and training
(CETA), and vocational rehabilitation.

There are also a number of privately developed
occupational and career information systems
available. Table 1 summarizes a few: of the
systems in use, and a listing of other systems can

ound in Appendix B. Appendix B also contains
a printout of a, conversation between the North
Cirolina Career Information Delivery System
computer and a client, and a sample occupational
brief.

v

The National Rehabilitalion" Information
Center (NARIC) was established in 1977 to im-
prove information dissemination to disabled per-
sons and to rehabilitation professionals, and is

by the National Institute of Handicapped
Research. NARIC uses computers' to collect,
store and retrieve information from rehabilita-
tion literature. The intended scope of its collec-
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tioni covers the totality of the rehabilitation
field's,disciplines, professions and services.

NARIC, in conjunction with the Rehabilitation
Equipment Demonstration Units, Rehabilitation)
Engineering Centers, the California Department
of Rehabilitation, and the Rehabilitation
Engineering Service Delivery Project, has.
developed a computerized filo of adaptive devices
and equipment for handicapped individuals ca t41
ABLEDATA. Presently, the ABLEDATA com
putorized collection is available only through a
limited number of agencies. These agencies act as
"brokers" for dissemination of the information by
providing interpretation of questions and
answers, and identifying ntal resources. The
ABLEDATA data bank currently contains ap-
proximately 1,000, entries of personal care and
homQmanagement products, and is in ihe process
'of adding another 6,000 rehabilitation products.
ABLEDATA provides name, address, cost of pro-
ducts, catalo descri tions, user feedback and
comments from professionals. In the future,
evaluation data and suggestions for custom equip,
ment designs, or custom Inodifications to eommer-
_dal products will be included (Pathfinder, 1980).

.Technology For Support Services

Statistical and Report Writing Packages

Staff need no longer be restricted to routine
repoicts or information. Software companies are
producing report writing and statistical packages
which permit staff with limited training to access
information and produce their own one-time
reports. Because these packages use English-type%
input, the requests take a comparatively long
time to run and thus are more costly than the
routine agency reports. The packages, however,
provide flexibility and greater access to stored in-
formation. If information is needed on a one-time
basis, it is less costly to secure through this type
of system than to develop your own program. In
the states which utilize one or more statistical
packages, the central office fills the counselor's
request; counselors as yet do not have this
capability.

The following are some of the frequently used
statistical and report writing packages:
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TOPICS ADAPTATIONS

QOM
It

,

Interactive in a conversational

mode, Client can ask questions

about a specific occupation or

`explore interests, Can wpm

2 or 3 cccupationt at a tint

,

Intemats

AptitudeatImperaments

Oonditiona, Epplopeant

Outlook!), Salary, Phynical

Demands, lOotinim requirements,

SimilarOccupatione

0Ocupationall Oducational/

Training Institutions'

(States have added other files)

h

N.C.,

Fla,

,

,

,

CIS

(Career Information

System)

(Occupational Inform-

tion Systems ON)

Interactive eye using direct

approach or a urod access

strategy call' TEST, '

,,

4: !

,

Taproot, Interest,

Education, Physical Denands,'

hbrk Settings, Earnings

,

Occupational Descriptions

Bibl.ography

Visit (contacts) '

Clubs (career exploratory clubs)

Pr epatation-needed skills and

licensing

Colleges

Financial Aid. i

Focal Storer JobeI

)

Oregon

'Alaska

'California

Colorado,

Georgia,

Hawaii,

INA

Magachusette

Minnesota

Nebraska

Washington

COIN

(Coordinated Occupa-

tional infopation

....*.set*,),............._...,.....L...4,ies.eLintamst.....Cousesitlijalary.......___,...

' ic'N

i Interactive guidance system

which allows the user to create an

, ',occupational profile by indicating

direct access of occupations, Also

incorporates acesalks am

files including references to

microfiche,
1

A computerized systematic career

guidance system at two levels - ,

high school and college/adult with

°opponents addressing self-

informatial (values, interests,

competency), exploration of

occupations, decision-flaking

practice, relationship of self-

inflation to occupations,

information, to assist in decisions.

Interests, Working Conditipns,

Career Clusters, Education,

Physical Strength' and Ete!eidet,

. ,

,', '

tree Major Categories:

1, Values and Decision

Making Educaticn ,

1 1,

2. Relating and Exploring

Opportunities

3. Career Planning

,

Occupational, College Majors,

olleges, Apprentice Tips,

Military, School Subject,

b00110,09..141.1._

0:cupati.p, Colleges, Technical

Schools,4pprenticeshice,

Military Training, Graduate and

Professional Schools, Others May

Be Added,

,
(

,

!

ommirmow

South Carolina

.

,

Illinois

Vermont 4

Florida (School

Systems)

.

)

. .

bins

IALE1

(Additional information is available in Career
MAJORCAMMICNSYSIDIS

Information Delivery System Feasibility Study for the Stateof Illinois, Oct. 1980 - Rath, Jacobson
Gratoski
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DEL, NB 1 SPSSFREO-001 1 ALL CASES YEAR TO DATE
10/07/01, PAGE 14

FILE SYSFILE (CREATION DATE 10/07/81) INPUT IS EOM SEPTEMIERI 1981

EDUC YEARS OF EDUCATION

CODE

ADJ CUM

FREO PCT PC] CODE

ADJ CUM

FRED PCT PCT CODE

ADJ CUM

FRED PCT PCT

0 377 8 0 7 120 3 15 14 149 3 90
1 9 0 8 8 304 7 22 15 6 1 p
2 16 0 9 9 397 9 31 16 2 93
3 29 1 9 10 -1451 10 40 17 13 0 93
4 42 4 10 11 436 10 50 18 11 0 94
5 36 1 11 12 1537 34 84 20 1 0 94
6 67 1 13 13 .154 3 87 99 291 6 100

MEAN 15.501 STOJRR 0.327

NODE 12.000 STO'DEV 22.103

KURTOSIS 10.027 SKEWNESS .395

MINIMUM 0.000 MAXIMUM 44,000

VALID CASES 4565 MISSING CASES

. . MEDIAN 11.497

VARIANCE 488.541

1411GE>, 99.000

DEL. DIA S SPSS-FRE0-001 : ALL CASES YEAR TO DATE

FILE SYSFILE (CREATION DATE = 10/07/81) INPUT IS EOM SEPTEMBER, 1981

SEX

CATEGOgy LABEL

ABSOLUTE

RELATIVE

FREQUENCY

ADJUSTED

FREQUENCY

CUMULATIVE

ADJ FRED.

CODE FREQUENCY (PERT1T) (PERCENT) (PERCENT)

1 2294 50.3 50.3 50..3

2 2271 49.7 49.7 100.0

TOTAL 4565 100.0 100.0

MEAN 1.497 STD 0.007

MODE 1.000 STD DEV 0.500

KURTOSIS -2.001 SKEWNESS 0.010

. MINIMUM 1.000 MAXIMUM. 2.000

VALID CASES 4565 MISSING CASES 0

MEDIAN 1.495

VARIANCE 0.250

RANGE 1.000
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Stattical Pocksigoa

81)88.
S A S
IIMPD
S (3 8 8
SIIIIXRUNNER
MINITA11
OMNITAII .

SOS.
STATPACK
OSIRIS
DATATEXT

Report Writer@

CULPRIT
EASYTRIEVK
RAMI
REPOR

...../MARK IV
ASSIST

Delaware uses SPSS and Example 18 contain
two compilations available on that system,

Microfiche

Microfiche reduces up to 224 pages of computer
printout information onto one 4 x 5 I/1 inch sheet
of microfilm at a cost comparable to the computer
printouts. Information that was once to
voluminous to reproduce and distribute can 'be
Made available quickly and inexpensively. Com-
puter tapes can be converted directly to
microfiche. Thus, listings of vendors, medical
specialists, occupational information, and clients
can be extensively distributed and easily stored.
The attachment of a printer to the microfiche
reader makes hard copies of specific information
quickly available, expanding the usefulness of the
microfiche.

Word Processing

Agencies are increasing the use of word pro-
cessors as their applications expand and storage
and computer capabilities become more
sophisticated. Word 'processors are being used
for publications, report writing, client surveys,
and production of frequently changing lists. The
Nebraska Disability Determination Section uses
a word processor for authorizing services. An ex-
aminer can input a 'client number, counselor
number, vendor number, and code for type of
report desired. The processor finds the client's
name and address, types a letter indicating that
the client is to 'go to a designated vendor for ser-
vice, and signs the counselor's name.

J
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The Oregon agency uses a word processor for
tracking of resources committot to implementa-
tion of identified policy istmos ISee Appendix Cl.

Teledy

To speed up the receipt of medic. al reports, the
Nebraska Disability Determination Section is us-
ing teledyx system. Physicians artlrovided a
toll frett 800 phone number which is connected to
a telerecorder. The physicians dictate their
reports over the phone. The recordings then are

/ transferred to cassette tapes which are transcrib-
ed by DDS secretaries and returned to the physi-
tkions for corrections and/or signatures.

Impact On Staff

roduction of data processing' and
automated management systems have added to,
rather tthan changed field unit staff roles. The
availability of management information certainly
Rrovides additional informatimi to the unit super-
visor which may change the methods of supervi-
sion. It probably does not make the supervisory
function easier but perharis.makes possible more
comprehensive supervision.

At this stage of development and with the em-
phasis on management, most counselors view
automated data systems as an additional respon-
sibility. The collecting and reporting of informa-
tion can and have been chores from which no ma-
jor benefits are perceived many counselors get
nothing more useful to them than a listing of
clients. Although many states are becoming skill-
ed in manipulating data to provide useful Thforma-
tion to counselors, there is room for improvement
and for innovative thinking. ,In the meantime,
counselors collect information and ensure it is
entered into'the system.

Secretaries and other clerical staff are
undergoing some changes to their functions as
well. Data processing forms require coding and
frequently this is left to the clerical' staff.
Secretaries all too frequently are the exclusive
guardians or maintainers of the data systems.
The development and use of word processors will
have a tremendous impact on some secretaries - it
is already doing so on a limited basis.
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Until recently, vocational rehabilitation field
offices usually consulted of the supervisor,
counselor, and clerical staff. With the advent of
computer terminals in the units, the task of Input-
ting data ran be assigned to current staff or to
new position, that of a data input or data cowl%
operator.

ttir
Technology as applied to service delivery is,

still in Its infancy. Those agencies with online
computer systems providing ad:hot reporting or
report call-up are servipg the counselors with in
creasIng.,effectiveness. Across to accurate and

44

current inforination.la essential to the counselor,
perm/Mott effective use of tune and improved
decision making. Data banks and computer pro-
grams are being devised and used to 01111411C0

clients' perceptions of ciork and their capabilities,
Clients, can better determine their goals and ob-
jectives through the use of technology.

Applying technology, to service delivery is
limited not by the 'technology, but rather by the
lack of resources and imagination. The next two
chapter* will look at applications that are possi-
blo,using today's technology.
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701.
14ii Chapter 3
Potential Applications In
Rehabilitation Service
Delivery

In the previous chapter, the current uses of
computers by state vocational rehabilitation
agencies to improve the delivery of services to
clients were discussed There are many other
computer applications in use outside of rehabilita
lion. This chapter focuses on how some of these
may be adapted for use by vocational rehabilita
lion. They are grpuped

electronic mail
computerized data banks
computer based education
distributed data processing

ifs
decision support systems

Electronic Mail

While electronic mail does not have one univer-
sally accepted meaning, most often it refers to the

delivery by electronic means of message* that
otherwise would be transmitted by Paper or Ver-
bally (Saxton and Edwards,

Electronic Mail is not A new development born
' of space age technology. It originated in I844

when Baltimore and Washington. DC were linked
by the first telegraph line: For years. the
telegraph was relegated to second rate status, by
the telephone. Today We are finding that efec...
trunk ..communication can at times offer advan
tags over telephone service.

During the 1970s four advancements in elec-
tronic technology contributed to the increased
use and development of electronic mail systems:
networking capabilities, lowcost terminals. large
organizations requiring improved communica
tions and the increased speed of communication:

While public frustration continues over the
.U.S. Postal Service, and business telephone sir.
vice becomes increasingly expensive. electronic
mail offers several advantages:

1. Electronic mail is distinguished from other
forms of communication by its capability for
non-simultaneous communication. i.e., the
sending and receiving parties do not have to
be in communication at the same time.
Messages once received can be stored lelec-
Ironic mailbox) and either forwarded or
retrieved at a more convenient time.
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'A* outgoing teldphoae calls typically fail to
coach the poriina sought 75 pot-cent of the

tionstinolinneims renitimaitatioo in
crease* efficioney and can improve wutkor
effeetivonoss through bettor time nuttiest
wont lflrown. WM,

Electronic Mall la an alternative for aspen
*Ivo busiDoss travel.

It tioeo not rely only tornitionite
malting More appropriate* fur coni-

oionicating with the hearingimpairod,

5. Clectronie Mail if entire offoctive for coin-
inunicaling numerical and tochniral infocitia-
lion lAnnotiborg,

Electronic mail products generally are
categoriretl Into ilorunientAlstramtlen syst4nts,
computer message oy.tottt* and tonferencIng
systems.

I, pocumeat distribution systems combine the
use of paper with the electronic message distritm

function. Telex,TWX and tacsimilo transmit,
.son are the two primary esamples of *,document
distribution system,

Toles TWX is a worldwide cons unications
network of teleprinters offered Western
Union in cooperation with the Postal Ser-
vice,. culminating in a mailgram. Toles was
established in 1958 and is used heavily by
businesses operating in widely dispersed
geographical arras. Onr advantage of Toles is its
ability to send the same ITICSiltlitr to a large
number of recipients quickly and in a predirtablo
time frame.

lH faciiicitile Icattatitieittio, a docuitieot is ataHn
04 44 the aetsding station *oda copy transmitted
by radio ware or telephone line* to a rereisiod
station to a Matter of Mtaiittle. tiereOse
60041 an 10 ropy, it to iiikoful for traosinissioo
of graph., chartii, pictures and handwritten
ilotwitteote. The limitations of this (twist of pier-
trOnif snail aro; II all itatioiiii moat havoliwilloild
equipment lo bend or retftstlet, topic*, and, 21 high
long distance photo, ti*st* may be toeucre41.

The Departitteht of Veterans ftenelits of the
Voteratis Administration toies facsimile equip
Merit, its rtile chimp* to policie* and procedures
quickly to *staff in 57 region.*! tiftwoo. The VA has
found that the use of ftrointilo tranonsission pro
sides more [lend for analyolo of comploo tiouoti,
altiorits an accurate reopontre and generally
faillitates the communication of information ro
quired to assist votorans (Veterans Administra,
lion. 1979t.

Generally, it is not profitable to genii a. large
volume of documents by electronic mail but such
a network could assist a rohahilitation agency by
transmitting. important documents which need to
be *hared quickly, oven it handwritten, Other

'.possible rehabilitation applications are: to
facilitate coordination and cooperation between
central and field offices, for administrative
reviews, client assistance projects or inquiries
from clients, and the sharing of job leads among
field offices.

3.1

2. Computer message systems are the fastest
growing category of electronic Mail. This
category includes not just one, but * variety of
terminal oriented systems that use a computer
for receiving, storing and transmitting messaies.



A number of computer companica offer
message systems where Ike furispisay ,provides
the roniptiter terminals diiid basic training for
user* User* 4101111ln the flet0tork 10 tralibniii or
rettitiVe ttiettiaate4, ratite) ate 44604 eti kiiev
ntivii6ter tit tranSitettotto Tittii Is 00 itie*Potelvi$
way to try electronic mall without porthastng
efloiptisent.

Ovtemi t!tittlih$ 1''ikergt4o*
Nyco teoliht eoutiputer mesi4de act kre) in 111111
tilt a pilot Inistai to otititit in internal, ctirtitnunira
Boris, The retnistatty litirketti a satiety td product"
internationally 4101 Intro canipsny rotortiunica
Lions ate (simples, Owens Cornint (1)011 thd
si(*teitt primarily to replace lentthy telephone
calla arid short teiemita, oilter otiating coniownica

prOresitircit and to communicate in se0y0 not
possible previously.. Traditional communication
methods were) Altered when sale* people were
able to report information wherever and
whenever it was convenient for them,
tirographitail)L dispersed pertontiel were able to
review and continent on rdniplrll itocUttiriits,
Moroni Corning ettlintit-t that 25 cents were 6-4V

ed every tittle a computer message transaction
replaced a traditional conimu Meat ion transaction.
anti a savings of $4 35 per tnessage in rtniiinyco
time leinnIngs. a

Manufacturers of word processing equipment
are producing intelligent computer terminal*
capable .of 'combining data received (Arr. Cottl
munications lines with text from a word process
ing center Warming*, 15. communicating word
processors have the capability of exchanging text
with other communicating Word processors,
Transmission typically takes place over
telephone lines and may be controlled by or link
ed to a eomputel documents transmitted by
word processors must be typed. but creating and
editing the docurnento are simplified by the word

of

capabilities, Although a large number
of word processors are available today, only a
small percentage have this communications
capability. There are no standards for corn
munications and compatibility of equipment is a
problem.

3. Computer cooferencing uratemo comprise
the third category of electronic mail. They can be
described as a kind of super computer messaging
system iCannings, 19). CoMputer conferencing
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ziyiitelua male it t.to.....4ibt52 fur p.01.14 4i*itc1404
u*oir 4 Wide Eviiirittittieisi area to hold riintefenitiii
whenever they chiAiae.

Coniareca ettnantitliclto with each other
through the cimiputer, which keeps track of the
messages, aorta and Masses them an to the other
participants..

Canitings OW reports on the esperience of
*est toast manufacturer who experimented with
computer conteritnring because of communication,
and coordination problem* encountered in
market research projects. A single project re
quirrd involvement of company and staff con
outwits located in different parts of the country,
but the use of customer informatiti.n available in

4trily one location. The firm leased computer con
ferencing services, calfed NOTEPAD. in 1919.
After setting up a research project learn,
NOTPAD was provided with the list of team
members and access to project information was
restricted to members only, When members ac
cessed the system they were brought up to date
on any information or messages added since they
last looked at the project file, Users also could ref .

quest qperific documents or messages based on
the file name, date. entry number or key words.
Any Aew tram member could be broilght up to
date quickly, Members also entered new intorma
Lion which could Sic available to all other team
members or to only one person.

This firm's experience with NoTEvAD and
computer conferencing was positive. The number
of phone calls and attempted phone calls duripg.
the project were greatly reduced. Problems were
brought to the attention of all team members
rapidly. Members who were traveling or on other
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" aysignments were able to keep in touch with the
progress of Atproject. An historical record of all
decisions d actions taken by the project team
was provt by NOTEPAD. ) .

In the rehabilitation community, about forty
org nizations representing disabled persons,
rese rch engineers and consumer advocates have
been involved since 1977 in a computer con-
ference entitled, Devices for the Disabled. It is
devoted to the exchange of information and
discussions regarding developments in
technology applicable to physically disabled per-
sons. Devices for the Disabled is only one of
several conferences operating onAthe Electronic
Information Exchange System (EIES) available
from the New Jersey Institute of Technology and
established by grants from the National Science
Foundation.`'

All'communications during the Devices for the
Disabled conference remain on file and can be ob-
tained for review, either selectively (by date, key
wor-d-or-griginator) or in total. The conference has
been used by members at two distant universities
to co-author a)ournal article. It also has been us-
ed to organize and disseMinate an agenda for a
national meeting. On a more informal basis, the

A conference has be used to pose philosophical
questions, relate unique - experiences, share
frustrations and encourage brainstorthing.

.

A Study `by Starr hiltr(1979) reviewed the use
of the EIES .by four research groups, including
the conference on Devices for the Disabled. Her
conclusion was that computer conferencing was a
viable means of communication within a scientific
community, but several barriers to utilizftion of
the EIES existed. Some conference members did
not have easyicce

difficult
to a computer terminal or3(

they had difflt accessing telephone lines.
Users also required training in the use of the
system (about five hours) before they felt comfor-
table using it. However, the users felt the
greatest inhibitor to system utilization was lack
of motivation. Implementation of a computer con-

' ference system must be planned and related to an
important need of the conferees.

Vocational Rehabilitation Applications

One of the major advantagei of electronic mail
is that the sender ar receiver do not need to in-

tetrad simultaneously. As most telephone calls .

are usually one-sided conversations, it often is
more efficient to send a message electronically
and to have the receiver respond when it is conve-
nient.

Another advantage is that messages can be
sent to several different places at the same time.
This can be important in sharing job.placement
leads; communicating policy and procedure
chaeges, or when complex documents or reports
need to be reviewed by staff in different parts of
a state.

The real potential for computer conferencing to
assist in VR service delivery may be the manage-
ment of a specific ease by a team of specialists
located ,in different parts, of the state or region.
An entire case file could be kept on a computer or
a separate consultation case file could be
established. This would allow central and/or field
office specialists to comment on specific cases.

Medical consultation is a traditional case
management procedure which could'be improved
through computer conferencing. Physicians could
be retained for consultation without regard to
their geographilo 'lo ion, thus obtaining the ser-
vices of the most alwropriate physician in the
state for each medical specialty. For example, a
neurologist could be consulted "ip every case in-
volving brain dysfunction.

[VoestionitIffellabilitiaionCenter1

In/rehabilitation more specialists probably will
be involved in individual cases. Technical support
is required in placement, similar benefits, in-
dependent living and job engineering. A conf
puter file could be the best means for coor-
dinating and recording the management of a
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specific case by the counselor
This, also could be the best method
and reviewing all the consultation
a period of time by a specialist.

d specialists.
r monitoring
ovided over

Coinputerized Data Banks

The costs of computer haidware have decreas-
ed in, the last fifteen years while computer
storage capacity and`processing speed have 'in-
creased steadily. Predictions from the computer
industry are that in the future new technology
will increase dramatically computer storage
capacity further reducing costs. This ability of
computers to store vast amounts of information
and to retrieve selected pieces of information
have led to the development oflarge banks of
data. (A data bank is a computerized collection of
information assembled in one place.).

A' computerized data bank offers a number .of
advantages:

1. Although data can be accessed from a
large number of Rgints, it is stored cen-
trally.

2 Information can be updated readily in one
place.without having to send out correc-
tions or change notices to all users or
potential, users.

3 441-4Informatio114etrieval is rapid and ac-
curate.

4. Management information is provided
regarding the number and types of re-

. quests.

Various computerized data banks haying im-
plications for Vocational Rehabilitation will be ex-
amined:.

The Michigan Department-ol Education keeps
a compUter file of personnel who have expertise
in specific educational areas.. This data bank

cl serves as a resource file of speakers, in-service
trainers and project consultant's. Resource people.
are 'selected by entering' a key' word, such as
"gifted,' "handicapped," 'testing" or a combina-
tion of several key words. The data, bank in-
dicates how to contact each resource person and
tells where and-w-he they last made a presenta-
tion on the topic.
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A number of states, counties, and cities havoX,440,
developed computerized data banks of services to
meet very specific needs which are available to
citizens. Several data banks, such as Georgia's
TIE-IN, include all available public services while
others are designed for specialized groups, such
as aged or developmentally disabled persons.

The Montana University Affiliated Program
(MUAP) maintains a statewide data bank design-
ed to assist in expandingiand improving service
programs for developMentally disabled persons
(Walkenbach and Crow, 1980). MUAP.. has six ob-
'ectives for the data bank:

1. Accumulation of estrnctured data base
which profiles the total program for
developmentally disabled persons in Mon-
tilla.

2. Provision of an efficient search service.

3. Common4nterestkgross-referencing.

4. Improvement of response to inquiries.

5. Dissemination of available research fin-
dings.

6. Directory compilation.

The U. S. Department of Labor used computer
data bank capacities ,to develop its nationwide

i Job Service Matching System. Informatiotr ii ap-
plicants (work history, characteristics, typeld job
desired) and information from emphiyers on job
openings (skill, experience, special qualifications
required) are entered into the system. The data

ca
tthen can be searched on behalf of an appli-

b or employer. The system also provides infor-
emation on the number of applicants, employers,

matches and searches during a given period of
time. The Department of Labor feels the system's
advantages are a comprehensive matching capaci-
ty; reduction in needed storage space, faSter tur-
naround time, reduction in work, effort and the
identification for job seekers of promisinglabor
market areas (U.S. bepartment of Labor, un-
dated).

The Independent Living Research Utilization
Project (ILRU) at The Institute for Rehabilitation
and Research, was established in 1977. ILRU of-
fers a Computerized Registry of Independent Liv-



ing Programs containing profiles of independent
living programs and organizations that offer in-
dependent living services for severely disabled
persons. The profiles describe the type of pro-
gram, disability group served, number of persons
served per year, neighborhood setting, service
delivery style, vocational emphasis and the
specific services provided. The Registry is
designed to be a resource for all organizations
that serve disabled persons.

The Veterans Administration has three in-
novative computer data bank applications. The
Target System is comprised of five separate data
bases with approximately 53 million records.

A discussion of this system is included in
Distributed. Data Processing (p. 42).'

Veterans Administration pharmacies filled
over 33 million prescriptions in 1979, as compared
to 10 million in 1970. To process this large in-
crease, the Automated Prescription Processing,
Labeling, Editing and Storage (APPLES) system
was developed. APPLES is an on-line prescrip-
tion processing system which provides mail and
prescription labels, turnaround documents for
refills and renewals, medication profiles, drug
'utilization reviews and management reports. It
also provides automatic screening of patients'
drug regimens for duplications, overlaps, interac-
tions and allergies. The system utilizes a data
bank consisting of over 123,000 patient records,
351,000 prescription records and a drug file with
over 9,700 entries.-

The Veterans Administration Medical Center
in Salt Lake City operates the Mental Health
Treatment Service Computer System within the
Center's Psychiatric Assessment Unit. System
capabilities include: psychological testing, clinical
history, physical examination, demographic infor-
mation, ward assignment, outpatient programs,
mental status reports, daily updating of clinical
progress notes for waids or clinics, as well as an
automated discharge 'summary allowing "free
text" input (see Example 19)..

A key feature of the system is the capability of
administering, scoring, profiling and interpreting
a wide range of psychological tests and clinical in-
terviews.

With the present software it is possible

A

to receive a scored and interpreted
psychological test within one to five
minutes _from the time the veteran
completes the test. The turn around
time depends on the length of the test
but never exceeds ten minutes. This
rapid turn around time results in a
significant savings In time and money
for the VA and provides much better
service for veterans (Veterans Ad-
ministration, 1980, p. 5).

At the present time 64 psychological tests and
18 clinical interviews can be administered by com-
puter (See Example 20 for a sample printout).

Vocational Rehabilitation Applications

Computer data banks have uses ranging from
the location of appropriate devices for the has-
dicapped'to the administration, scoring and inter-
pretation of psychological tests. A file of resource
people to deal with very specific problems could
be developed for a state or region. A data bank
could increase the compreheniiveness of a search
for similar benefit services. Lists of vendors
(schools, workshops, p sicians) now kept in file
dra e, tepads, could be

pt in a computer bank.
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Computer Based Education

Computer based education is separated into
two components: computer assisted instruction
and computer managed instruction.

ComputerAssisted Instruction (CAI) is a
modified form of programmed inst;uction in
which the instruction is administered' by'vk com-
puter. In a CAI session, the computer is in effect
the student's teacher. Emphasis is placed on in-
structional methods and student characteristics.
The computer can change content and mode of in-
struction, arrange various mergers of materials,
methods, and student input in rapid sequences.

Computer assisted instruction offers the
following interaction modes for training: (1) drill,
in which the student responds in a quick fashion
to brief items or questions under a "flash card"
format, (2) practice, in which the student answers
complex questions which could require some off-
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Al '4 I-72111 SAMPLE.TWO A. M.AGE 29 OS/20/80 44/l0/00

--- STRONG-CAMPBELL INTEREST INVENTORY ---

--- GENERAL OCCUPATIONAL THEMES - --

THEME STD PfSULT

REALISTIC 43 LOW

I. INVESTIGATIVE 46 MODERATELY IOW

A ARTISTIC 42 ) AVERACF
e

II SOCIAL 49 AVERAGE

E ENTERPRISING 52 AVERAGE

C CONVENTIONAL 52, AVERAGE'

---

. ty

BASIC INTEREST %CALEB - --

STD
*I

V LOW
I

LOW
I

AVERAGE 1
i

HIGH V.HIGH'
I I

R AGRICULTURE '39 I X
!

.1' ' I

R NATURE 35 I X:. I

P ADVENTURE 63 I X I

P MILITARY ACTIV. 45 I . X I

R

I

MECHANICAL ACT. 40 I
4)

SCIENCE 39 I

X

X

I

i
I MATHEMATICS St I X 1.
I MEDICAL SCIENCE 49 I X I
I

A

MEDICAL SERVICE 38 I
1

MUSIC/DRAMATICS 52 I

X

X

I

i
A
4

APT . WI
WRITING 45 I

X
. X

V
i

S
S
S

TEACHING 38 I
SOCIAL SERVICE 59 I
ATHLETICS 55 I

X

X
. X
.

I

i

i
S DOMESTIC ARTS 34 I X I
S RELIGIOUS ACT. 39 I I

E PUBLIC SPEAKING 63 i X I
E LAW/POLITICS 56 I X . I
C MERCHANDISING 53 I X . I
E SALES 52 I X I
C BUSINESS MGT. 54'i X I

C OFFICE BRACT. 47 I
7 I I

X
I

, I,
I I

.t-

Sample Printout
`Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory
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SLC VA MEDICAL CENTER - MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT SERVICE
DISCHARGE SUMMARY - 05/15/80

NAME: YOKUM,HOKUM 88Nt 999-11-007 MALE CAUCOSIAN
SIRTHDATE: MAR 18, 1951 AGE: 29 MARITAL STATUS: SANOLE
SC-STATUS: MEDICAL SC-X: 50 SC-FOR: GUNSHOT WOUNDS

DATE OF ADMISSION: 01/23/80 ADMITTED TO: INPATIENT PSYCHIATRY (TEAM C)
NUMBER OF PREVIOUS ADMISSIONS TO THIS VA MEDICAL CENTER: 1

INITIAL DIAGNOSIS, AXIS 1: 'S.11, SCHIZOPHRENIA, DISORGANIZED, DUI:CHRONIC,
PROVISIONAL, ,IT, 01/23/80

DATE OF DISCHARGE: 04/30/00 DISCHARGED FROM: INPATIENT PSYCHIATRY (TEAM C)
TREATMENT DAYS: 97 ABSENCE DAYS: I

DISCHARGE DIAGNOSIS, AXIS It 295.95, SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNDIFFERENTIATED,
1, IN REMISSION, IMS, 05/15/80

TREATMENT ME* SYSTEMATIC DESENSITIZATION, GROUP THERAPY, CONJOINT
THERAPY, INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING

RESPONSE-TO TREATMENT: (SEE PROBLEM LIST DATED: 05/15/80):

FEAR OF DISASTERS RESOLVLED BY SYSTEMATIC DESENSITIZATION. SUBSTANCE
ABUSE OF ASPIRIN INACTIVE AT TIME OF -DISCHORGE. THE THOUGHT DISORDER
AND VISUAL HALLUCINATIONS UNDER CONTROL WITH TRILAFON. THE CHILD
REARING DISAGREEMENTS WERE RESOLVED WFAMILY THERAPY. AFTER
COUNSELING THE FAMILY MOVED TO A DIFFERENT RESIDENCE WHICH RESOLVED
THE. ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM.

MEDICATIONS: TRILAFON, 4 MG. T.I.D., INCREASED TO 12 MG. T.I.D., THEN
REDUCED TO 8 MC. B.I.D.

RESPONSE TO MEDICATIONS: INITIALLY THERE WERE LITTLE NOTICEABLE EFFECTS
OF THE TRILAFON UNTIL DOSAGE WAS INCREASED. AT 12 MG. T.I.D., THERE
WERE NO FURTHER INDICATIONS OF. HALLUCINATIONS, HOWEVER, THERE WAS
NOTICEABLE MOTOR RESTLESSNESS. STABALIZATION WITHOUT NOTICEABLE SIDE ,

EFFECTS WS ACHIEVED BY REDUCTION OF DOSAGE TO 8 MG. B.I.D.

SUMMARY: THIS IS THE SECOND HOSPITALIZATION IN E PAST YEAR FOR THIS
VETERAN. BOTH TIMES HE ARRIVED IN A VERY DISORG IZED AND INCOHERENT

STATE. PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING INDICATED A THOUG DISORDER AND HE
ADMITTED TO BEING FRIGHTENED AT "SEEING" EVENT WHICH "MUST BE IN .

THE FUTURE. MR. YOKUM:S WIFE DESCRIBED FAMIL DISCORD PRIMARILY
CENTERED AROUND FIGHTS OVER WHAT SHOULD BE DONE WITH THE CHILDREN.
TRILAFON WAS PRESCRIBED'FOR MR. YOKUM AND HE RECEIVED SYSTEMATIC
DESENSITIZATION, GROUP THERAPY, CONJOINT THERAPY AND INDIVIDUAL
COUNSELING. MR. YOKUM'S FEARS, FAMILY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
WERE RESOLVED. THE SCHIZOPHRENIA IS IN REMISSION AT TIME OF DISCHARGE.

AFTER CARE PLAN: TRILAFON CONTINUED AT B MG. B.I.D. THIRTY DAY

SUPPLY GIVEN AT DISCHARGE. MR. YOKUM WAS REFERRED TO THE DAY
TREATMENT CENTER FOR MEDICATION FOLLOW-UP AND PERIODIC SUPPORTIVE
THERAPY.

DISCHARGE S6T1ARY BY: I. M. SHARP,.M.D.

Sample Printout
Discharge Summary
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lino computation or the completion of multiple
steps in problem solution, (3) tutorial programs,
which resemble programmed instructional texts,
i.e., paragraph 'material, interspersed questions,
and conditional response branching, (4) simula-
tions, in which the student is required to unders-
tand and respond to simplified versions of reality,
and (5) problem solving programs, in which com-
plex problems are broken down to simpler
elements to foster the student's understanding of
principles and rules (Huntington, 1979, a d Con-
trol Data, 1977)..

a d

Corputer assisted instruction is individualized
and, therefore, requires a lot of record keeping.
Computers can assist in this area with Computer
Managed Instruction (CMI), which is a total
educational approach to support the management
functions of the teacher. These management
functions, includd methods of organizing cur -.
riculum data and methods for assessing and
reporting student progress.

Hisiritally, CMI dealt primarily with testing,
scorin , analyzing, diagnosing, reporting and
prescribing learning activities. Since it is difficult
to differentiate instruction from instructional
management, large C,MI systems more recently
also include computer assisted instruction.. This
development permits a more comprehensive
systems approach to learning by including both
instruction and its management (Huntington,
1979).

Although there are several Computer Based
Education (CBE) systems in existence, one of the

. more successful applications is the PLATO
,

--System. It was jointly developed by the
Computer-Based Education Research Laboratory
at the University of Illinois and the Control
Corporation. PLATO vis a total system utilizing
both CAI and CMI components for individualized
instruction. The extensive record keeping
capabilities of the system provide student pro-
gress repo s and assist in evaluating the effec-
tiveness of the instruction. Becose PLATO has
the ability to update, flashback, review, explain
and animate, virtually any activit can be
simulated on the PLATO terminal. PLATO is us-
ed in a variety. of educational, business and in-
dustrial settings to:

1. Preipare men and women for entry level
positions in the computer industry.
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2. Provide educational and business train-
ing to companies.

3. Provide instruction in basic skills and
GED preparation to those with special
needs, e.g., disabled persons, learning
disabled individuals, persons with learn-
ing and speech disorders, functionally il-
literate adults, diativaataged youths and
adults and incarceratecrindividuals.

4. Train' and certify airline pilots.

5. Train supervisors in industrial settings to
soli.ve quality control problems.

6, Train salemen in product usage.

'7. Teach troubleshooting strategies within
the utilities industry.

Control Data Corporation has a special interest
in using computers t provide human services to
individuals. In 1978, developed HOMEWORK; a
demonstration prof ct to provide services to its
employees who eloped 16ng:term disabilities.
As part of HO EWORK, selected emplOyees are
provided with omputer terminals in their homes
which are linked to Control pata's computers in
Mingeapolis. Some of these terminals have
aSsistive devices or adaptations to meet the
employees' needs. The home terminals are used
toleach, through PLATO, new vocational skills in
computer programming or in the development of
PL\ATO instructional courseware. Upon' comple-
tion of the program, individuals can be employed
to work fronatme,with flexible hours and condi-
tions.

The Veterans Administration pro
prevocational and vocational training progs
for veterans with service-connected disabilities,
using Control Data's Fair Break for the Handicap-
ped and HOMEWORK.

Pair reak for the Handicapped provides
reme 'al training in basic skills and general
education to educationally disadvantaged han-
dicapped individuals. The objectives of the pro-
gram are to raise the level of literacy skills for at-
tainment of the GED Certificate, for participation
in subsequent vocational training programs and
for employment.
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Computer assisted instruction it °grams are
currently in use at more than 48 medical and nur-
sing schools and hospitals. All are tied. into an
IBM computer at Ohio State University College
of Medicine. Medical students sit at a computer
terminal, which is programmed ik act as a pa-
tient, and "examines" the machine. Along with
describing symptoms and their reactions to
medications, the computer points out which of the
proscribed lab tests are dangerous or un-
necessary, and evaluates the cost-effectiveness of
certain treatments (Reina, 1981).

Vocational Rehabilitation Applications

Computer based education (CBE) has potential
for in-service training within rehabilitation. With
decreasing travel, CBE can offer
standardized trai 'n to remote plats of a state
or among regions. In addition, clients can benefit
from CBE within rehabilitation centers or offices
by learning basic skillst job-seeking skills, the
rehabilitation process, or through an assessment
of a client's specific skill level;academically or
vocationally.

Distributed Data Processing

Distributed data processing (DDP) appea to
be a response by users to the lower costs of com-
puters and the increased demand for computer
utilization and availability. Basically, DDP means
dispersing control and responsibility rather than
having all computer functions in a central depart-
ment. A-distributed program still requires cen-
tral control to assure that procedures are com-
patible and data are unduplicated. Some expected
advantages are faster error correction, more ac-
curate data input, reduced load on central com-
puters, faster turnaround time, and increased
local control in terms of defining 'priority com-
puter uses.

There are several types of system structures
which can be called distributed. The most com-
mon structure is a large central computer linked
to several terminals or personal computers in
other locations. Detailed records can be kept
either in central or remote locations and data
summaries or specific records can' be obtained
from either the central or remote stations. The
extent of decentralization of programming would
depend on the needs sof the remote stations and
the technical capabilities of staff.

Another distributed structure consists of
co Aerating work stations all linked together,
with Ty station superior to any other. In this
system, any station can communicate with any
other station, making; it an ideal structure for in-
tegrating data processing and word processing.
With such integration, electronic mail and the
automation of other office functions are possible.

The third distributed structure ois the decen-
tralized, stand-alone system. Each location has its
own independently operating data center. The
small centers are linked for communications, but
it is not done routinely. Only summaries of data
would be communicated and usually only for com-
piling periodic corporate or agency reports.

VA LINE INTERACTIVE DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING/DATABASE NETWORK

In 1979, the Veterans Administration com-
pleted the first phase of Target, a nationwide
distributed data processing system to aid in the
disbursement of compensation, pension' and
educational benefits. This phase includes the
capability for on-line, immediate access to the
Compensation, Pension, and Education data bank
o(approximately 14 million records, and to the
Bft,eficiary Identification and Records Locator
Subsystem of approximately 39 million records.
At the heart of the system are four HoneywpIl
large-scale host computers, 100 small computers,
3,000 computer terminals, and 800 printers
located throughout the country (Lippin, 1980).
The Target system was designed so that veterans
could be assisted from any regional office they
contacted. For instance, a veteran's file stored in
Chicago can be displayed on a computer terminal
in Seattle in just a few seconds.
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The promise of DDP to assist .in, VR service
delivery includes increased computing power and
capability at local levels, faster error correction,
more accurate and locally important input,
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possibilities for messaging functions and other
services to local wol'kerS, Exontples prese,nted in

'the next chapter will illustrate these advantages.

Deeision Support Systems

While there have been advances in basic infer.
mation retrieval, processing and display
technologies, the application of computer power
to management functions haS been slow to catch
on. In the past, many managers have felt the coin
puter to be of only peripheral value to them as
they were overburdened with a hodgepodge of
computer reports overflowing with data of little
consequence to them.

Within the past decitch, new and poweiful
analytical tools have emer d which have had a
significant impact on man gerial performance.
Decision support systems d ,fine a different view
of computer application imed at prikiding ac
cess to information .s stems and analytic models
directly tO manager.. Decision support systems
serve three primary functions for managers:

1. Support them ng, problem solv-
ing and judgment for tasks that cannot be
routinized.

2. Permit ease of access and flexibility of
use.

3. Are pdisonal tools, under the individual's
control and in most cases tailored to his or
her thinking, terminology and activities
(Keen, 1980).

These systems make the computer an integral
part of the decision-making and planning process
and provide a way for managers to get access to
and really lise information. They support :rather
than replace the manager's judgment.

A key assumption in decision support systems
is that one cannot improve a process One does not
understand. The questions that must be
answered before the system can be built are: 1)
What is the decision or task, 2) How does the
manager carry it out, 3) What information is used
and in what way, and 4) What would it mean to
make the process more effective.
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Decision support systems typically consist of
three subsystems: the data base, a colleetinn of
stored,i4formation which can be retrieved lind
opttitted upon by the computer system; the
model base, software packages representing the
planning and decision making operations; and t. he
decision maker subsystem, the way in which the
manager interfaces with the data base and Model
base to solve a specific problem.

Decision Support Systems are different.
from traditional computer-bas'ed ap-
proaches to problem solvinis in that they
...rely on the decision imaker's insights
and judgments at all stages of problem
solving from problem formulation, to
choosing the relevant data to work with,
to picking the approach to be used in
generating solutions, and on to evaluating
the solutions presented, to the decision
maker (Sprague and Watson, 1979). E'%

Decision support systems can be used in opera-
tional planning by pro,,iding detailed, accurate
data that originate within the organization so
that managers and executives, in a. matter of
minutes, can sift through the trade-offs among a.
number of plans to find the optimum or least
costly solutions to operational problems. It also
might be used to develop an organization's annual
budget. The computer can be programmed to pro-
vide, by line item, budget infornattition so that the
manager, with a view of the organization's
resources and goals, can decide on what the
organization can achieve. Decision support

-systems can be used by anyone who has to make a
variety of decisions. The next chapter deals with
a decision support system for a rehabilitation
counselor in a field office.

Tools for Decision Support Systems
/there are four computer tools which can aid

decision makers: query systems, computer
graphics, analytical routines, and simulation
models.

Query or information retrieval systems allow
the user to generate his or her own reports and-to
retrieve information from files quickly, efficiently
ansi on the basis of any reasonable and understan-
daBle criteria.
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(Wry systems operate with understandable
P.:ngrish comMands which make them easy to 11A0
by untrained. persons, The, tiler ran locate Infor
mations retrieve it, perform basic computations
and have the information either divined on it
terminal or printed as a repiirt,

There are two concepts for a user ) tinders
taiokcommands and connectors. There are-about
2,0 basic commands to get data from the cojk,
puler. Stun of the common ones are; "fimPli,
which lot; ,s the data; "list" sets forth the data
in some order; ."report", -which prints the data;
and "add" Or "subtract", which are self evident.'
Conniectors spell out the relationships of the data,
such as "equal to", "not equal to", "greater than"
and "less. than". A specific inquiry to the cont

yuter might be:,"Ilow many counselors had more
than fifty rehabilitations last year?"

Query systems recognize that decision makers

variety or matrices to view the reiltiopoij
among several variables (See Appendix-I) lot ad
ditional information,

Analy dot routines are a (yin, of application's
program whic111,11ireet the computer to perforin
particultir-WeiltuUtce of tasks. These packages may
he purchased, leaSeil or rented depending on the
needs of the user. Analytical packages are
available or can be developed to include not only
internally .generated data but also eXternardata,
!samples of this are client cost and time in status
data (internal) and unemployment nays or COIStis
data (external). Pre-established "routines In the
computer allow for projecting trends an
rimer:N(11g. Two of thii more sohisticated
analytical packages are the Statistical Analysis
System (SAS) and the Statistical Package for.the
Social Sciences ISPSS). (Additional packages are
listed in Chapter 2,.p. 29t.

very often cannot detyrmik in advance the infor. The fourth type f decision support system
tools is a simulation model. Simulation is a techni-
que for conducting experiments on a computer,
which involves mathematical and logical models

' that describe the behavior of a system over a
period of time.

[nation that is needed. They must respond to
unexpected problems quickly and much of the in-
formation needed is exploratory. A good quelay
system allows decision makers to define or
redefine the boundaries of the information need-

. ed. This can be done without having files onvin-,
touts in expectation of a specific request.

Computer graphics refers to the cones A of
man communicating with a computer by meads of conditions, planetarium shows, exhibits in science
graphical symbols such as lines, curves d dots.
Through the use of computer graphics, informa-
tion can be rapidly retrieved, organized and
printed by the computer in picture form, com-
plete with legends, titles and footnotes. Thus,.the

of information eft- iently ..a.r.i.d Wee-
decision making process can )? e enhanced by
presentation
tively.

Almost ,everyone has been involved in some
type of simulation. For example, an amusement
park jungle boat ride thlt tries to simulate actual

museums, and driver training in a simulated
mechanism with a steering wheel and pedals for
gas and brake. Computer simulation serves a
manager in the same way that the laboratory ex-
periment helps the scientist. Simulation models
provide insights to decision making and selecting
appropriate courses of action.,

Fot manrial decision m
Computer graphic devices include CRTs, plot- :ties, dynamic interactions,

ters, recorders, and scanners.. The first plotters terdependencies of a stem can
featured an ink pen that moved back and forth by mathematical forntlas store
across a rotating drum of paper. It was quite slow
and complicated patterns took a long time to pro-
duce. Electrostatic plotters use electronics to pro-
duce a pattern of dots on paper. They are faster,
quieter and can produce more complicated pat..
terns in hard copy, When a permanent, hard copy
recot'd is not required, graphics can be produced
on a speedy, quiet computer terminal. Graphics
produced in this manner may include color and a..

king, the uncertain
nd complex, in.

e characterized
in the memory

of a computer. An analysis facilitates a thorough
investigation of both the direct and indirect con-
sequences of variation within a system. Since the
model can,be run under many different settings,
the prime sources of system fluctuations can be
identified. Frequently, as a result of computer
simulation, management can isolate the principal
causes of inefficiencies and bottlenecks, and can
improve the system's behavior.
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Unlike testing a pr4posed management
system's design or a particular, decision in real
time with live participants, a computer siine'la
thin alloweireasy replication, permits redesign and
retest, records a completely accurate detailed
history, and summarizes and analyzes the
emergent data rapidly and immediately, Of
course, computer simulation 'can never provide
the absolute realism of a field test of an actual
system or decision, )tut since most organizations
employ field testing on a very restricted basis,
they will find it helpful to use computer simula-
tion analysis to suggest thr design of a particular

c

system or selection of alternative decisions
before that system or decision is implemented,

Rehabilitation counselors, supervisors and ad.
ministraters are required to make decisions as a
major part of their jobs, The decision snaking
component o(.,VR service delivery has become so
complex that the decision maker is oftentimes
unable to absorb all the pertinent information and
choose) optimum solutions, As a result; many
vocational rehabilitation personnel will find it
necessary to rely on sophisticated computer
techniques to assist in the decision making pro-
cess.

.010,e-Th
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Chapter 4
Counselor And Client
Information Systems

In the field of computer "technology, It is dif-
ficult to write about the future the future Is no
further off than tomorrow. This chapter does not
speculate on future technology,) but deals with
possible applications and full implementation of
today's technology applied to service delivery in
vocational rehabilitation.

Use this chapter to shop around for ideas, to
ponder-social and structural costs and gains, and
to unleash your imagination.

The field of view is restricted to a VR unit con-
sisting of 6 to 10 counselors, a supervisor, and
support staff. The hardware cduld be a microcom-
puter or an on-lite terminal to a main frame com-
puter in the central office or time sharing on a
minicomputer. The imperative is the immediate
access to a computer and the computer files by

staff on a real time basis. Input
direct and verified prior to
memory.

I

must he simple,
storage In the

Counselor Needs

A counselor is the recipient, processor, inter-
preter, and dispenser of information, The corn,
puter is an excellent filing cabinet, a manipulator
and organizer of information but it cannot inter-
pret or use the information. A counselor is as ef-
fective as the way islhe uses available manage
ment and clientrelated information, which in
turn frequently isdetermined by the accessibili-
ty. timeliness, and accuracy of th'e informatiOn.

To ease caseload management tasks, the com
puter can remind counselors of activities, per
form routine bookkeeping and clerical tasks, keep
track of client progress and provide frequently!),
uses in format ion.

Things-To-Be-Done List

A counselor has certain statutory, client and
other activities which need attention on a regular
basis. It is often difficult to keep track of these ac-
tivities without elaborate and time-consuming
record keeping.

A thingsto-bedone list can be retrieved by the
counselor each week through a programmed re-
quest or through a query system. The following
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kinds of information are immediately accessible
to the counselor)

Clients not soon in 00 days or more
Appointments and home visits
Statutory reviews 1WItI' ineligible
closures, etc,

Authorisations outstanding for 3t) days or
more
Clients on a job for 30, 40, 00 or more dos
Dales fu' major client activities surgery,
beginning of training, job interviews, etc.

With there reminders, a counselor establishes
an affectve ikhodule for the week rather than
working on to ad hoc basis. Items are placed on
the list at the counselor's discretion, i.e., the
events that are importalit to the counselor. The
list must be functional to the counselor because
(Oho inputs soma of the dittos which trigger the
reminders. Other dates, however, are established
by information from documents and other
sources.

Caseload and Client Progress

A large number of caseload and client informs
tion reports can be programmed Into the. tom.
puler. For instance, a counselor needing caseload
summary statistics selects the appropriate report
numboy, which is entered into the computer along
with to date parameters and counselor number.
The counselor receives the requested report
almost immediately, If a hard copy is needed, it
can be printed. NG loriaer is it necessary to print
reams of reportl routinely and mail them around
the state from a central location.

Counselors receive current information as
needed and in the most useful format. (Security
measures can be built into thillsystem and pro,
grams so that access to the information is limited
only to the counselor and his or her supervisor.)
In addition, counselors requiring specific inform*.
tion can design and request their own special
report. Such ad hoc reporting reduces significaot.
ly the programmers' workload. The request could
be entered as simply as: "List client number,
name, major disability when time in current.
status - 3 anonths or more."

The availability of a Statistical package enables

the counselors to tranaforin the data in thoir
caseloads into atailetieal studios or graphs of
varying level* of Sophistication. The statistioa
enable the routiselor to do such things as deter,.
'nine trend., document caseload nctivitiee, an
compute cerreiation4 between outritnie and time,
in *Wu*, Pram those, adjustment, can be made
for caseload management.

The critical factors Art) that the counselor hive
easy and rapid wee* to caseload information,
that it be current, easily: manipulated, and ko-
vide the counselor with what Who needs to know
for efficient and effective functioning,

Counselors, on their put, must learn the
significance of the information and the effects of '
rileriOliti management on the individual client's
rehabilitation program and the.entire caseload.

Fiscal and Arcounttng Proceduros..

Many counselor* are issued a budget at the
beginning of the year and are expected to meet
their goals within the constraints of that budget.
Systems exist today where a counselor receives
reports that show the amount of funds expended
within various time frames. the amount en
cumbered, and the amount remaining in the
budget. One possible system works like this:
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client File
V' ----4,13u.45t

Statist ics
Rep o 4-3

*"." Rem fle

Ae
1. A counselor determines a certain pur

chase is required for a client.

2. (S)he goes to the computer's vendor file to
determine vendors previously used for
this item and the cost.

3. The counselor or the secretary calls up
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#tdhorijelij/in ftir#1) un the *Cr001$.

Thin the following information is entered
onto the form: Vendor Number (secured
froth vendor Mel, Client Number, Item
Notne, Code Number, Authorised Coat'
atot.e.outtselor Number

The compoter verifies the information as
it is entered; If there are eitabliahed fres
for Lie item and the authorised emit es-
ceeda the fee schedule, the computer

,notifira the operator and 3ttipsi accepting
G- ,
4nlor 11414n, Similarly. if *Nov other item
ants ,not meet establishotO criteria, the
pev,Nctia stops until corrected or ovreri.1-
4eA,.. If the rounaelors budget does not
hav4,aufficient unencumbered funds. the
proC4tits also terminates. Items that are in
contkient with the built in edits or with
budget restrictions are noted on the
sereen*;.

Once all items pas,. edit criteria or are
otlaiervvise iivt.!rridden. an authorization
and invader itr : completed and printed by
the coijiputr. The addresses of the Yen
dor arid client already are in the data
hank. 4'he printed authorization is rridy
for signature and mailing, with the
counielor'receiving a copy (or the client's
fife

&se computer prepares a stAtrtilnt of
he remaining unencumbered balanace in

the counselor's account.

7. The client and vendor files are updated. If
the authori/ed.purcha,i was from knew
vendor. the ii'propriate information is
entered into the vendor file.

M. The authorization information is placed in
a pending file. If a starting date for train-
ing Or a medical procedure is included.
this is also suspense'd for the counselor, to
trigger a reminder at a later date.

9. When the velidor provides the service to
the client and returns the invoice for pay,
merit, the counselor or secretary inputs
the authorization number into the com-
puter. The invoice is displayed on the
screen, and the 'necessary information

1ft%
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than is entered anti verttwt by the coin.
poor,

id. The computer performs the billowing

4, AVAilAtillitY of funds is verified.

b. The encumbrance 'is cancelled and
removed from the Client anti cutIlibelor
data files,

r, Sery lees provided are entered into the
0104t data (des.

0/TendIng upon Comptroller re-
quirements. the computer tales the at-

. tions required and prints a (-heek for
payment,

r, I hWUttietit3t1(M is provided fur client

f, A new balance of fund.* is provided for
the appropriate budget ratugories.

The importance of such a lyritytn is that the
counselor knows how much money is available for
client services at all times, Many such' astems
exist:today, but few are current on a daily
If the information front. the authorization docu-
ment is checkkl against the budget by the com-
puter as it is prepared, there can be instant
verification that the counselor has adequate
funds to honor the authorization.

Projections from current obligations could
alert the counselor to possible budget shortages
if spending continues at the current level, I!sing
the expenditure and orumbrance information as
a base, the counselor could enter a proposed
rehabilitation plan into the computer, be notified
what those projected costs would do to his or her
budget within. the established time frames, and
learn the probability of the plan being totally
funded and implemented. The counselor then
could- adjust the services and the plan
accordingly.

Vendor Lists

Time can be saved by counselors and a wider
range of services be made available to clients



through the use of computerized Vendor files
tailored to the needs of the local office. The file
can be local or statewide in Scope, and organized
by vendor name, product or service, including
professional service. The tolloWing is a. sample of
an alphabetical vendor file:

Vendor Nime
Address

Foige Clothes
3962 Main Street
Jonestown 42843

Forth Appliance
692 South Street
Homer, 42973

Glenn
Modifications
483102 South

s President
Smith, 42961

Great Drugs
22 Peach Street
Venice

Vendor O Service

962039201 Men's Clothing
Women's
Clothing

639210664 Prosthetics
Orthotics

461889462 Van
Modifications

694021691 DrUgs
Medical Supplies

Fee
Schedule

Dle Last
Purchase

4 / 81

4/80

2/81

The asterisk (*) indicates the existence of a fee
schedule or contract which needs to be called up if
that vendor is selected.

It is possible to lisNhe-vendors by the services
they provide, permitting the counselor easily to
select a vendor that is most convenient (2r the
client. It also facilitates mailing of bid requests,
and making inquiries. The user also can add
counselor comments, criticisms or other desired
information.

*

A vendor file requires maintenance by the
staff. The information in the file is only as good as
that entered by the staff. The name, address and
number of the vendor can be input through a
vqahering system, but updates of services
aGailable and provided, address changes and com-
ments require staff participation.

Client Related Information
For Counselors

Decisions concerning clients should, be based on
as much relevant information as possible. Com-
puters and other technologies can aid with the
collection, storage, retrieval, and security of the
necessary information with a minimum of time,
piper work, and filing. The following are some of
the ways client information can be enhanced.

Referral and Application

When a referral is received on an iddividual, a
staff person enters the person's name, address,
social security number, and other required and
available information into the statewide data
bank. The computer then searches current open
and previously closed client files to determine if
the individual is or has been a client of the agen-
cy. A similar search can be made of cooperating
agencies' files to discover if the individual is ac-
tive with another agency.

, The computer's message might read:

Unit 691, Counselor 401
Doe, Jane, 691320614 - 462 Easter Road, Gatham
Current Status - 99 - Previous - Sept. 1968 -July
1969 - 26
Disability - 630 - File Location - Unit 32
Other Current Agencies - AFDC - nit 921,
Worker 421, Medicaid - Unit 922, Wor r 60t.

Concurrent with this message, the mputer
request's Unit 321 to send the closed file to Unit
691, Counselor 401. Jane Doe's name is added to
the counselor's caseload, and as a referral to the
unit and statewide statistics.

When the client comes to t'he office for the in-
itial interview, (s)he views a video disk or tape
which fully explains the vocational rehabilitation
program. Then the client completes an applica-
tion form on the computer screen by directly
entering the information into the computer. The
application form becomes the input document for
the data files. If the counselor prefers, the infor-
mation., can be entered by support staff or by a
scanner; directly into the previously established
client hie.

All this information is available to the
counselor for review prior to the.initial interview.

Diagnosis and Evaluation'

All paper and pencil tests are administered to
the client through use of a microcomputer or ter-
minal in the vocational rehabilitation office.
Results are returnevi to the counselor almost im-
mediately for discussion with the client. Full in-
terpretation and correlations with other tests re-
quire.additional time. Computers cannot be used
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in this way for psychological and vocation n-
terest tests requiring administration by and in-a,

with a psychologist, but can be used for
the morn common screening tests.

Physicians can dictate medical reports over the
telephone. The VR unit has a recorder which ac-'
cepts dictation at anytime. The recordings are
transcribed by the secretary who returns it to the
physician for rs)view and signature. In the in-
terim, the, counselor has the dictated report for
formulating activities or further screenings.

While local medical consultants continue to
an important role, it may be more economical

an practical to he statewide, one or two
speci liss., consultants. By using facsimile
transmission, medical report§ with accompanying
test results can be transmitted to a statewide con-
sultant for his or her opinion ,and recommenda-
tions. (Since facsimile transmission is used for
transmitting all records, reports 'and other
documents, units have the equipment available.)

Computer conferencing is another technique
which expands the number of specialists (medical
or non-medical) contributing to the evaluation or
development of a rehabilitation plan. A difficult

. case is placed in the computer case file and ex-
perts from around the state review the file and
provide input.

Decision Making

One of the most critical decisions a counselor
makes is on the client's eligibility. Computers
cannot make decisions for counselors but proper-
ly programmed, they can assist the counselor in
making better judgments.

When information on a client is entered into
the computer, the applicant's characteristics can
be compared- to preyious clients with similar
characteristics and their rehabilitation outcomes
tabulated. A probability of successful closure,
based upon the previous experience of clients
with similar'-characteristics, is computed. The
data base for this file can be local, regional, or
statewide.

The following describes a portion of a continu-
ing research project at the West Virginia
Research and Training Center:
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In these days of diminishing
resources for social programs, it is im-
perative that the VR counselor per-
form eligibility ,determination tasks in
an optimum manner. That is, the
counselor must process the application
of a ,potential client as quickly as is
practical since extended delays at this
level will undoubtedly cost the agency

terms of both personnel and fiscal
resources. Furthermore, the counselor
needs to accurately assess the pro-
bability of successful outcomes for a
particular applicant to determine those
individuals who have no vocational
potential (low probability of successful
closure). Such cases who are accepted
into the VR system will most likely
have littreQoi no positive outcomes
from the 'services, provided, yet they

--may be as-expensive to serve as the
successful cases. This sub-system,
then, is designed to provide the
counselor with information which will
serve'as.an aid in deciding the eligibili-
ty or ineligibility of an applicant to the
VR program. To a large extent, the in-
formation provided by this sub-system
will be based upon actuarial models of
the probability of successful closure
given various salient charaCteristics of
the pending client. (p. 2133)

Other Aids

Simulations of rehabilitation plan development
can be useful to counselors and clients. The
simvilations show the effects of changing various
areas of the plan - time, cost, service, outcome.
The counselor is presented alternatives, remind-
ed of necessary prerequisites, and provided with
projected costs. With the available alternative
routes analyzed, more realistic decisions and
plans are possible for the counselor a , client.

A software package provides counselors and
clients with specific information on job oppor-
tunities. In the VOCOMP* system, a counselor
completes a fact sheet on the client, including
work history, occupational preferences, func-

tat

VOCOMP, Innovatiire Softwar-e, Woodland Hills, California
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tional limitations and test results. Within days, or
hours if on-line, a report Is received detailing
specific job possibilities, starting salaries,
availability of each job in the client's local area,
the training required, and local training oppor-
tunities.

Additional assistance is available to counselors
from the growing number of local and national in-
formation banks that catalog such things as ser-
vices, adaptive devices, rehabilitation engineer-
ing techniques, research materials, local
employers, locally available similar benefits, and
educational institutions.

Wherever a. telephone is available, counselors
have access to the information stored in the com-
puter. Carrying components of a remote terminal
in two cases and with a telephone interface, a
counselor provides a homebound client with all
the information, including occupational informa-
tion. available in the office!

Telephone Interface

One case holds wdeo monitor, the other ho de
keyboard, power supply cassette, cables and tapes

Or the components can be used by an itinerant
counselor at a remote site for full access to the
computer.

Technology For Clients

There'are a variety of ways clients-can-use_cOm.._._
puters in their rehabilitation programs, starting
witlifilling out their application form on the ter- ,
minal.

Many clients, who have not worked previously
or who cannot return to their former occupations,
have limited knowledge of the rangy of vocational
opportunities. Clients can work Ili..ectly with the
computer, adapted with a voice synthesizer if'
needed, to learn about occupations - physical re-
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quirements, necessary training or education,
salaries and tasks. After selecting one or more
possible occupations, the client and counselor
then discuss the potentials and alternatives. Sup-
plementing this process are data files listing the
schools that offer the training, and existing job
vacancies from the loCal employment service.

Several training systems exist'that teach in-a
systematic and orderly method all levels of basic
educational and vocational skills. Vocational
rehabilitation clients requiring an 'upgrading of
reading, arithmetic or other skills can come to the
local VR office and use the computer to learn
these skills.

Computer time also can be made available to
client self-help groups to store and retrieve infor-
mation useful to their groups' endeavors.

Job opportunities for computer programmers
and for other computer operators probably will
continue to expand. Television classes, computers
and telecommunications can bring the required
instruction directly to the home or to a local of-
fice,even in a remote part of a state, thus benefit-
ting all clients but especially the homebound.

Technology For Supervisors

Rehabilitation unit- supervisors are business
managers, teachers, casework experts, ar-
bitrators, public relations experts, supervisoftor
and human relations spesialists. Of all their func-
tions, unit supervis* are probably least
prepared to face the problems 'and demands of
business management. For the most part, super-
visors were forMerly counselors with a counsel-
ing or other. liberal arts background. But
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budgetary control of client service monies is
essential if clients are to receive prompt and ap-
propriate services throughout the year.

Properly programmed, the computer presents
the supervisor with daily updates of expen-
ditures, encumbrances, and remaining balances.
The report formats and information items are
those that are most meaningful-for the supervisor
and the situation. Computer graphics present the
information clearly and can be used to project
trends. A supervisor could overlay current year
expenditures over the previous year's to decide if
modifications need to 13 made in spending pat-
terns.

Because all the unit's fiscal information is in
computer memory, simulations can be used to
pi' vide the supervisor with information to make'

d
icisions. For example, if expenditures and en-
mbrances are exceeding the prior year's, the

supervisor could ask the computer what effect im-
plementing an order of selection or reducing
referrals or cutting back on maintenance would
have on the remaining funds. These options need
not be tested at the expense of clients or staff.

Before implementing new fee schedules, ac-
curate projections of the number of clients that
could be served, the effect on the budget, and the
number of services that Could be purchased are
possible. In other words, blind assumptions and
guess work can be eliminated from budgetary
decisions.

Counselor spending habits are easily
monitored. If desired, the s'upervisOr secures not
only the amounts spent by a counselor, but the
types of services purchased, amounts spent on
types of services (i.e., the average weekly
maintenance provided by counselor 691), and the
vendors used. Does the counselor use only one or
two physicians although others are available?
Are a variety of training programs utilized by the
counselor or only two or three? This information
is available only to the counselor and the super-
visor since security and limited access codes are
built into all programs.

Instead of reams of computer printouts to
answer,every possible question, the computer'has
pre-programmed reports that can be called up as
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the supervisor requires. Prior to conferring with
a counselor, the supervisor, for instarrcalls up
reports 10, 19, and 23 for counselor 112, which
would provide in various formats the aspects of
casework to be discussed,

Supervisors no longer have to wait days or
weeks to secure answers to questions asked by
consumer groups, referral sources, and vendors.
The computers have local information available
either in the unit's microcomputer or from the
agency's main frame. Inquiries can be responded
to with accurate information accompanied by
-tables or graphs prepared and printed by the
computer. Community facts can also be stored in
the memory banks providing such information as
population breakdowns incidence and prevalence
rates, population and employment trends -'all tied
in with vocational rehabilitation statistics, if
needed.

Supervisors can be in closer 'contact with the
state office with more rapid exchange of informa-
tion via electronic mail, computer conferencing,
transmission of information from one computer to
another, and satellite television conferences.

With more information in understandable and
useable formats, supervisors have better control
of their jobs. They can be more responsive to
counselor needs and have a greater appreciation
of the interrelationships between counselors,
clients, supervisors, the agency and the
community.

Technology For Support Services

Arreat many support services are required to
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deliver, services to clients: letters must be writ-
- tbn, accounts kept, case files maintained, invoices

prepared, and manuals written and updated.

A word processor with a high quality printer
prepares a large portion of the routine cor-

nrespondence. For instance, a standardized letter
for a medical appointment is called up on the
screen. Staff enters the client's number as well as
any special instructions. If the client's and yen-
does numbers are entered, the word processor
searches the files for the complete names and ad-
dresses, then proceeds to prepare an origIrkt let-
ter, with copies for the physician and counselor. If
the client's and physician's names And addresses
are entered, the processor only nee& to type the
letter and prepare mailing labels.

Manuals, directives, fee schedules and the like
are maintained on the word processor rather than
by each counselor. These materials are indexed
for easy retrieval of desired items. Changes are
easily accomplished, making the system par
ticularly useful for rapidly changing information
such as fee schedules, Word processors that can
communicate with each other permit the sending
and receiving of text. Thus, important directives,
manual changes or other materials can be
transmitted from the state office to the field in a
very short time. Facsimile transmission also can
be used, especially for ,graphs,charts, and Pie-
tures. As b6th systems use telephone lines for
transmission, long distance phone charges could
be quite expensive.

Training for counselors, supervisors,and other
stiff can be conducted through-packaged training
programs on the computer at each individual's
pace. When the computer is equipped with a voice
synthesizer, new counselors utilize simulated
client interviews to experience a life-like situa
tion before conferring with a client.

Counselors use microrecorders to record all
casework. These microtapes need not. be
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transcribed as they are corrected as recorded,
and indexed at entry. Finding information on a
tape is as easy as finding an entry in typed case
records. Instructions to secretaries can be read
into the recorder while In or out of the office.

Role Changes

Integration of technology into the service
delivery system changes the staff's roles,
methods, techniques, interdependence, and struc-
ture'.

Counselor's Role Changes

The computer makes vast amounts of informa-
tion available within minutes, enabling
counselors to spend less time seeking available
services, training, and jobs. Choices for clients in-
crease as the information base expands. Intuitive
decisions no longer need to be made; decisions are
based on testing, knowledge, and models. The lit-
tle book with lists of services, friendly vendors
and coo erative employers is gone; a VR
counse calls up information from the computer
on t car. telephone. And the inexperienced
cou elor has access to the same information as
t experienced counselor. Counselors spend
more time with clients and in direct service provi=
sion. With direct input-of information to the com-
puter, most forms are eliminated along with a lot
of other paper work. Statistics and reports are
generated by the computer.

Counselors must learn how to use this increase
in quantity and quality of information. The
counselor and the client cannot surrender their
judgment to th computer's projections or
statistical pronou cements. The counselor needs
skills to facilitate client's understanding of the-
availab inform tion, to develop effective
rehabilitation plan based on the information, and
to assist the client reach the rehabilitation goals.
Guidance and counseling probably will become
the primary function of a counselor.

There are costs, however. The data bank must
be "fesP' the information it stores, sorts, and feeds
back. Although much informatiOn is Aailable
from routine information gathering sources, the
counselor is responsible for items such as new
employment opportunities, vendors, appointment
dates. With access to a microcomputer or a ter-
min,al, direct input is possible, instead of- filling
out a form. Either the counselor or a member of
the support staff can do this.



Counselors need some computer operations
training, at least at the inquiry level, and the com-
puters can do the training. A .counselor with

limited programming skills can manipulate the in-
formation stored in the -computer to yield even
more useful information.

Images and roles are often given up reluctant-
ly. But some people welcome the release from
restricted services and perspectives, and the
need to spend hours researching services and
costs. Others welcome the extra hours to spend
with clients or to serve more clients.

Supervisory Role Changes

A supervisor's role does not change as mucfi as
the other staff members. However, (s)he plans
and manages in a more deliberate manner. Crisis
intervention can be replaced by control, and plan-
ning, but more training in management is needed.
The staff still requires guidance and supervision
to reach their full potential.

Public relations work will become essential as
the supervisor is able to call upon more informa-
tion, especially about the community. Outreach
will become a major function of the supervisor.

Supervisors continue to have tough decisions
and tasks placed before them and they need to
call upon technology to make better and more
timely decisions.

Support Staff Role Changes

The roles and functions of support staff could
undergo the greatest changes when there is a full
utilization of technology. Routine letters handled
by the word processor, authorizations and in-
voices prepared by the computer, and all book-
keeping done automatically: With information in-
put directly into the computer, fewer forms need
to be completedtnd filed. If counseling notes are
retained on microtapes, they need not be typed.
Many of the clerical tasks are eliminated and, con-
sequently clerical jobs. This does not mean,
however, fewer people required at the sub-
professional level, but rather different, more in-
teresting positions. The traditional support posi-
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tions are upgraded. A word processor operator
and perhaps a secretary are required and these
jobs 'present greater variety and require new
skills. The unit could have one person responsible
for operating the computer and/or terminal, re-
quiring thp designing of simple programs or ex-
tracting Information with a query system. Other
staff could be responsible for updating or secur-
ing new information for' the data banks or for
maintaining the community information. Still
other sub-professional staff could function' as
rehabilitatiop technicians helping clients to com-
plete applications, use the computer for testing,
vocational information or guidance.

. Social Changes

Messages and satellite-linked conferences in-
crease contacts between the state office and the
various units. But as units become more self-
sufficient and fewer state or regional meetings
are held, isolation increases. Telecommunications
with the computer reduce the need, for counselors
to go to the office as frequently. Instea0,,
telephone hookups with the computer' are used'
fol. securing and reporting information.

An organization traditionally serves as a ma
social contact for people, giving a sense of bele g-
ing to a unified whole. Technology could weS en
this structure by permitting looser ties to the
larger organization - a cost with profound implica-
tions. A substitute for this loss of sense ofiden-
tification needs to be addressed.

There are human and 'social costs to be con-
sidered when developing or selecting an informa-
tion system. Any organization changes upon the
introduction and full utilization of technology.
Jobs are modified or eliminated, and the frequen-
cy and content oL interaction between staff
changes. These costs must be weighed against
the benefits..

The technology exists today tgo accomplish
everything described_in_this chapter. Whether
such potential is implemented depends on the
decision as to what is best for each state agency,
its staff and, most of all, its consumers.
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`al Chapter 5

Hardware, Software and 14
Personnel

Most vocational rehabilitation personnel have
little or no technical background in computers.
!hit to survive in today's technological explosion,
there are certain basic things one needs to know
about the computer: (1) what is the equipment, (2)
how does the equipment operate, and (3) who runs
it.

At present, most VR staff use a computer by
completing and submitting forms, and receiving
back stacks of paper printouts. In the future, staff
will be in contact with the qomputer through a
keyboard, screen, and printer and they will find
the computer increasingly useful as a working
tool. The keyboard takes information in
alphabetical or numerical characters from a per-

kson; the screen displays he information; and the

\p
printer provides a copy o the display on paper.
These three pieces of equipment will serve as the
rimary interface between vocational rehabilita-

tion personnel and the computer.

Hardware

Hardware, which is the equipment that makes
up a computer system, has undergone significant
changes since the first large scale electronic com-
puter was built in 1946. ENIAC (Electronic
Numerical Integrator and Calculator) was built
for the Ballistics Research Laborat9fies of the
U.S. Army, and it filled an entire room. It re-
quired so much power that it sometimes caused
the lights in the city of Philadelphia to dim when
it was turned on. Only 30 years after ENIAC was

created, engineers put the equivalent computer
power of ENIAC on a single silicon chip less than
1120 of a square inch in size. The first commercial-
ly built computer costing $1 million can now be
duplicated with 18 tiny silicon chips costing about
$10 each. Hardware costs have decreased spec-
tacularly and are expected to continue to do so.

Terminals

A terminal allows a person to interact with a
computer. It usually has a keyboard (a
typewriter-like printing device) and may have
another display device called a screen (which is
just a modification of your TV set).

Screen - The simplest terminal hardware that a
vocational rehabilitation staff person comes in
contact with is a configuration typical of a bank
cash machine. These stand-alone terminals ask,
through words on a screen, for certain informa-
tion. Once the proper account number has been
entered through the keyboard, the computer
looks for this account and displays that account's
information on the screen. The use of this type of
terminal in a vocational rehabilitation office
might be limited to listing occupational codes or
open client cases.

VR staff also can use a computer terminal
screen to gain additional, more complicated infor-
mation. For instance, certain educational com-
puter programs require the tee of only one or two
keys. e.g., 'hitting the "Y" key. With these pro-.
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grams a staff person or a client could operate a
terminal to read information on available voca-
tional rehabilitation services and the rights and
responsibilities of clients.

The newest type of terminal, a Touch Screen,
does not require a keyboard for interaction with
the computer; all information is displayed on the
screen. To change the information, a person simp-
ly touches certain specific spots on the screen.
For example, the computer could ask on a screen,
"Do you want to see a list of your overagud
cases?" Touch the word "Yes" if you do and "No"
if you do not.

Touching the screen is equivalent to hitting
keys on the keyboard to input new directions to
the computer. For now, however, the most likely
interaction with a computer will be, througlf
combined keyboard and screen terminal.

Keyboard - A computt>r terminal's keyboard
looks a lot like an electronic typewriter. Suppose
a counselor sits down at a keyboard, what hap-
pens when a key is hit (assuming the machine is
turned on)? Hitting the key literally connects two
wires and causes electricity to flow. When the cir-
cuit is closed, an electrical impulse,goes from the
keyboard to the computer.

At that point the computer does one of three
things: (1), it sends an electronic message to the
screen to display the letter just hit on the

--N)ceyboard, (2) it sends the printer a similar
message to print the letter, or (3) it tells the
storage memory in the computer to remember
the letter. But, it also may do all three at the same
time. Thus, the keyboard is a simple input device
for the computer.

To operate a keyboard one has to find the "off"
and "on" switch and learn what each key means,
The meaning of each key is determined by the
language the computer operates in, discussed in a
later section.

Printers - Printers vary in cost, quality, and
speed. At the lowest end of quail* is the thermal
printer with a special silvery paper on which
characters are "burnt" electronically. In the mid-

dle is the dot matrix -printer, where each
character printed is a combination of very small

I

dots. At the highest end of quality is the daisy
wheel printer with individual characters hit by an
electronically controlled hammerwheel,

IBM selectric typewriters can be wired into
computers as printers but for constant use the
selectrics have not held up under the computer's
severe requirements.

Line printers print an entire line at one time
and are very fast,. e.g.i 400 to 3,500 lines per
minute. However, the quality of print is not very
good. They are used most often for high volume
production printing by joke computers.

The speed of printers which print a single
character at a time, i.e., daisy wheel, matrix, or
selectric, varies from 15 to 60 characters per se,
coed, .the equivalent of 150 to 600 words per
minute. The newest printers are laser or fiber op-
tic, which can print an amazing .1,800 characters
per second. Such equipment also functions as a
copier which could help justify their present high
costs.

Dumb and Intelligent Terminals - The simplest
terminal takes in information from a keyboard
and transmits it to a computer; it sends and
receives only. Without any processing capability
of its own, it is called "dumb". The oldest dumb
terminal is Western Union's Telex where infor-
mation is entered on the keyboard and sent over a
wire or received from the wire by printing on
paper.

More recent innovations allow outgoing and in-
coming Oformation to be displayed on a screen as
well as a printer. Nevertheless, this terminal is
considered dumb as it cannot calculate or edit.

An intelligent terminal contains a
microprocessor, which allows calculations or
reordering of information before sending it to the
computer. For instance, an intelligent terminal
can accept basic information on a client, do
several' calculations, and then transmit this infor-
mation. Or it might be used to check entries, e.g.,
making sure that every social security number
has nine digits before, sending it to g computer.
Although limited calculations are possible, the
microprocessor in an intelligent terminal is usual-
ly quite small, holding only a few numbers or
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characters at ono One,

Storage

Most computers and intelligent terminals must
have some form of a storage system to be able to
handle all the data at one time. In the traditional
office, most information is stored on paper in file
cabinets; the computer stores information on
magale tape or plastic disks.

These computer storage systems work like a
good secretary in a vocational rehabilitation of
flee (even though we may never find out how the
secretary does it) the corpputer has a procedure
for storing the electrical impulses and a separate
proeclure for finding the electrical impulses
when they are needed.

The usual storage medium is k disk system.
The smallest disk is the 5" mini.floppy, approx-
imately the size of a 45 RPM record t much
thinner and more flexiVe. hence "floppy'. A disk
is mounted on a disk drive by inserting he disk
into a slot in a box-like apparatus whic is con-
nected to the computer by a series of wires. With
a disk in the disk drive, ipformation can be typed
into the computer and stored on the disk in much
the same way that sounds are stored on magnetic
tape by tape recorders. Once the information is
stored on a disk, the computer can be instructed,
i.e., programmed, to pick the information baAlt,
the disk for use in the computer.

An intelligent terminal or microcomputer can
hold as few -as 8,000 characters while a mini
floppy disk has space for approximately 100,000
characters. This is equivalent to 2,000 names and
addresses averaging 50 characters. Larger sized
disks, holding as many as 50 million characters,
primarily are used with large computers.

Memory

In addition to external storage on disks or tape,
computers also have internal storage called
memory or primary storage, built into the
machine. The size of the memory is a crucial
variable in the operation of a computer. The
larger the memory, the easier the computer com-
putes. In general, the larger 'the computer, the
greater the memory and, not so incidentally, the
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greater the cost. A sii411 handheld computer's
memory holds only 1,400 characters, The largest
computers hold over four million characters in
memory.

One of the newer techniques for increasing
memory capacity is magnetic bubble memory.
The memory is contained on tiny magnetic
regions that can be created, destroyed, and mov-
ed about in a garnet.like material. Bulpble
memory provides at least a 10% increase in com
puter memory capacity and the additional advan
tap of retaining information even if the external
power sour o is removed. Therefore, bubble
memory cat )rovide data security in the event of
electrical po er losses,

Charkcters The term "characters" tin com
puter language, bytes) means simply the letters,
numbers, or spaces used, to convey isiformation.
For instanee, each person's name has it specific
set of characters. "Jdhn Q. Public" has 14
characters when all the letters, spaces, and the
period are counted. If John's address were 2722
Eastlake Seattle, Washington 98102. then name
and address would total 54 characters. If a com-
puter. holds 48,000 characters, then almost 1,000
names and addresses can be loaded into the corn
puter at one time. Computer people represent
1,000 with K for kilobyte and would say that if a
computer holds 48K characters or bytes. then
almost 1K names and addresses can he loaded at
one time.

This simple example only illustrates the size of
a computer memory in relation to the number of
characters in a name and address. hater in this .

chapter there will be a discussion of why some of
the space for characters is used for the operating
instructions.

Central Processing Units (CPUs)

The key part'of a computer is the central pro-
cessing unit. It controls all of the other internal'
and external units, such as disks, printers,
keyboards, memory, and screen. Control is exer-
cised by sending electronic impulses to the units
requesting them to send, store, display, or print
data.

The CPU rtains the Arithmetic/Logic Unit,
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which does the actual calcula , It adds or sub-
tracts as instructed unt ertain constraints are
met. rtif example, a niputer n he instructed
to add a series o oniho until l its numbers
have been at , Then the sum of these bight
numbers is stored or the computer' can be in.
strutted where and under what heading to print
the number, The eomputer also Can rearrange a
sot of alphabetical characters and print them. 4°.

Since the Arithmetic/Logic Unit does such sim-
ple things as add, subtrocit, and rearrange,.it must
do..them fast-enough to be cheaper than human
beings doing the same tanks. Speed is the major
difference among the various Sites of computers,
On large\ computers speed is measured in
picosecond t, one trillionth of a second.

The site and number of computers available on
the market today is mind I oggling. The primary
generic classifications are

Microprocessor

Microcomputer

Minicomputer

Main frame

super computer

Because of the rapid technological development
in thr computer industry, these categories
overlap, but some general characterizations are
possible.

Microprocessor - The smallest computer with a
very small memory and a limited set of built-in in-
put/output instructions. A microprocessor
operates things like a digital watch or small
travel alarm clock and is used frequently as the
"brains" of an intelligent terminal.

Microcomputer - Has a complete but limited set
of built-in input/output instructions and has a
memory of up to 48.000 characters. The CPU can
handle only a limited number of characters at any
one time and its speed into and out of memory is
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slow, Mine euilputers are usually microctio
loiters,

1
Minicomputer , Uses rharartr s in small

groups but it has a larger memory (111,000
characters) and the capability to handle u i to six
terminals, Superininis are tiring mark with
Inure memory, higher operating *pee s, Anil the
rapacity to handle sixty-four terminal*,

Main Frame Computer Comes in small,
suet large sites, The small main frames

are foster And have larger memories than
minicomputers, More importantly. they can share
their computing time with a number of terminals
concurrently as each terminal's program
develops Mrdlum'and large main frames, in addi
Lion to having greater speed and Nile, can do
multiple programs at one time and can com-
municate with other machines in order to max-
*ire the work done by all the CPUs,

Super Computer Very fast computer with
%pedal capability Cu break down a problem, Bit
complex multiplication. into many small steps and
to do the steps At the same time.

Data Communisations Mow

Data communications refers to the electronic
transmission of data from one location to another,
usually over communication lines such as

telephone or telegraph wires. The time required
to move data from a location to the computer, and
from the computer to the point of use is reduced
from days or hours to seconds. This time reduce
tion is significant if you need to hiye an im-
mediate answer. Of sourse, the cost of data com-
munication must bJweighed against 'the benefit
of speed, But improved technology is increasing
the cost/benefits of data communication.

Modems, Data Sets and Acoustical Couplers -

Existing telephone lines are the best means for
transmitting data from one point to another. Un-
fortunately, however, computers operate digital-
ly (in pulses) and telephones use analog (waves)
transmission. The Solution is to convert computer
signals from digital to analog, transmit the signal
over phone lines, and then convert from analog
back to digital for the computer. The device
which converts the signals to and from digital is
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called a ttititiatit, 4114 U3.0 tittlAt 4# Witt' at each end
of a telephone line, Modems can either he 40
4cuti*tical coupler Or data, set. Att acoustical
coupler is 4 bur like device with 4 cradle 1.0 holt!
the receiver of an ordinary telephone, Workers in
distant locations Atinply dial up their home office
cohipiiter, place the telephone receiver in the
acoustical coupler. plug a computer terminal into
the acoustical coupler, and communication is
established.

A data *et is a fixed connection between Ole
telephone line and a ItiOCr of computer equip.
merit: Fur example, terminal* may have a data net
titiotiqiiil built in and therefore not tietti a

separate piece of equipmeat for comniunications,
The acoustical coupler is losa expensive but also
less efficient than the data set.

Speed , The speed with which information
moves is measured in bits per second ibps) and is
often referred to as the baud rite. Bit means a
binary digit and it is the smallest unit of Informs
tion the computer can ,:omprehend. Depending
upon the computer, it takes six. seven or eight
bits to represent one character, Therefore. if it
takes right bits to represent the character "0"
and the baud rate on a telephone line is 4.600 bps,
you could send 600 "Os" each second. Typical baud
rates .are 600, 1,200, 2/10, 4$00, and 9,600 bps
although rates of around 44i,tili0 bps are becoming
more and more continue watt large computers.

Time Sharing It is not unusual to have several
terminals in communication with one-computer.
This results in several users sharing time on the
samecomputer. When the computer pauses in the
processing of one person's job, it switches to theme
processing of another user's job. This happens
rapidly a user i3 unaware the computer is work.
ing simultaneously for other users.

Time *haring offer* a' kit of advantages,
primarily flexibility by having eomputer power.
available when needed, The problems of hiring
staff, milintainisig equipment and housing the
data Center are eliminated, Coots are dictated by
actual use hot if your computer use roadie" a high
level, lease or purchase of equipment ihoulil be
conaltiorn4-,-

dSoftwaro

Computers must have very specific inatrur
lions for everything they do. Them, instruction*
must be detailed, iequential, and logical and they

.mutt allow fur every passible oceurrente, Instrue
lion* that are used to complete a single job are
called a program. All the programs used or
available for a computer are called collectively
software. Programa must be written in A cutri
puter language and a computer may utilize pro
grams written in several different languages.

Software can be illustrated by comparing a
computer to simple door. Thr hinges.. handles,
and locks are traditionally called hardware and,
accordingly, can be purchased at hardwirre
stores. The sign on the door explaining how to
open it is the sof:wore. The sign can say simply
"IN" or "OUT". Or there may not be a sign,
assuming everyone knows how to operate the
door. At the other extreine,the sign can have
complete instructions. i.e., "Insert key and turn it
clockwiserrurn handle and push". These instruc.
Lions can be in various languages or symbols, e.g..,
a., drawing of a man or woman. The important:
thing to remember is that the computer (hard-

. ware) cannot do anything without instructions
(software) in a language it understands. (Appen-
dix E contains additional dtussion of software.)

Language.

Time sharing often describes a situation in
which each user functions independently, with
the programs on each terminal unrelated to those
on other terminals. Each user only pays for the
computer time and storage space actually used.
For example, an accounting firm, a rehabilitation
facility, a lawyer, and a physician could al
sharing time on the same computer. A user could
not obtain another person', data and probab1,'
does not know of the other user's existence.

Computer languages are not English! Nor are
they, for that matter, French, Italip, Russian,
Hebrew or any other traditional language.
Nonetheless, computer languages are languages.
If you learn to write them on a keyboard. the com
puter will do what you want, provided it1-5-lerstands the language you are writing.

In a typkal VII office a counselor asks for a,
specific file by saying, "May I have the file on
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tYZ". Th?.,erviaq dolga 11.1 the file drawer, putt*
u I the file on XYZ. gives it to the counaelor

°pi:ma the filejeads it, adds information to it, argi
gives the file back to the aerretary who returns
the file to its proper place in the file ciriiiireV The
linitnage used by the a otretary and cvoiiejor
could be English, "'fetich or Russian, hot the hard
ware would' tie the settle, a file, file drawer, a
table to lay the file on while in use, and paper, pen
and pencil to enter information into the file.

A computer an do the very came thing for a
rdlitiselOr *hi+ h the hardware a keyboari ,'
bertrti or printer, sad tome fo t of atotiffv,
usually it disk and a Angustte both counselor and
compoter use and understand,

0
1:samples of Language Higher level

languages are more similar to the English
language than lower level lariguagcrs. The follow
mg computer languages. Are iiisrusseit in the
order fir their CIOU'llt%1 to regular English,

QUERY

The closest computer langugr to English is
QUERY, With this language, a counselor
would type simply "1 want a report on
VIZ." On the screen would flash "XYZ' and
the information in XYZ's tile. If the
countelor,only wanted to review the infor-
mation Whe would turn off the machine

ralisr, calling the information on the screen.
QUERY can retrieve only information.

. already in the machine: it does not allow for
entry or manipulation of data.

BASIC (Beginners All Purpose Symbolic In
n1/4 struction Code,

BASIC permits not only access, but entry
and. manipulation of data. It uses English
words in a special way and, usually, with
very specific meanings. For instance, the re-
quest for the XYZ file to be displayed on the
screen might be keyed in as:

LOAD XYZ

LIST

The first instruction (LOAD XYZ) tells the::,
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computer to loots for the XYZ tile ill the
'crust outage area, pruhabty utt a disk Once
the romputet finds the X YZ file, it is lit
Airigie4 to 1044 the file into the elotiputer'a
fitellitoY. I 0.. internal The second
inatruetion commands the computer
10 List Ott the *erten 411 the information
found in the file.

This timplified el comply ahow a that
BASK! duns the saute hings, as QDN,ftl` but
with fewer and more ayinholic words.

COHOL Ituwin lok Oriented
LamtuAge)

A widely used language for business apply,*
Lion is CORM. (pronounced Cos. BAIR It tiara
few English worth, relying on symbols and
abbreviations instead.

The following example illustrates instruc.
lions in CO1101, for finding the prior balance
in a specific account:

3:101f20 IF PRIORDAI. NOT NUMERIC
MOVE 'Y TO YES NON MOVE

330m22 'PRIORBA I: T() MV I,A It
PERFORM NONNUM 1 mitt
NON!alM I EX

330h2$ MOVE ZEROES TO PRIORBAI.

With some experience, one can begin to
understand part of this language.

FORTRAN (Formula Translation)

A popular language for research purposes is
FORTRAN (pronounced FOR TRANI. This
language uses mathematical Symbols, such
as sfor multiply, 1 for division, and !.for
raise to a power. FORTRAN allows iicien-
tific calculations to be input into the com-
puter in a form very near that used in
mathematics. The following is a FORTRAN
instruction for computation of a commission:

READ (5,500) AMNT

IF A MNT.I,E.150.00) COM 6:00



WIAMNTALT.150,00irOM d 00 r .0?.*
(ANINT 160 OM

At:iierittily

A*110104'1' 16 0 ayntlwlic language which it
fhi: tiny 0(01.1 from machine language, thing the

above C'01101, example of computing a prior
balance the following three lines of
Assembly illustrate the symbolic non-
English tang yap. which provided specific in-
structions to the computer:

M

215 1.A It2.ifiliTY.,R9)

216 l.A PTNEATI.111)

217 II PT411

Nine language

The language the computer uses is called
machine language. It uses no letters, only
the two numerals, 0 and I. An instruction in
machine language might be..."11000 611"
which tells the computer to turn on the first
two switches in the computer, leave the next
four off. and then turn on the last two.

The following show.' Or progression from high
to low level languages,

MO I.

Ion tRAS

Avrtnbiy

NIAchane

I WANT A itEPORT ON VIZ

I.OAD
LIST

IF 1'1110101AL NOT NUMERIC
MOVE TO YES NON
MOVE "PRIOR IIA I; TO MI:LAII
PERFORM NONNUM I TIIItU
NONSCM I EX MOVE: ZEROES
TO PRIORRAL

ItfA t:3.50011 AMNT
IF I AMNII.E.1:;0.00' COM . 600 .
IF iAMNT.GT.1 1_0+1 COM . 6.00

0.1

tAMNI 150 001

R2.4 IDTWO1.101
It1.4t1"TENDI.

I'TNI.`X
lerM

110(Xs111
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Tito itolottostillp of 1.4optogo4 to Compotor
ihritiotikro computer operates in mathine
toodoodo while toobt users to the fiti read and '
write in K14114) It a user the computer
question in ICt. 1101,, FORTRAN or orty
other toot machine language), the rompotor has a
CA-M.441er ter trOntitttor which take the issrtruc,
lion and convert* it into equivalent maehine.
language, Only then tan the computer respond to
the instruction, The compiler has a program writ-
ten in machine language but boilt to-look for
higher level language instructions and. convert
theist into machine Language,

eel

Syrians* and ApplIcalSone Software

Computer software is divided into two typ
(11 systems software which operates the col
puler, and 121 applications programs which *pp
the computer's capability to a user's
quirentents. ti

1-

y

Systems Software The term software encom-
passes all computer prorrams but refers most
Piton to programs which allow the system tcti
operate, Systems software, often called operating
systems, manage the housekeeping tasks
necessary to make a collection of hardware,
languages, and applications programs function ash

computer. These system programs have sym-
bolic names such as OS. VOS, and lX)S.

Other software systems programs perform
general functions as report generators, data base
management, and utility programs. The latter
function. utility programs. includes such things as
duplicating disk files and changing the date in the
computer.

Applications Programs. Specific instructions
to do a single job for user, such as list occupations
by handicapping condition are called applications
programs. In business, the most common applica
lions programs are for payroll and inventory con,
trol. In vocational rehabilitation, payroll checks
are most likely processed on a state payroll ap-
plications program. Rehabilitatiim client and case
service data systems are also applications pro-
grams and are usually custom designed, In
general, custom designed programs are more ex
pensive than the widely available standardized
applications packages, because a user pays all of
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the development costs. With standardized
packages, users share the original development
costs with all the other purchasers., Because of
the cost and the shortage ,of qualified program-
mers, standardized programs will continue to be
the more commonly used computer software pro-
grams,

Word Procissiag Software - Applications pro-
grams that are not usually, considered as'

programs are those' used in word process-
ing. Word processors are simply small computer
equipment (keyboard, printer, screen and
storage) wit ftware written specifically to
meet the need f an office. Each software
package has its own, often catchy, title such as
Applewriter (for Apple computers) Ady..Electric
Pencil (for Radio Shack computers). There are at
least 140 companies selling word processors' in-
cluding such large firms as Exxon, Wang, Xerox,
and IBM. WorTprocess'ing software also can be'
purchased for a computer so that the computer,
functions as both a computer and a word pro-
cessor.

VVoird processors have special funetion keys on
the keyboard to make their operation easier. For
example, most word, processors have- a special
key marked"anter". When pressed it will cen
a heading in the middle of a page. On copy
without specialized keyboards, functions' suc as,'
centertg are done by programming the corn:,
puter). For example, to center a line using a com
puter with word processing software, the juser
might press "CMD" (short for cothinand) andi.tteri
press an upper case "3". Af 'recognizing this
command, the computer in 1 n a second:goes"
through all the steps formed by"
typist to, cater a heading. ,

theletter as a separate document. The word
processor Wen merges these two documents
automatically and prints the letters .with. the
appropriate address for east

b. Standard paragraphs, sentences, boilerplate
language, pr phrases can be stored and
retrieved as needed from the word pro-'
cessor. For example, a letter to -a car-

. diolegist requesting information about a
specific -client's functional 'limitations will
vary in some aspects, but, for the most part
will contain the same, often technical,.ques-,
tions asked for all similar examinations. A
Secretary could compose a _letter by typing
the first and last paragraph with informa-
tion about the client and then retrieve and
insert into the letter 'the stored, Standard
paragraphs 'which ask very specific
technical questions. The letter is personaliz-
ed and also technically correct.

C. Text editing refers to major revisions, in-
cluding deletions, insertions, and rear-
rangements, within long, documentS such as
technical reports or prOposals. Reports can
be typed on a word processprrstored on a
magnetic disk, and printed on paper as a
first drAft. This draft is reviewed with the
revisions marked rightonto the paper draft.
The secretary retrieves the draft document
from storage, displays it on the word pro-,
cessor Screen, and makes the revisions using
the automatic functions oringerting,,,rnov-
irfg, copying, and deleting words, sentences,
or paragraphs. This cycle can be repeated as;

.

The functions oforiord prodOssing software can
be categorized,. into repetitive letter Atandard,
paragraphs, text editing, and statist typing':

a. Repetitive letters are the for
to many people at the same ti
ed numerous times with only
With ,a word piocessor, a
typed, stored, and printed-a r,

A IIcommand. When several I
receive the same letter, tli011il'':17.0V.

*.7-4*. 'be typed (and stored) as one; s

,

Y

ters sent
r those us!.

ht chawes.
£ter eiik be

ornatically on
le . are t

yes ca
nt an

many times as necessary until the document
is exactly as needed and the final .copy,

r =

printed? ,,,

d. StatiStical-typbakii adifficUltchore because
of the many'ccolninns and the need to pro.
'dread all !numbers. Word processing 'soft,,:
ware allows tImputbmatic establishment nf,
margiris and spacing for columns. In4acidi-

,

tion, columns can be moved, deleted or
copied into 'another document. TO assist
with proofreading, some software is capable ;
of adding all tbinumbers typed in a ,cOlumn,,

to obtain a suer: If this sum is not the "sauip,
as the sum secured, by the originato
the .,ecretary knows that . some
origmator or the secretary) made
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Personnel

Some people are not good at languages and
there are sompipeople with a facility for foreign
languages. Most people, however, need help and
this is where computer personnel come in. When
you contact the computer people, you are likely to
talk with one of the following:

Manager of Data Processing
' Information System

Systems Designer/Analyst

System Programmer

Applications Programmer

Computer Operator

Production Controller

Data Entry Person

User or System Owner

4,

or Management

In a standard computer operation each of these
persAs has a particular function and a different
scope of knowledge. In smaller computer installa-
tions, several,or all functions maybe donetby one
person.

Manager

The manager has overall authority for the pro-
. gram and reports, as do the other managers in the

organization, to division direttors, agency heads,
ore'senior managers. :The responsibilitieS :of the

..;inanagee'are to see that the machines operate and
completed as scheduled; The skills

ssal.y. to do this may not requir,e a detailed
derstiliding of computer systems Or programs,
tiof people. In fact, their knowledge of new

-iinifiment or programs may, be quite limited. So a
61- approaching a manager with a proposal for a,

Anew computer use may not get a warm reception,
'especially if the request is for a microcomputer in
the field office. Managers traditionally hite. Cen-
tralized all operations and equipment to;;tinve
Maximum control and efficiency and it maybe dif-
ficult for them to decentralize even though it may
be less costly and more efficient:
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System Designer/Analyst

The system designer/analyst in ayrocational
rehabilitation agency has a two fold job: (1) to
undErstand each computer's equipment and pro-
grams, and (2) to understand the agency's opera-
tions in terms of computers. Each piece of com
puter equipment (terminal, storage, processor,
and printer) has fixed, built in limits in terms of,,
number of characters, speed, etc. It is necessary'
to design the lay_ouLai,id the interconnections of
the various pieces of computer equipment for
maximum efficiency of output per cost.

4 Efficiency of operation is necessary both for
computer hardware and for the computer
operating systems, the sethof instructions which
operate the computer. Perhaps the most difficult
part of a system design is to take an agency's pre
sent practice (e.g., creating,,soring, and updating
client files) and recast these procedures into a
system of actions for computerization. And fur-
ther to design a system compatible with the com-
puter, its capabilities and_limits.

When a system designer is building a new
system, the user has to make choices regarding
the match of the user's requirement's and the com-
puter's capability. The results of these choices
will be seen only when thle new system is "up and
running" and the user switches from the old
manual systems to the computer. For example;
one limitation may be that only one file can be
displayed on the screen at one time versus the old
method of laying out four files on a table for com-
parisons.

System Programmer

A system programmer writes out the detailed
steps the computer needs to take in order for the
user's prngram to operate. This person's job is to
take a given configuration of computer equipment

'and program it so that various jobs will run on it.
In the simplest terms, the system program tells
the computer when to run a program, where to
find theprogram stored, and where to print the
results.

An analogy may be helpful. In a typical voca-
tional rehabilitation,. office, each vocational
rehabilitation counseror knows, the case files are

--,
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in a particular file drawer, and a summary is 4
nece

(
sary each, month which involves, among

other things, adding up' the number of active
cases andi,writing the total on a particular form. A
computeKs operating system must know when to
look in the files (when someone hits a certain key),
which file tu pull (get the XYZ file off the disk and
into the computer), what program to run (add the
number of active cases), and where to, display it
(on the printer). The operating system does not
care what applications' program is run, it only
tells the computer where to find a particular file,
where to put it, when to run the program, and
where to print the results. Incidentally, the com
puter does not have to return the file; it only took
a magnetic reproduction of the file and left the
file on the disk in an unchanged state.

Applications Programmer

The applications programmer writes out a set
of specific instructions for the computer to do a
specific job. In the example given above, an ap-
plications programmer would write the set of in-
structions that tells the computer to add up the
number of active cases in the XYZ file. This per-
son is consulted when minor modifications are
necessary in a program. For example, if the'for-
mat of a report needs changing, this persah would
make such changes.

Computer Operator

A computer operator controls the machine,
usually can estimate when a program .will be run,
and, crucially, if the computer is broken down,
when it will be running again. The operator stays

in communication with the computer through the
keyboard. The Computer tells the operator which,
program is running and it may requast that a dif-
ferent disk of information be made available for
the next program.

Production Controller

This person makes sure that jobs are scheduled
in such a way as to make the best use of the hard-
ware, software and personnel. In addition, after a
program is completed, the controller is responsi-
ble for seeing that the output reaches the right
person.

Data Entry Person
,

The data entry person, formerly known as a
keypunch operator, sits at a keyboard with a
screen attached and enters data onto a tape or
disk, or into the computer itself. In large dta
centers this person probably is mpioyed Tull
time, but in smaller operations, c rical staff may
enter data as part of their regul r duties.

User or System Owner

Yes, you as a user of computer information are
considered part of the team. If useful information
is not created or if paperwork is not reduced, then
the efforts of the data processing personnel are
for naught. As a user you have an obligation to
define clearly your information problem (not the
solution, just the problem), communicate that
need, and to evaluate the effectiveness of the
solution after it is designed.
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Vhapter 6'
The Planning Process

The importance of\,planning for a new or
modified computer system must be placed in
historical perspective. In the 1950s a single com-
putei purchase could cost over a million dollars:
With this amount of money involved, most com-
panies willingly spent $15 - 25,000 studying the

Afeasibility and utility of the purchase. Today, the
power of that million dollar computer can be pur-
chased for around $5,000. Even though the cost
for the equipment is reduced, the need for the
planning and feasibility study remains, whatever
its necessary co may be.

This chapter will review organizational *ap-
proaches to planning and discuss the steps an
agency needs to take for introducing new
technology into the service delivery system.

Organizational Approaches To Planning

One way of characterizing the planning process
in VR agencies is based on the role of the
organization's members in the process. A.- .

The Top-Down Approach

The top-down approach operates as the name
implies. Top management analyzes the agency's
objectives, and reviews and defines the allocation
of resources to further the identified objectives.
The next step is the communication of these deci-
sions to the middle managers who refine and add
more detail for operptional purposes. Descending'
the organizational structure, the decisions con
tinue to be analyzed and become more and more

ite. Other organizational plans, e.g., goal set-
ting and objective specification, follow a similar
path down the brganiiation chart.

Historically, the approach tcoplanning in most
organiiatioris, public and private, has been from
the top down. Critics point out that this has led to
technologies being geared to meet the needs of
top management. Others dissatisfied with the
top-down method suggeAt that countless reports
are generd.ted that are useless to management as
well as the practitioner.

The Bottom-Up Approach

ehabilitation practitioners usually feel that
pl nning in a vocational rehabilitation agencx
no enhance client service delivery unless and un-
til it proceeds from the bottom up; that planning
must begin by looking at what happens "where
the rubber meets the road". In the bottom-up ap-
proach, a model plan with the information needed
to generate and support decisions is developed at
the practitioner level. The model plan is expand-
ed as other needs are integrated at successively
higher management levels.

This approach also has some obvious problems.
Planning. without top management's support in-
evitably encounters conflicts, sometimes with
previously established agency objectives. Once
this occurs, the bottom-up plan suffers.

Combining These Approaches



A more successful managerial approach may be
a combination of top-down and bottom-up. In the
combined approach, the master plan states the
organization's objectives. This solidifies the sup-
port of top management, which is essential to Suc-
cess of the plan. The specific details of the master
plan are then developed starting at the service
delivery level. Thus, commitment to the master
plan is generated at both the field office and top
management levels.

Steps In The Planning Process

Regardless of the organizational approach to
planning, there is a series of steps an agency
should take to decide on and implement a new or
modified computer system:

1. Needs assessment

2. Feasibility study

Systems design

4. Testing

5. 'Training

6. Installation

The process begins with the identification of a
problem(s) with the agency's information process-
ing procedures. A needs assessment determines
if a system can be developed to solve the problem.
If so, a detailed feasibility study outlines alter-
natives so that a decision to proceed can be made.
(Of course, the decision could be to forget about
the whole thing.) Systems design inv,61ves the
analysis of present proced4s and the,specifica-
tion of the hardware, softwareNand staff needed
for the new system. After software is developed,
testing is conducted td ascertain if the system
perfo s as desired; staff is traineeth the new
proc dunes and finally.the system is installed and
operating.

A discussion of each stepli the process follows.

Needs Assessment
.1

In a needs assessment, the agency identifies
not only needs but service delivery problems that

could be alleviated by improved information pro-
cessing procedures and weighs the urgency and
importance of the problems for priority setting, If
this critical first step is overlooked or conducted
superficially, the result can be the purchase of ex-
pensive hardware and the development of com-
plex programs when inexpensive alternatives
would work just as well. It is not uncommon for
an agency to purchase equipment and then begin
to ask how it can be used.

Conducting a needs assessment involves
.gathering and analyzing data on the information
required by the organization, and the information
flow within the .organization., This will help
delineate how the agency functions. Data should
be gathered to answer questions such as:

What forms are generated?

What information is on each form?

Who fills out the form?

What happens to the form once it is completed?

How is the information used?

Once ,there is an understanding of what and
how information is collected, the focus shifts to
what information the agency needs to have. For
example: .1-31

What information is needed about the clients?
vendors? employers?

For what purpose?

What forms are needed ?.

What kinds of analyses are required?

The data collection and analysis phase usually
cannot be accomplished simply by asking service
delivery staff what would help them do a better
job. Some will find the current system all right
while others would indicate they do not rely on
data. Realistically most counselors are not
familiar enough with the potential of computers
to think creatively abbut possible applications.
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It would be helpful in this beginning stage ,to
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The Plan 'lig Process

The importance of planning for a new or
modified computer system must be placed in
historical perspective, In the 1950s a single com-
puter purchase could cost over a million dollars:
With this amount of money involved, most com-
panies willingly spent $15 - 25,000 studying the
feasibility and utility of the purchase. Today, the
power of that million dollar computer can be pur-
chased for around $5,000. Even though the cost
for the equipment is reduced, the need for the
planning and feasibility study remains, whatever
its necessary cost may be.

This chapter will review organizational ap-
proaches to planning and discuss the steps, an
agency needs to take for introducing new
technology into the service delivery system.

Organizational Approaches To Planning

One way of characterizing the planning process
in VR agencies is based, on the role of the
organization's members in the process.

The Top-Down Approach

The top-down approach operates as the name
implies. Top management analyzes the agency's
objectives, and reviews and defines the allocation
of resources to further the identified objectives.
The next step is the communication of these deci-
sions to the middle managers who refine and add
more detail for operational purposes. Descending
the organizational structurethe decisions con-
tinue to be analyzed and become more mid more
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finite. Other organizational plans, e.g., goal set-
ting and objective specification, follow a similar
path down the organization chart,

Historically, the approach to planning in most
organizationILDublic and private, has been from
the top down. Uri tics point out that this has led to
technologies being geared to meet the needs of
top management. Others dissatisfied with the
top-down method suggest that countless reports
are generated that are useless to management as
well as the practitioner.

The Bottom-Up Approach
4.,

Rehabilitation practitioners usually feel that
planning in a'vocational rehabilitation agency will
not enharice client service delivery unless and un-
til it proceeds from the bottom up; that planning
must begin by looking at what happens. "where
the rubber meets the road". In the bottom-up ap-
proach, a model plan with the information needed
to generate and support decisions is developed at
the practitioner level. The model plan is expand-
ed as other needs are integrated at successively
higher management levels.

This approach also has some obvious problems.
Planning without top management's support in-
evitably encounters conflicts, sometimes with
previously established agency objectives. Once
this occurs, thegottom-up plan suffers.

Combining These Approaches
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A more successful managerial approach may be
a combination of top-down, and bottomup. In the
combined approach, the master plan states the.
organization's objectives. This solidifies the sup-
port of top management, which is essential to suc-
cess of the plan. The specific details of Ihe master
plan are then developed starting at the service
delivery level. Thus, commitment to the master
plan is generated at both the field office and top
manageihont levels.

Steps In The Planning Procey

Regardless of the organizational approach to
planning, there is a series of steps an agency
should take to' decide on and implement a new or
modified compUter, system:

1. Needs assessment

2. Feasibility study

3. Systems design

4. Testing

5. Training

6. Installation

The process begins with the identification of a
problem(s) with the agency's information process-
ing procedures, A needs assessment determines
if a system can be developed to solve the problem.
If so, a detailed feasibility study outlines alter-
natives so that a decision to proceed can_be made.
(Of course, the decision could be to forget about
the whole thing.) Systems design involves the
analysis of present procedures and the specifica-
tion of the hardware, software and staff needed
for the new system. After software is developed;
testing is conducted to ascertain if the system
performs as desired; staff is trained in the new
procedures and finally the system is installed and
operating.

A discussion of each step in the process follows. .

Needs Assessment

In a needs assessment, the agency identifies
not only needs but service delivery problems thato

could ho alleviated by improved information pro-
cessing procedures and weighs the urgency and
importance of the problems for priority setting. If
this critical first stop is overlooked or conducted
superficially, the result can be the purchase of ex-
pensive haildware and the development of com-
plex programs when inexpensive alternatives
would work just as well. It is not uncommon for

an agency to purchase equipment and then begin

to ask how it can be used.

Conducting a needs assessment involves
gathering and-analyzing data on the information
required by the organization, and the information
flow within the organization. This will help
delineate how the agency functions. Data should
be gathered to answer questions such as:

What forms are'generated?

What information is on each form?

Who fills out the form?

What happens to the form once it is completed?

How is the information used?

Once there is an understanding of what and
how information is collected, the focus shifts to
what information the agency needs to have. For
example:

What information is needed about the clients?
vendors? employers?

For what purpose?

What forms are needed?

What kinds of analyses are required?

The data collection and analysis phase usually
cannot be accomplished simply by asking service
delivery staff what would help them do a better
job. Some will find the current system all right
while others would indicate they do not rely on
data. Realistically most counselors are not
familiar enough with the potential of computers
to think creatively about possible pplications.

It would be helpful in this beginn g sta e to
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schedule some pretraining of staff 'a half,day
training session to introduce staff to the com.
'niter, its potentials and pitfalls. Such a session
would remove the mystery surrounding com.
'inters, enable staff to vent feelings, clear up
misunderstandings, while at the same time in-
cheating the agency is serious about improving in.
formation processing procedures. It would also
improve the quality of future input from the staff,

The final, step in conducting a needs assess-
ment is the identification of agency problems that
the computer might help overcome. Spell out the
nature of the problems, their size, how
widespread they are and whatt happens if they are
ignored. TheSe problems must then be matched
up with the potential benefits a computer could
provide such as:

1. Obtaining infotmation previously
unavailable

2. Receiving information in a more timely
manner

3. Improving operations

4. Performing calculations not previously
possible

5. Improving decision making

The specific decision to be made at the conclu-
sion of the needs assessment is whether or not a
system can be developed to alleviate identified
problems in information processing. If the conclu-
sion is positive, the agency proceeds to the next
step in the planning process. If the conclusion is
negative, the agency should discontinue its
planning.

Feasibility Study

Three primary activities ,occur at this Step in
the planning process: development of a plan for

. the system, specification of alternative methods,
of achieving the plan and selection of the most
feasible alternative.

The system's plan should spell out in general
terms what the system should do. It would detail
what information is needed, when and why it is

collected, i,e., specify the inpiit and output.
desired. The plan should define the boundaries of
the system financial in formation4only, client data,
vendor and employer information,etc.W hen com-
pleted, the system's plan should . ,eify.the agen
cy's long range needs and goals for information
processing. Procedures do not hays. to be too
detailed at this. point although there should be
enough information so.that anyone examining the
plan can understand the technological applica-
tions.

The +Ian serves several purposes. It coat.
municates the needs of the agency, provides for
the integration of proposed and current applica-
tions within the system, and helps avoid duplica-
tion. A new system can be developed while ensur-
ing compatibility with the current one.

Agencies can develop their systems and the
technology that goes into them in several ways.
Three of the more commonly used approaches are
the total' management information system, in-
cremental and modular.

Total Management Information Systems Ap-
proach - This approach is based on the assump-
tion that all activities in an organization are inter-
related and thus the information should be totally
integrated. Data from all over the agency are col-
lected, providing a mass of information that can
be used for different purposes and for different
kinds of processing, e.g., client listings, payrolls,
summary reports and management decision sup-
port. The problem with this approach is that it is
difficult to consider every possible issue of impor-
tance to the agency before designing the system,
so the final product may not be able to address all
of the needs. This approach could also lead to
masses of data accumulated at high storage costs,
information banks becoming needlessly cumber-
some and many reports being produced that are
never used.

Incremental Approach - Most often, vocal nal
rehabilitation agencies, like the majority of pu is
agencies, approach system development in-
crementally. Basically, the philosophy here is to
begin with what is currently in place in' the
organization and then add another application to
the system. For example, an agency may have its
financial operations on the computer. The deci-
sion is then made to add a client tracking system,
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followed later by a system of client data files.
With the incremental approach each system is
designed and operated; sepitratItly resulting In
redundant forms, increased paperwork and con-
fusing output.

Managers with a pragmatic bent may argue
that the incremental approach is the most
realistic way to approach planning, that the plan-
ners arc dealing with the here and now and not
wasting time brainstorming approaches that *re
unlikely to materialize in the forseeable future.
The difficulty with this approach is it represents

piecemeal way of meeting agency needs one pro-
blem is solved while others are ignored or even
made worse.

Modular Approach - The modular approach
combines the best features of the management in-
formation system approach with the incremental.
This approach advocates an incremental, one-
step-at-a-time strategy with each step guided by a
master plan. A master plan ensures that new ap-
plications are compatible with and integrated in-
to the agency's data base. Each new component
can address a number of 'agency needs. The
modular approach focuses the agency's attention
on what can be done with present staff and
resources. New applications cart be pursued one
by one with the most important needs being ad-

dressed first.

With a broad plan in place that outlines where
thd!agency wants to go, planners begin to explore
in detail alternative courses of action which
might be undertaken. The examination should in-

clude the various hardware configurations and

software packages available, and a detailed look
at the operating system (batch, real time or time
sharing), what the system provides (input and
output, secondary storage), centralized or
diStributed processing, kinds of processinr
available, and additional functions needed
(backup system, security). One alternative which
should not be overlooked is retaining the present
system. Table 2 lists decisions which need to be

unlade regarding hardware and software.

The various alternatives are evaluated on the
a

basis of criteria established ,t4le planners. Such
criteria would include ag'eney constraints in

I
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terms of money and staff resources, theadvan.
rages and disadVantages of each nIternatiNk, the
cost benefit of each- plan Including the system's
operating and initial costs, the ageney's priorities
and the impact of each alternative on. the
organization. and Its subunits.

In looking at the different options, the planners
shOuld review what Nits been done elsexhere . If
another VR agency has developed itst similar
system, it can be used as a model or to assist in
design. If the search reveals no similar service
delivery system and there is no internal ex-
perience available, the planners are advised to re-
ly on a systems consultant rather than computer
sales persons.

Table 2
Management Decisions on Technology

Hardware

Software

Nekton area

Selection of toehnology
Equipment selection for
an entire system
Selection of *perifIe'
devices

"taChce of languages
Acquisition of parkagri

Files Capabilities of application

Nourres of service*

Restn;nze time of
application
Selection of data base
management system

Hardware

Soft w.a.re

Fsamplta of Alternative.

hotel* or on line *piton
General purpose or 1111111

computer
Terminals

Planning language
Statistical analysis
pickage

Direct acres% or
sequential file
organization
On line or hatch
processing
Various data manage
ment packages available

Service bureau, internal
facility
Consultant, internal staff,
packages

From: 11.C. Lucas. Jr Information Systems Concepts for Management. NY:
MeGaw Gill, 1978. p. 90.

In conducting a feasibility study, all options
available to help meet the stated goals shouldte
reviewed, their advantages determined, and the
cost of the options determined. In addition to
money costs, there are other costs in time, effort,
and morale.

At the end of this planning phase, a tentative
decision should be reached on the hardware con-
figuration and the software packages needed to
accomplish the specific objectives and their costs.
With this in hand, the_ systems design can be

developed in detail.
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develop programs from scratch,

The initial plan set forth systems goals for the
agency to improve NrVice delivery operations.
The feasibility study revealed what tools are
needed to reach those goals. Nov the planners
must design the specific system in detail,

At this point, objectives -are needed fur achiev
big each of the goals that have been developed.
These objectives must he realistic statements of
what will 1w done. The action steps set forth who

do what and when, thus specifying the
strategies, priorities, sequence, and timing need-
ed to execute the plan, For example, the planners
need to address the following questions; What
items of inforMation. about the client, vendor or
employer, collected by whom and when, should be
entered on which-forms? Who will enter data on
the machine? Who is responsible for operating
the machine? flow will they be trained and their
activities supervised? What information, process.
ed how, should be routinely reported to whom in
what format and when? Such questions will help
the planners specify the actions and taskra
necessary to meet the objectives. It is the goals,
objectives,..actions, and tasks that then make up
the systems plan,

The planners also must be:concerned with deci-
sions relating to acquisition of computer hard-
ware and software, Based on the previously
developed plan, the agency should prepare a writ-
ten request for proposals, This request is sent to
various vendors, who in turn propose equipment.
Information contained in this reouest should in-
clude a description of the desired input and out-
put, potential maximum volume of the system, ac-
ceptable turnaround time; types of processing
needed Acalculations, counts), amount and ac-
cessibility of storage. In summary the request for
proposals should provide a detailed .picture of
what the system is to do.

The agency has three alternatives in acquiring
a system:

1. Buy a. system and use it as is

2. Buy a system and modify it

3. Assemble hardware and software and
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The probability of obtaining an "instant"
system is small, Most systems require modifica-
tion to meet the agency's needs, This can he writ-
ten in as part of the contract with the vendor or
can ho done in-house if the evspertise is available,
Should the agency choose the third alternative
-develop the system itself the work may he con-
tracted out to a systems developer or may be per
formed by in house software development person
nel, The agency may end up with a tailor made
system but it also will have invested considerable
time and money to achieve it.

The systems design phase is crucial to the sue
cessful implementation of computer technology
within the agency service delivery system. This
phase will probably consume months, if not years,
of the agency's attention, Everyone whose job is
affected by the new procedures should review the
design, understand it and have a chance to sug-
gest, modifications. (See Appendix for two ease
studies of implementation in VII agencies.)

Testing

It is fair to say that few computer
systems work right the first time; few
programs run right the first time; few
office procedures run smoothly when
first implemented, and new forms are
never free of ambiguity. The system
needs to be tested, modified, retested,
remodified in the jargon of the
trade, "debugged". (Taylor and
Gibbons, 1980)

Before the new system is put into operation, all
parts of the system should be tested with sample
data, separately and together, to see that they
perform as expected. Test runs should be con
ducted until it is verified that the system works
satisfactorily.

It is during this phase that manuals are
prepared scribing what etch program does,
how it w rks, and what the output proyides.
Agency s aff can use the system only if the pro-
cedures re clearly spelled out.

Traini g
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Since Otte purpose of the new system is
change existing procedures, training of ht f is
crucial. All individuals have to understand what
the new system reAptires, Anxieties and fears
about the computer re likely to reappear at this
time. Hut the more taff has been involved in
previous steps of the woos, the less severe the
problem is likely tot at, this stage.

Installatlt

Conversion and installation of The system oc.
r* next, and should be phased in if at all possi.

I e. That is, one depastment or geographic area
uld be converted *4 by creating the initial

files for the now system. With the new system
beginning operations, many agencies discontinue
the old manual system. This could be a fatal
mistake. It is difficult to be sure that a system is
performing fully as designed. The best procedure
is to run both manual and automated systems un-
til the new systam..i performing smoothly. The
agency should, otenurse, have backup computer
procedures which can b.used to recover from an
disruption or failure in the systeM. Stich pro-
cedures could include periodic printing of
cumulative data, copying of all data into secon-.
dary storage (disks or tapes) or a duplicate
system using a.different magnetic medium.

Pt

Good planning is part art, part science. To the
persons responsible for planning the incorpora-
tion of a new technology into an agency's service
delivery system, the following advice is given:

Check to see if someone else has already
done this. Avoid re- inventing the wheel.
Recognize that full systems development
will probably take years.
Use the modular approach to systems
design.
Be extremely careful with the initial
specifications. While consultants can be us-
ed, the bulk of the work should be done in-
ternally.
Be alert to organizational dynamics. Watch'
especially for changes in the balance of
power and radical changes in communication

'channels (See Chapter 7).

A
The success of the plan developed will turn on

the content of the plan and its acceptance by staff.

Human Aspects of the Maiming Prtireso

It is commonly believed that in order to
develop and install a computer ;system, a *pitons
analyst must be in charge: that the analyst alone
has the tools and techniques fur designing the
system. While technical expertise is important in
the development of computer-based systems, it is
the users' reactions which determine the success
of the system. Thus it is recommended that the
agency's staff (users) be responsible for the
design of the system with technical assistance
from the computer professionals, The costs of
staff time invested in the planning process is

more than recovered in improved system design,
he speed of acceptance and implementation.

Lucas (1978). has outlined and described the
roles of users, and computer experts in each stage
of the planning process.

Table, 3

Responsibilities During the System
Planning Cycle

Inreptson

ft ludy

Systems Analysis

Isevign

SPecifications

Programming

Testing
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goopegegilltties of

1't.,* lefgea*Mesi %settee eta

Initiate laud,. "Liggett
triplication stitch trine
million need.: describe
silling proressings-
procedures

Help evaluate sitting
system and proposed
titer native a, slort
alternative for drilign

Help desrribe emitting
system. tolled snot

analyse data

Itelign output, input,
procetiong logic, plan for
conversion and foretell
impart on users, design
manual procedure+.
remain aware of file
structure' and design

Heview specifirttions.
help develop sptrifiet
lions for manual
procedures

Monitor progress

Generate test data and
evaluate results

Listen to fetpairitft*M11,
respond to questions, de
vine alternatives, assess
using tough estimate",
prowler preliminary
ikunrey

alternatives
using strew., upon
criteria

Condurt analysis. rollers
data, and document
findings

Present alternative* and
tradeoffs to users for
their decisions

Combine user needs wittt
terhniral requirements to
develop specifications,.
develop technical ronver-
sion plan

Organise programming.
design modules, code

programs

Test-Program modules
individually and in entire
system
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The user initiate* the preliminary -survey by
suggesting a potential application. The informs,
Lion services department responds with a rough
estimate of its desirability and with several atter-
native systems, vg., improvements to present in
formation processing activities, a hatch system, a
package, or an On line system, ich meeting some
percentage of user needs. A preliminary survey
evaluates each alternative On criteria developed
by the planning committee. The planning commit-
tee authorizes a feasibility study, possibly
eliminating some alternatives suggested in the
preliminary survey.

The information services department staff con
ducts the feasibility study with help and advict
from users. Users conduct an analysis of the ex-
isting system' and help the information services

partment evaluate various alteqatives on
criteria specified by the planning committee. The
planning committee selects an alternative for im-
plementation. Possibly the committee chooses the
alternative of no new system, in which case the
application may be held in abeyance until chang-
ing conditions make it feasible..

If the decision is to proceed with the develop7
ment of a new system, users and the information
services department staff collaborate to analyze
the existing system. Users aid by explaining ex-
isting processing procedures and providing data.
The. computer staff u4es this information todocu-
ment the existing systems and help establish the
boundaries of a new system.

Next the design of a new system begins. Users
design their own output and input and basic pro-
cessing logic. The information services depart-
ment acts as a catalyst, presenting alternatives
for users to consider. A plan for conversion, in-

'eluding a forecast of the impact of the system on
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ail potential users, uid be developed, A eon-
Version plan' ran lee is4rted at this point, sou
users design rnattual pr4edurva,

'1110' Information services staff develops detail
eti specifications based on the logic and re,
quireents specified by users; the staff also
prepare* a technics) conversion Oen. The users
on the design team review the technical plans and
also work on the development of simeilit7at ions for
manual procedures,

The user role during programming is one of
monitoring progress, Are modern techniques be
Ing used to Manage programming? Is a project
schedule maintained stntl are resources
reallocated as necessary to achieve installation on

sehedule? However, the bulk of the responsibility
during this stage rests with the information see.
;vices department. The staff has to design pro
gramming modules, code them, and test them in

,;dividuolly and in combination.

During testing, users should defini data for
test programs. An attempt should be made to
generate some data with errors to be suri the
system will catch them. liners should carefully
examine test results and evaluate the adequacy of
processing. Some kind of acceptance test should/?
also be conducted by the information services
department and the reaps evaluated tv users. A
parallel test of old and new procedures or pilot
studies may be used for this purpose.

Training is essential for smooth conversion and
installation. Users develop materials and actually
conduct the training sessions. Training can often .

be combined with testing; the pre ation of test
data serves to help train users. The ir rmation
services staillikids in the preparation of m terials
and has the responsibility forlraining the opera-
takes staff.

Finally, during operations, users furnish data
for input and work with the output. The user will
probably suggest enhancements and modifica-
tions to the system over time. The information
services department processes the data to pro-
duce output reliably, as scheduled. The informa-
tion services department should also look for im-
provements itself and respond to modifications
suggested by users.
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1%.,;:;
Tally,, change

ife,rie k. Obviolisly, the impact of
.,4p4igen0.`l'aed its7:;e0itenine0
ed at fqrS, 'iroCebding. It IS

self-deceptiVe to ,retend in-
view cheap

. 7 fr
Although it mast/ appera4POS014 knd necessary

. Ito increase automation' Ae cost o such a move
,'May Mapleniehtation. airen though it

IA, widely telieirgd,thereis little evidence to sup-
Otirt the idea that camputer, ,systerns save money.

:;;A mow realistic hope is that costs can be Contain-
zled ate current level.

If costs Are'not prohibitive, there are other con-
Straints in rent in the computer Which must be

...'underOkoor ki9r,:to:;Suceessful iniplementatiott
Computers are unable to do some thins that peo-
pie find easy to do: use associative -reasoning,
retrieve relevant past .experiences, distill the
essence from a mass of data or make intelligent
guesses of..sqiiitions t6 problems.

-
A great deal of information can be stored in a

computer's memory, but the computer can't
locate it unless it is told by a person wher'e,to find
it. In addition, computers cannot !hake qualit4tive
evaluations of information nor coniprehend rel'a-
tionShips between multiple pieces of data

The failure to understand the. limitatitoneof the
technology can seriously hamper successful
plementa.tion.

Minimizing,.taii Resistance_
t; Every person Who works with the computer
system; even indireCtly, is part of the system and
will be affected, by it. Conversely, each person
will affect thevsysteM.The way the system-affects
individuals has an important beating on its suc-

.

Bess or failure.

Many authors Centenclthat inadequate utina-
tidnof technology is primarily a function of users'
resistance or inability to understand the new in
novation (Danzinger, 1977). The truth is there are
many things inherent in the computer and its im
plementation into the agency which make staff 0.7-
ceptance

Inforfnation in a tangible, phySicatform.is what
`most persons are comfortable with Whe-infor
mation goes directly into a computer and is view
ed later' on a TV sereen,:no !-.,physicat form(10:'
associated with the data.;.1;t:is, therefore, not stir:
prising that most Peopte'leel insecure in casting
their lot with the computer. Intellectually, they.
can accept that the data are there, but it requires
a considerable act of faith.

I'

Further, coMhiunication with the Computer
must be on its terms. Information .must be
etas jfied, categorized and-quantinqii-.before it
can be processed. The formaCa the Computer
printout may leave mudh to'be deMred. One fie::
quently has to scrutinize and orle,diligently to
extract the dested inipOreant infofination.

. .

gllig' With the constraints' imposed liy the



technology, there are staff attitudes and fears
which cannot bo ignored. Some of the more corn:
mon negative feelings are:

1 The computer will replace workers.

,Clients will be dehumanized.

Wisurker discretion and autonomy will be
decreased or eliminated.

The Money should be spent on clients.

Less time will be spent on clients.
Cp

work`lo'do with less

Errprs made by cornoterowill never be
coriteted. ' Q.

0?,....,'' qP.
$ e.tior 4.

Staff resistance crat'betr .4444:ceil
spots and attitudes whioh the Planner have in
their preoccupatiori`with the technical as:pect's of,
the systent They beconie ,to engi:ossed..1,Vith. the

! technology that they can, becOrne Obliyibuit6 the
thingsJhat bother people, the Aturnan factors in-
volved in ihfpranSitiO. ..,...

ik`blind

Resistarie also can be generated'betauSe the
know-how of the..field' staff is overlooked The
field staff are experienced specialists and can
spot" practicatdifficulties in the'system before it
is too' late. Ideally.; planners will 'Seek field input
before they Progress toatiar in the planning Pro
cess. This,, yill allow the field 'gaff to dbnscien-.
tiously and, methOdicallY Siferfhrough every"
aspect of their work, thereby improving the pro-,

posed changes, writh explicit and detailed sugges-
tions for 'incorporation into the system. The
resistances on both sides would then be kept toa
miniinum.

Top and middle level managers should realize
that preparing the organization for the
technological change is perhaps the most impor-
tant faCtor in successful implementation. They
must facilitate communication and understanding
within' the larganization. All parties' need to
understand and respect the fact that the system
developers and theausers have different goals,
outlooks, languages, time perspectives and styles
of operation. Staff will normally resist change,
subvert innovations dild persist wit* current

.

leAn important e 'men in implementing the new
technology is staff ic4ptance of change, That
ceptance can bet',enhtnced if people knoW why a .
change is needed/''or The reasons;may be
econpmic, or geared. toward improvenient of a
work situation, buttthe reason is an important fac-;,;
tor in acceptanee,*nd utilization by the people in=

volved (Senn,1.08):4'`C

What orripticitrees ',gejierally resist is not
technical change butCiocial i.e., the
change in relapOnships. or in the vair; they (11'
their jobs,1Mana."gers must be co &riled with thg.i,
prevailing values, attitudes Illtions of the
organization and its ,t 'staff: ',must be An
understanding.of whiEn*i arrangements and
job functions will be sustained Or changed. If a
well ettabtished work groUp is .dirupteci, a, ne!,y4;
one should 'bt 'facilitated: ',Employees Whose
.careers,rire disrtiptech Should` be counseled. If a
-job, is altered, a new job definition is.requii:ed.
Management should use as a resource, persons
who work cloiely with, field staff and understand
the bicisting'Yelationships. Fieldltaff will pro-
bably rjspond positively to these inditiduals

'whereas any, action by other central management
may be per6ived as change imposed from out:

There needs to be give-and-take between all
stiff.: Each individual ha't valuable skills and
krrowledge..Securing employee ,participation in
implementing changes is, axiomatic
ment, but participation .Cannot <be created ar-
tificallY:Eniployee:participation;cannot be used
as a. deVice9tO sanction management decisions.
Rea(participation is based on respect.

.
;, Employees .needa 1,vOrikirN Xnowledge of the
technology to be iMpleMented. Often such infor
.mation is transmitted in complicated and
technical terms which leaves most employees con-
fused and frustrated. The failure to provide ade-
quate explanations can mean a job previously per-
formed with satisfaction and understanding will
now be performed without concern and with lets '
productivity. Lt is often ignorance that leads to
the misuse of technology.

The costs of/ good training pFogram a
overlooked in implementation plpnni

e often
. These

costs are a worthwhile invogtme t , however,
when Weighed aiainst the costs of an unsuc-

operating procedures. ;,

: cessful implementation experience. 'raining
q5p,

Fid
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materials shoUld be packaged for staff at all
levels in the agency, If a consultant is uses', this
responsibility should be built into, the contract.
The materials should be user-centered, which can
be assured by including a training specialist in
the development of the materials. Another ex-
cellent' strategy is to select those employees who
are ready to accept the innovation to play a
leadership role in introducing the innovation to
follow employees.

Consultants

One decision that needs to be made during plan -.

ning or implementation is whether or not to call
in a consultant for assistance. A consultant should
be considered only after, the problem to be solved
has been clarified or defined, andthe, strategies
for solution have been generated. In general, cone
sultants should not be used unless they. are clear-
ly the best solution under prpsent 'conditions.
Limited resources can be utilized more effective-
ly in the future by building the agency's in-house
technical capacity. That is not to say that outside
consultants she not be used. Tile agency may
consider a. cOnsu ant when:

a task is to be performed once and, outside
rivate groups are equipped to accomplish
he task;

fresh input is needed; or
the skills needed require a higher salary
than the agency can pay.

J%
If a corsultant is brought in there are several

things that may have to be' dealt with:

they can upset routines;
they can proVide poor advice;
they can overextend. budgets;

-they can create a dependence on_
therpselves; -

they do not know the organization or the en-
vironment.

There are also.social dimensions to consider as
the personality of the consultant and the tasks ,

performed by the consultant could exacerbate ex-
*sting problems in an agency. But it is also impor-
tant to recognize that the consultant provides
knowledge where and when it's needed, brings in-"

novation to the agency and has expertise in solv-
ing problems within organizations and programs.

The contract negotiated with the consultant is
a key factor in assuring the success of the project.
The phrasing of the contract is especially impor-
tant for it establishes the base for utilization?
monitoring and evaluation. The more specific the
contract, the less likely there is to be any
misunderstanding. Items that should be address-
ed in the, contract include:

schedule for fees and. payments;
schedule for completion of elements;,r
amount of organization staff time to be com-
mitted;
type and nature-of reports to be submitted;
professional liability insurance;
nonassignability of contract;
official overseeing and approving changes,
subcontracts;
control and use of reportii
kinds of individuals consultant will assign,
performance bonds for major design work;
conditions for cancellation.

If a consultot is used, the manager has to in-
vest adequate time and resources to assists the'
consultant. Each organization's situation h'ps a
unique set of conditions, and even if the task
definition has been clarified properly, the consul-
tariegoing to be able to foresee all of the
contingencies. They will need information and
direction, tut excessive leadership and/or task
depta.nds may undermine effective implementa-
tion. The manager must be careful lest the consul,'

.cant assumes management responsibility.

Effeicie utilization of the consultant depends
on khe ability management to develop an ac-
curate perceptio of the task to be accomplished,
to ctoose a consu ant who is equipped to do the
,task and to create the machinery and organiza-
tional environment which will promote the suc
cesj of the planfr,,Mially, management' innst be
ready to accept responsibility for a poor 'prOdupt
should that thethe reault.

;

P ,
,;Privacy And Security

b .

When planning and implementing an, informs -4,

P

g.



tion system which involves client data, precaU-
tions must be taken to insure privacy ands ri-
ty of the data: This is true for manual as w 11.as
computer 'systeMs, but the potential for ab e is
greateewith the computer. Client records on com-
puters are better organized, more visible and
more available than manual records.

Privacy refers to the right of individuals to,
determine to what extent information about them
can be transmitted to others. Security refers to.

, the protection of data against disclosure to
unauthorized Persons or unauthorized modifies-
tion orikdestruction. sThe breach of privacy or
security-04 be ac,ciden.tal or premeditated.

di .8inCtic':client information travels a lengthy path
colleitierko storage, privacy and security

volye.,at'a minimum employees, procedures,
iequipment and printouts. Control

.i4ritleastires must bvarefully thought through and
'Implemented s tematically. Controls fall into

hive categor : physical, technological and ad-
ministrative.

Physical controls inclUdivr such things as
segregatidit o computips operations from the sur-
rounding office envirrriment, locked rooms, lock-
ed terminals and cabinets, and clientsensitive
papers covered or locka.-up. Control of the
tschnology can be ethinced by user identification
codes which are olianged frequently, terminal
identification numbers and limiting user access to
specific data bases, e.k., statistical data, in-
dividual caseload, demographic information or
financial data. ;

Administtative controls primarily involve
monitorinueports and verbal feedback to assure
the systeri is operating prop/Ay. Monitoring
should consist of procedures to track disclosures
of client information, which can be handled by a
disclosure log. The kind of inforMation collected
in the log would be: ri

date and time of disclosure;
type of transaction;
user access code;
client identifiers.

The control measures which are instituted
ts: should be designed to:

,

pieVent Unauthorized access to client infer.

0. mation;
limit access to users on a need-to-know basis;
provide monitoring of access.

Monitoring, Evaluating. And Maintaining

I The new computer system is operating but
much remains to be done. No system operates
perfectly' and theivsultant high frustration level
of staff must be dealt with. Users will lack insight

into the range of capabilities of the technology
, while the. techniciansrwil probably find tht
system significantly les% than anticipated. There .
is a real danger that the frustrations will turn in-
to permanent disgust.

Managers must,work closely with staff during
this period.. Staff 'skills must be increased. The
bugs in the system need to be worked out. Com-
munication between users and technicians needs
to be direct and continuOtis..And system modific
tions should be made to accommodate unforevi
problems. -

Close monitoring of the implementation p
cess is required. Manageks nee be aware of
mlfajor delays and potential colt overrun. They'
should insist on sufficient documentation to iden-
tify problems and evaluate the system.

The managers need to be on the lookout for
new and expanded activities b ndertaken by
the agency ushig the new t :Initially the
computer willbe unaerutilized and technical staff
may be inspired '-`fo initiate new projects which
could result an unnecessary burderi-on field
staff and the system:itself.

Frequentlk overlooked in implementer w
system are the costs of keeping the systemgom
"Finished" is , a word seldom spoken e-
quirements often change before the impleme ta-
tion 'is completed. Parts of the system-, such as
specific. hardware items. or particular programs,
need replacement or expansion to cope within-
creasing .'workloads or changing applications.
Such software maintenance often represents
to 80 percent. the ultimate investment in the
system (Covvey and McAlliater,11980). However,
the failure to consider growth and change- will

1c t
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result in' ICS stern that costs everyone but servos ,

no .one,

For good or ill, a computer sys em will substan-
tially alter the agency's way of doing business,
This is not necessarily bad if the effects are an-

o

ticipated and adequately planned for. Stripped of
their mystery and the erroneous idea that they
can solve every r.proWem, computer systems
emerge-Its a mixture of hardware, software and
people - another tool for service delivery.

f
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AeOuntic Couplt4 - A device that allows electronic devices to communicate by making and listening
to sounds over 'a telephone.

1,

Glossary

Analog Computer Computer that performs operations on continuous signals, such as voltage fluctua-
'tin; waveforms, etc.

Applications Programmer -,A /person who writes out a sot of specific 'Computer instructions to do a
specific job.

Applications Software t- Specific programs that apply the computer's capability to a user's require-
ments. May be supplied by the manufacturer, purchased from a software house or written by the

1user.

Assembly Lang4age - Language which uses
instructions.

code and symbols to input ,II4ta to produce macgiqe

t. "
A

BASIC - Computer language Which permits not onlyAcess to but ent;r4aud Manipulation of data
. .

Batch' Processing -.A number of similar data input' items grouped together and processed atione-
operation.4 b.. .".

. .

Baud - A heasure of the amyntof information transmitted in a given anflount of usually bits, per...
se

d

Bit 'hi smallest unit of information recognized by the computer. One of the two cligas a,binary,
/num (0 andt 1).

Black Box - Slang terra for central processing

Byte.,-;-A sequence a adjaseejoits (usually 8 or 16) operated on as a unit to form a single character.
';`'T

17,

V

Cathode Ray Tube ICRTI ractice, a TV set or any television Screen.display.
..1.4

" 4

*:.'7130 'part of the computer which controlsi,all Ether parts of the
computer and where processing! tc)mputatioq is performed.. Its components inclufie the

1arithmetic/logic unit, control unit and-internal memory:

Central Processing Uniele

.
. i.Charic ters - The letters, numbers or spaceS'Us'ecitv convey ,informatio.m.

.
T. -e, -,-... %

0

COBOL - Computer language or 'symbols and abbreviations widely use.. s applications.
44. ; qt, chi

Computer - A calculating device which utilizes electronic circuitry, has a7mserory for storrn;
amounts of data and which can produce or retrieve it on demand.

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) - A component of compRter btaa education ill!.
4.
which the ,

0,. compUter directly assists in the'teaching and presentation of learning materials. -
.2

.. ,

Computer Based Education ICR10 - 1) The use of computers in an educAonal environment. 2) Any
° . teaching or learning activity that makes instructional use of a computer. ;-.,



Computer Mane ed Instruction (CMI) A component of computer based education in which the
computer m ages student instruct/ten, testing, record keeping, and study prescriptions.

Computer Operator - The person who controls the machine and can usually estimate when a program
will be'run, and if computer is broken, when It will be ranning agOin.

Lot-,1

Computer Program = A set of instructions to the central processing unit describing exactly and in
mlarmous detail what Is to be accomplished.

Daisy Wheel Printer A printer where the individual characters are hit by an electronically controlled
hammer.wheel

,

- ?-
Databank -A-torklluttrized collection of information (file) assembled in one place.

Data Entry Person - The individual who sits at a keyboard with a screen attached and enters data onto
a tape, disk or the computer itself.

Digital Computer - One that performs calculations and manipulates data composed of whole numbers
or integers.

Disk - A circular magnetic surface for storage of information.

Display - Text, line drawings, graphs and animations, in any combination, shown on a screen.
it

7 t / '4

Distributed Data Processing - Dispersed control and responsibility to departments 14thartfibin all
computer functions housed in a central deptirtment. , -4. '''

, i .. ...

Dot Matrix.Printer - A printer wiir each character printed is a combination of very small dots.

Dumb Terminal - A terminal which takes information in through a keyboard, transform ik it into
telephone signal and sends the information_ to a computer. It does not possess any 'paressing
capability sends and receives only. vit

EDP - Electronic data processing.

Electronip"Mail The delivery via electronic means of messages that would otherwise be transmitted
physically through the p.ostal system or verbally by telephone.

..

Facsimile Transmission - A document is scanned at the sending station and a copy transmitted by radio
wave or telephone line to a receiving station in a matter of minutes.

Floppy Disk - A small, inexpensive magnetic recording disk that. is thin and flexible.

FORTRAN - Computer language for research purposes which allows scientific calculations in a form
near that used in \mathematics. sr.

Hard Copy - A printed copy of computer output.

Hardware - The equipment which makes up the computeC3Ntem and associated communication links.

Information = The meaning that a person assigns to data by means of known conventions used inerits
representation.

9 0 .
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u?Information System The network of.all commtuil tion methods within an organization,

. Input , Information fed into the computer,

Intelligent Terminal - A terminal containing a microproe5isor which allows calculations or reorderingof information before sending it to the computer,

Interactive Systems (e.g., terminals, word processors) that communicate with computers.

Interface Klectronic components that allow two different devices to communicate.

K - Kilobyte; 1000 bytes.

Keyboard - A simple input device for the computer. 1 .
Line Printer A printer that prints An entire line at one time extremely rapidly.

Machine. Language The language that can be directly interpreted by the computer. All otherlanguages must, be trrinslated to machine language by the computer.
--..
, ,Magnetic Bubble Memory - Memory contained on tiny magnetic regions that,Oin be created, destroyeA

and moved about. Retains information 'Nen if.the external power sourcetS removesi.0 i
C'''''Main Frame Computers - Come in small, medium and large sizes. The see 11 main frames are faster and

k-larger (in terms of memory) than minicomputers. More importan ,f they can also share their..computing time with a. number of terminals so that the compntousse$ each terminal can interactwith the program as it develops. Medium and large main frames also can do multiple programs at
once and can communicate with other machines in order to maximize the work done by all the CPUs.

Management Information System ;An organized method of providing past, present iind projected in
ei.

:formation, related to internal operations and external intelligencsupporting the$1anning, controland operational functions of the organization.

Manager. Data Processing or MIS - Person with overall authority for the unit who is responsible for
seeing that the machines operate and the work is completed as scheduled..

Memory Internal storage built into the computer, referred to as kmary storage.
k

Microcomputer - These have larger memories than microprocessors, up to 48,000 characters, and a
complete built- inset of input/output instructions. The number of characters the CPU handles at any
one t'imeis quite- small and the speed of the'CPU in and out of memory is slow.

Microprocessor- The smallest computer with a very small memory and a limited set of built-in
input/output:instructions. Development of thoinicroprocessor revolutionized the-computer industryMaking computer systerns available at relatively low, costs.

Minicomputer Computer which uses charact
characters) and the ability to handle about six

Modem A device which changes the computer::
telephone lines (from digital to analog signals an

Multiplexer Device that mixes data coming from
processors) and sends it along one high speed

t

froups-, has larger 'memory (64,000
9

So they can be transmitted aver

o low speed devices (terminals, word
-



On Line User Is dealing directly with and under the control of the computer through or by cable.

Output ; Information tnsferred out of the computer.

Printer A device capable of producing hard copy in printed for n from a computer..

Query Language - A set of commands (in close to everyday language) employed by a user only to

extract data already in the computer.

Real Time - Thu processing of information at the time the data are created, allowing for the results of

the processing to be available fast enough to influence the creation of data.

Software The specific instructions to the computer, tu., the Comfileie sequence of machine instructions

and routines necessary to implement an action.

Storage A device (or portion of a device) that receives data, retains it and supplies it on command.

System - An organized collection of resources or components with iiiimmiTairgeafs:-----
'4?

Systems Nnalystpesigner - Designer of the layout and the interconnections of the various pieces of

computer for maximum efficiency.Aequires -knowledge_, of. All computer operations equipment

and prograras, and the agency's opstkVbis*I.erinla of computers..
Systems Programmer - Person who writes out the detailed stews that the machine needs to take in.

order for the user's program to.operate.

Sisterns Software - Manages all the housekeeping tasks necessary to m e acollectionrof hardware,

languages and applications programs function as a computer.

Telecommunications"- Communication at a distance by cable, radio, telegraph, telephone or television.
.;

Terminal - A device.which allows the user to interact directly with the computer. It usually consists of

a keybOard, a typewriter-like printing mechanism aad/or another displaydevice called a screen for

Thermal Printer Prinster'with a special silvery paper on wiiis.:1Ntiligiteii-iiie'`bUrrit" electronically.
,

User - The person who uses the computer's information output.

Word Processor - Computer equipment with software and programs written specifically to meat the
needs of an office.

,

Word Processing - Transformation of ideas and information into a readable form of commonication
through the management pf procedures, equipment and personnel.

.00
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Appendix A

: The Pennsylvania Bureau of Vocatioial Rehabilitation
Automated Information Systein..

.1 The Pennsylvania Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation has initiated an on-liadata system which has
many features to make information readily accessible-to counselors and this facilitatethe rehabilita-
tion iirocess. Although .it is. net the only on-line system;,it is presented here as an examp,le of the new
data systems that are beginning to appear in rehabilitation.

,

.--N,.....,

The Bureau lkir computer terminals and printers'in all units throughout the state, plus one at the
state-run rehabilitation center. Every oounselor and secretary has access to a terminal. Reportformats
are established by the state office staff. Samples of the° available, reports, their use, an explanation of

, the codes, and the access codes are available to the staff. When a certain repoyt is needed, a simple code
is input and the counselor receives the information pertinent to his or her caseload. A counselor may
chooSe to receive the report on a printout or by display,' 4., .

Inform'ation on clients is input via the terminal in the unit and all records are ted when theinfor-
mation is received. Summaryiiscal information is current to that date, but individual client fiscal infor-,
mation. does have a two week delay. -.

Although ad hoc reporting is not available to field s4aff through a terminal, special requests may be
submitted to the central office where the information is secured through statistical packages such as
Statistical Analysis Srstems.

The following is only a sample of some of the reports available to counselors and supervisors.

r
I
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* CLIENT'S NAME ANO NUMBER R-OT B-07 DIS RS UNLIO $

FFFFFFFF DONA 2------45 D379'1157 53-L 50 .00

FFEFFEFF. JOSE' 1-------6_ '177 0660 3812 14 3471.52

FFFFFFFF MART. 2- ---- -9 1277 0960 381 79 .00

FFEFFO*F PERT -..1-------5 0777 1154 689.79; 2711.50

FFFFFFFF EUWA 1-- --'- -6 0477'1160:66072 2900.40

FFFFFFFF JERR :1-------84 1278 "1052146 40'g .00

FFEFF4F- ROSE. 1------,--7. 1078 0343,660 79 ...00

:-__-_-.___I-____-__-.#- 2_- _3- -4- -5 --6---
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Vo FD(SDS/ TR-OT REVW CS H&j*:

1
00 ni *

71 1 l n39XX 018/9 18 o!;,1 ,k'

1 .
i.

13 I I
698XX10/9 39 06 *

20 1 j
054XX p0' /9 19 O!+ *,

90 2 */.9. n32XX 03/0 16:12 *.

2C 8,/ 1 02/0 16 02 *

20 1 P/9 22 01 *
! *

-7 8/9,10.7.--11 '712- 13 14 *

* - .4 , .

1 .4!

************f**********************************************************************

REGULAR ALPHABETIC PRINT-,OUT.
AUTOMATIC' PRINT ENTRY CODE.. VR 37 XXX'

DISPLAY ONLY ENTRY CODE..:.. VR,39 XXX

THE VR 37 ANO VR 39 CODES WILL PRODUCE A CLEAR, CONCISE. ALPHABETIC PRINT-6UT'OF

BASIC CtIENT4INFORMATION ON ACTIVE CASES.

PLEASE ASSOCIATE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO THE NtimBERNDESIGNATED

FOR COMPLETE COLUMNAR EXPLANATION.

1-

A

O.

1. CLIENT'S LAST NAME, FIRST NAME,AND CLIENT NU4i;

2. REFERRAL OATE - MONTH AND YEAR)

3. 'BIRTH DATE - MONTH AND YEAR

4. MkjOR DISABLING, CONDITION u LESS IN STATUS 00 OR 02,

THEN IT WILL BE THE DISABILI y AS REPORTED
r

5. -R FERRA1 §OuRCE.

64 ToTA LIQUIDATED ENCUMBRANCES

7. FIRST TWO OMITS OF THE JOB OBJECTIVE

8.4 CURRENT FUNO COOE #

9. IF CLIENT HAS BEEN CODED'SEVERELy DISABLED AN ASTERISK

4
WOULD BE LOCATED IN THIS POSITION. BLANK IF OTHERWISE.

10. SSDI AND SS/ CONTROL CODES. 'UNDER THE P7S1110N-7SSDI

CONTROL CODES. UNDER THL POSITIO--SSI CONTROXCODFS.

IF CLIENT IS NOT kECEIVIRG SSDI/SSI COLUMN WILL REMAIN

BLANK.

TRANSFER DATE. IF CASE WAS IN SUPERVISION AND RETURNED

THE. .4 DIGITS WITH A 1/' INDICATES DATE CASE WAS TRANSFERRED

.BACK FROM SUPERVISION. IF THERE ARE NIIGITs WITHOUT A '/I

'TOTS INDICATES CAC,: /S-CURRENTLY .IN SURERVpSION.

)

12. ANNUAL COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW DATE. THIS DATE INFORMS
OUNSFLING.STAFFWHEN THE FEDERALLY MANDATED ANNUAL

COMPIRFHENSIVE CLIENT
REV1EW-6 EXPLAINED IN THE IWRP

SYSTEM.) IS DUF.

IN THIS EXAMPLE

11.

STATUS CASE IScuRRENTLY IN

14. .meeNTHS61-'6RRENt STATUS

54
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0 ..... m... .....,,....... 4
* UNLIQ. 1048:82 CURRENT :VOC. OBJ. 1 ,7123 NUMBEP 0000000 .*
* EIS YR EXP 3158.28 FIRST VOC. OBJ. ' 7123 IWRP REVIEW ohm .,ntl 79 *.
************************************************************************ ******

CLIENT MASTER FILE

4

1
'V

k, _ ENTRY(COIYE VP DI. XXXXXXXXX
!

THE CLIENT MASTER. FILE IS A. STATISTICAL P4PORT OF CLIENT DATA COmPILED L
FROM THE INFORMATION SUBMITTED UN THE CLIENT'S'REFERRAL, ACCEPTANCE AND

. PORTIONS OF THE BVR -300.

AODITIONAL DATA'FF160 UN THIS REPORT HAS 87EWINCLUD70 TO MAKE THIS AN
EASILY'PEAD, CONCISE REPOR ON A "PARTICULAR CLIENT. SO ,IS TO (71.1mINATE Ul NECESSAt.'Y
RESEARCH AND LEAFING THROUGH CASE FICS'TO OBTAIN CLIENT DATA.

.

PGELY
LOSUR!:.

, «
LISTED BELOW YOU WILL FIND:A:FEW IDEAS OF wHkT CAN BE LF.tRNED FROM L
THIS .ONE REPORT IF READ EFFECTIVELY ASIDE FROM THE STANDARD REFERRAL/4'

i ACCEPTANCE ND'CLOSURE INFORMATLON. 4
N,

, . , ,

V
./71, B REEERRING.'40CDONSFLOR NUMBER LISTED, AT TIME .

.

IA

d .. . ;OF REFERAAL.AND ACCEPTANCE IN RELATION Th L.IRPENT

'cnufamaR,',Ou CWDETEROINE IF CASE HAS'4FEN
" RESIDENTIALLY TRANSFERRED..

.. .BY-REFLRRING TO:oCASE.MOVEWAT# YOU KNoW6HOW
MANY MONTHS CASE Is, FirROF, IN PHYSICAL

.3« BY REFERRING TO TIlt 2 VOCATIDNAL"9844IVa
l' RESTORATION OR A TRAINING STATUS. .

LISTED YOUCAN DETERMINE IF CLIENT HAS HAD-
A CHANGE FROM THE hRIGINALMICATIONALoBJECT1W: -

ESTABLISHED. . 4

w. .T4aCOST. DATA IS DISPLAYED GIVING.ALL COSTS'
TOTAL AND AN AODITIONAL 89+iAk00WN JAY FACILJY,
TRUST FUND, SSI.AND UNIT CITSTS ALONG WITH .
UNLIQUIDATED FNOUMBROCES AND FISCAL YEAR P

EXPFNOITURES'.. . 4:1-

: P

..THE CMFIS DISPLA,YED N THr74COMPUTEP! FOR STENOGRARHERS AFTER AN INV', ro ',^64
REFERRAL, ACCEPTANCE R CLOSURE IS ENTERED. THIS HELPS TO tomINArl- .

UNNECESSARY ENTRIES 0 INVALID TRANSACTIJNS 15 STENOGPAPHORS CPO! Q;VcILW "IA
THE INFORMA710N ON TH CMF TO DETERMINE'WHY'TRANSACTION WAS INVALT0 .4 .

EPORT HAS 87EWINCLUD70 TO MAKE THIS AN
EASILY'PEAD, CONCISE REPOR ON A "PARTICULAR CLIENT. SO ,IS TO (71.1mINATE Ul NECESSAt.'Y
RESEARCH AND LEAFING THROUGH CASE FICS'TO OBTAIN CLIENT DATA.

.

.

, «
LISTED BELOW YOU WILL FIND:A:FEW IDEAS OF wHkT CAN BE LF.tRNED FROM L
THIS .ONE REPORT IF READ EFFECTIVELY ASIDE FROM THE STANDARD REFERRAL/4'

i ACCEPTANCE ND'CLOSURE INFORMATLON. 4
N,

, . , ,

V
./71, B REEERRING.'40CDONSFLOR NUMBER LISTED, AT TIME .

.

IA

d .. . ;OF REFERAAL.AND ACCEPTANCE IN RELATION Th L.IRPENT

'cnufamaR,',Ou CWDETEROINE IF CASE HAS'4FEN
" RESIDENTIALLY TRANSFERRED..

.. .BY-REFLRRING TO:oCASE.MOVEWAT# YOU KNoW6HOW
MANY MONTHS CASE Is, FirROF, IN PHYSICAL

.3« BY REFERRING TO TIlt 2 VOCATIDNAL"9844IVa
l' RESTORATION OR A TRAINING STATUS. .

LISTED YOUCAN DETERMINE IF CLIENT HAS HAD-
A CHANGE FROM THE hRIGINALMICATIONALoBJECT1W: -

ESTABLISHED. . 4

w. .T4aCOST. DATA IS DISPLAYED GIVING.ALL COSTS'
TOTAL AND AN AODITIONAL 89+iAk00WN JAY FACILJY,
TRUST FUND, SSI.AND UNIT CITSTS ALONG WITH .
UNLIQUIDATED FNOUMBROCES AND FISCAL YEAR P

EXPFNOITURES'.. . 4:1-

: P

..THE CMFIS DISPLA,YED N THr74COMPUTEP! FOR STENOGRARHERS AFTER AN INV', ro ',^64
REFERRAL, ACCEPTANCE R CLOSURE IS ENTERED. THIS HELPS TO tomINArl- .

UNNECESSARY ENTRIES 0 INVALID TRANSACTIJNS 15 STENOGPAPHORS CPO! Q;VcILW "IA
THE INFORMA710N ON TH CMF TO DETERMINE'WHY'TRANSACTION WAS INVALT0 .4 .
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***b*********41***********************************************************************
At. VR 35 1XX .

07/25/79 . .

* COUNSELOR' . : REVI4W DT LIST -URIC CCU '1) *

* 1, CLIENT'S. NAME AND NUMBEQ. CS MS SDSI SO-SCN UNLIO $ &EV/F:44/0A TA *

I ,

' i ';',s1 / *

* * B 4ts BB 8 CATHERIN 1- . . 5 14 12. . 0 0. 07)/7/9 ** '*--. .

* , CC CCCC Rop2Rr 1------2---6 29 11 , '09 OXX .0(1 08y79 - * .

*. EFFP OPP JOSEPH 1 6 '18" 08 ' 03. 9XX 1968.00 *0_,79 , * .

* ' MMMMIAMM
96.00; 07/79 ** * i

VINCF 0---.----79 '20' 01 s
* PPPPPPP BETTY 1-------. 8 19 11 I ,1, .00 6,8179 *

;10 4,.........1
PPPPPPP CARL 04-----' :9 05 OXX * :0000 0079/7/799 k..)114t*,

* )1,' -S SS S SS S ANTHONY 1 - -6 17 07

. 09 1XXto U SSSSSSS'

*

THOMAS 2--1-----4. 1.6 00
FREDERIC 2----24147-6 9 10

-4.

, 531..g (0065r/74'

. 0 SSSe.iSS

*******'***********'**44************:************,i.*****,syt!*****,***.*********.***,i******

ANNUAL CASELOAb REVIEW
'-NTR-Y COOT.' °VP 35 XXX , I

.

.

4`

rHE CODE 35- ANNUAL CASELOAD "REVIEW IS AV AILARV: TO ASSISI REHACAILITATION STAFF IN

ACCOMPLISHING THE FEDERALLY, MANDATED ANNUAL COMPREHENSTIV, REVIr.W0A4S EXPLAINED IN ',-

THE I,WRP SYSTEM. , ° 1
`-- 5. ....L.

CODE 35 WILL PRODUCE A LUTING OF ONLY ItiHOSF CASTS THAT 4AR V TO BriREvIEWEn WITHIN
H4 3 MONT PERIOD OR ARE MAST DUE FOR A' COMPRPENSIVE REVIEW. .

CAS,ES THAT ARE (Mx

WITHIN T;-17. CURRENT MONTH WILL BE INDICATED BY ASTERISKS I *). UNE '31c. WILL 9

LOCATED T THE LEFT OF CLIENTS4
NLAST NAME, 2 ** WILL BF LOCATED, UNDER THE *IA 1

COLUMN. F CAe,11
SF I S PAST DUF --DIS.-- WILL NE LOCATE!' IN THF SAr POSITIONS As

THE AST,E ISKS (NO E riXAMPLE 1(BOV.5) .
-';

THIS-REPORT CAN )LSO BE OBTAINED FOR A SUPERVISORY COUNSELOR' BY ADOING AN 'S'

To, THE ENTRY+ CObE (NT 35 XXXS). ..,

.4 , /

r -

REMINDER... PLS *SE REPFR TO THE GLOSSARY IF IN 0.0ESTIONAN ,COLUMNA P

-4* HEAt)ERS.

,

0

4

)
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i
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n



. 4.. ..............i......................................................... ***** ..
VR 36 C1XX° *

*" 06/19/79 -L.* *.

I 74C, UNLIQUIDATED ENCUMBRANCES FOR COUNSECoR NO. 1XX A *

* CLIENT . SUPPLIER SUPy AUDI EFP *

" °* NUMBER LAST NAME SSEI NUMB NAME ON -000N NO. .DATE BALANCE *
*.2---1----4 SSSSSSS 1' 20000000003 SKIUS INC 48 --97 050779 400.00 *
**17------6 FFFFFFF -J" 20000000009 COLLEGE ' 01Z0XX 23-!-54 100178 987.55 *
A 0 . -9 AMMMMMM V '20000000006 INST OF ART _01 7XX 23-,-81 100178 -660.59 *
* 1 -5 WWWWWWW D 20000000006 INST OF ART 01 7XX 24--91 100178 1419.00 *'
* 1 7-9 pimmMmmM 0 ..]0000000004 FISSSSS MMM 54--73 050779 35.'00 *"

* 1-1---- 1 .SSSSSSS R 20000000004.FISSSSS MMM 48-47 032879 35.00 *
*A----- -6 FFFEFFF'. J 20000000007 SCHOOL - 01 9XX 23--,55 100178 1709.00 *
4v.2-----7-6 KKKKKKK. A 20000006009 BREESMEN WM T 48-06 042779 55.00 *

..
* ';.., P-RF(W.C.7 *

.

****4*******,0*********************************************A*******t**************
4* itr C --

UNLIQUIDATED ENCUMBRANO.BY.COUNSELOR
Elfy.00DE VR 36 MX0( "' ,

4.,..

VR 36 C-41NIWDATED ENCUMBRANCFS BY COUNSELOR WAS ImPLEMENTFD
INTO THE COMPILER SYSTEM TO ASSISTJTAFF DN.PURGING
.OUTSTANDING ENCUMBRANCES WITHIN 'WEIR CASELOAD. 'THIS*CODE
IS CURENTLy UNIQUE AS IT Wild. INDICATE THE \VENDOR NAME
ALtG %%,}OE OF. THE VENDOR NUMBED (SSEI ZUM81 MAKING IT MUCH

1F EASIER TO DIRECTLY LOCATE BOTH" TO WHOM-ENCUMBRANCES HAVE BEEN
ISSUED AND THE CyRRENT BALANCE REMAINING ON A SPECIFIC
AUTHORIZATION.

THE COLUM1AR HEADING,S USEDIN THIS: CODE ARE SELF4XPLANATORY.
olE Y1lU FIrJER TO THE ABOVE EXAMPLE WE WILL GET INTO AN ExPLAN-
ATION'CONCERNINGJHE DATA,IN'CODE36 C- UNLIQUIDATED ENCuMBFANCFS
BY COUNSELOR.

,' '''

.

.

FROM :LEFT TO RIGHT ! ' CLIENTIS NUMBER AND NAME
i., ki A VENDOR NUMBER, AND NAME ,

" 1"/ IF IN.iSUPERVIZION. SUPERVISING
,, .1OISTRICT'AND C011NSELOR

. - , UTHORIZATION NUMBER
y. -, EFFECTIVE DATE OF AUTHORIZATION

BALANCE o

THREE .POINTS TO RE.MEMBER mHEN'UTILiZING'THIS
J1 AS THE FISCAL.INFORmATIONAS GROUPED BY VENOOR:'

SCAM PRINT-OUT,FOR ADDITIONAL ENCUMBRANCES ON A
CI:TENT:IF NECESSARY. CLIENTS MAY. HAVE NUMEROUS,'
AUTHORIZATIONS ISSUED TO VARIOUS -VENODRS.
SUCH IS:THE CASE IN THIS .EXAMPLE REGARDING
COENT NUMBER EFFFE WHICH IS
INOICATED,BY DOOBLEASTERISN'YHE LEFT.HAND
'COLUMN'. . ,

KETWN IN() THE LAPSE OF TIME INVOLVED
AN PROCESSINOFISCADOCUMENTS. FISCAL

_dlnikiRmAtioWsis UPDATED BASED UPON THE
'77'-FREPUENCY OF VOUCHERS RECEIVED IN EOP, FROM

THE, FISCAL SECTION; OF THE 'BUREAU.
3'),.0 THE FINAL PAGE oFTHF: PRINT-OUT WILL GIVE THE ti

TOTAL NUMBER OF AUTHORIZATIONS AND TOTAL BALANCE;
, OFYUNLIQUIDATED AONIES FOR THE COUNSELOR.

THIS INT...OUT CANALS() BE OBTAINED FOR A SUPERVISORY COUNSELOR
BYrUSINt THE ENTRY'ObE OF VR 36 CXX)(S.

971"02

r



,.,
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***********************************************************************************
* PR DISTRICT 01 COUNSELOR 1XX W FFFFFFF .

CASELOAD AS OF 02/15/78 *

* CLIENT'S NAME AND NUMBER T-DT SOS! CS. MS UNLIQ $ FISC YRS FAC $ Tr's SSI $ *

* FFFFFFF JOSE 6 039XX 18 05 $3471.52 $1955.5R $0 $0 $0 *

1

* FFFFFFF MART 2------9 39 06 $.00 $1035.00 $0 40 so *

* FFFFFFF TER 18 06 $2711.50 $1474.70 $0 $0 $0* *
5

* FFFFFFF 4gE%IA 01/79 16 12 $2900.40 $2100.00 $0: .$0 *s0 *
11-------6

* FFFFFFF JERR .16'02 $.00 $48.00 $0 $0 $0 *
1-----' 8

414

*

* ' 2 3 4 -5 -- 7--- 8-- -9- -10 11*
1'-i' ---6---

* '

*

4 ************************# ***** ****0************************************
414,14 ******* *44

REGULAR FISCAL PRINTTOUT
AUTOMATIC PRINT ENTRY CODE. VR 37XXxF

. .4
DISPLAY ONLY ENTRY CODE - VR 39 XXXF

\

THE ENTRY CODES OF VR 37 XXX AND VR 39 XXX WHEN FOLLRWED BY AN 'F' PRODUCT

AN -ALPHABETIC LISTING OF "ACTIVE CLIENTS' EXPENDITURE FIGURES.. THESE EXPENDITURES

ON EACH CLIENT HAVE BEEN BROKEN DOWNLID SHOW TOTAL UNLIQUIbATED MONIES,. CURRANT

FISCALYEAR MONIES, AND BROKEN DOWN FURTHER BY FACILITY, TRUST FUND AND SSI

COSTS INCURRED DN ACTIVE CLIENTS THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE REHABILITATION PROCESS.

IF A CaINSECOR IS CONCERNED WITH ONLY THOSE CLIENTS WITH UNLIQUIDATED ENCUMBRANCES

REMAINING' --ADO. A 1U0 TO THE ENTRY CODE AS FOLLOWS....

AUTDMATIC PRINT ENTRY CODE VR 37 XXXF11--- REGULAR FISCAL PRINT-00T

DISPLAY ONLY ENTRY CODE VR 39 XXXFU UNLIQ ENCUMBRANCES PNLY

COLUMNAR EXPLANATIONS ON THE ABOVE 4 CODES WILL BE GIVEN BY RELATING.CORPFS-:

PENDING NUMBERS...

1. CLIENT'S LAST NAME, FIRST NAME AND CLIENT NUMBER

2. ,TRANSFER DATE. IF CASE WAS IN SUPERVISION AND RETURNED

THE 4 DIGITS WITH A 'I' INDICATE DATE RECORDED CASE WAS

RETURNED FROM SUPERVISION.
IF THERE ARE 5 DIGITS WITH

NO '/' THIS INDICATES CASE IS CURRENTLY IN 'SUPERVISION..

3. SSDI/SSI CONTROL CODES
UNDER THE D POSITION -,SSDI CONTROL CODES OF '1 PR 9

UNDER THE I POSITION SSI CONTROL CODES "F 1 OR 9

4.

.

. .

CURRENT STAID%

5. MONTHS IN CURRENT STATUS

,5. UNLIQUIOATED F oUMBRANCES

7. CURRENT FISCAL VtEAR EXPENDITURES

8. FACILITY COSTS

9. TRUST FUND COSTS

10. SSI COSTS
,

11. IP CA$E. HAS BEEN cooep SEWER LY 0/S1BLEO,AN ASTERISK

,

APPEAR IN 'THIS. POSITION.

p.

4 1U
fl8, ,



**********************************************************44*******************
.411 VR 28 08/24/79 *
4' SUPPLIER MASTER DISPLAY P *
* . *

----...
1 * ,.

* NUMBER 70000000000 "'''"'"'". *
* NAME ELECTRO INS - *
* ADDRESS HILL STREET' -7-2- *
* CITY XXXXXXXXXXX P .

-

* STATE 'IPA ZIP 1XXXX -- -------- UPDATE INFORMATION. *
* SERVICE CODE 03 5 RED-DISTRICT.01 , *
* . 6--.CHG7DISTRICT *
* 7-- VERIFIED RCD .

*
* TAX INFORMATION -------- 9-- DATE OF ADD OR LAST CHANGE. 01/79 *
* SUPPLIER TYPE 2 - . *
* CORPORATE INDICATOR N - *.
* '1099 TYPE 1 4

.
a_

* LEAD'RECURD INDICATOR 1 - - . MONEY FIELDS * '

* 1099 INDICATOR -2 - 1;-- CURRENT YEAR YEAR PRIOR YEAR P4IO4 *
* .1099 NUMBER ''000000000- .-BVR 4,484 19,315.92.50 22,5RS.AA *.
* -,--- -OW . ..00 .00 .01 *

20,001%41 ** i
-

-IRS ' .00. 19,315'.92
----------,--------..-:9 ---- ................

*******************************************************************************
SUPPLIER MA ER DISPLAY

TRY CODE VR 28 XXXXXXXXXXX

THE SUPPLIER MASTER DISPLAY IS A REPORT CONTAINING ALL VENDOR INFORMATION THAT
IS AVAILABLE ,=ROM CENTRAL OFFICE ON ONE PARTICULAR VENDOR.

THIS CODE IS PRIMARILY USED BY THE DISTRICT OFFICE FISCAL SECTIONS AND CENTPAL
OFFICE FOR IRS REPORTING PURPOSES.

PLEASE ASSOCIA.TE CORRESPONDING NUMBERS FOR A .COMPLETE EXPLANATION OF
I. THIS POSITION WILL BE BLANK IF ALL DATA IS VALID.

IF TH, VENDOR. NUMBER IS AN INCORREM,TAX
NUMBER, INCORRECT ADDRESS, VENDOR IS DECEASED
OR NO LONGER WISHES TO BE USED--THE MESSAGE
'INVALID- CALL EDP' WILL BE DISPLAYED.

2. VENDOR NUMBER, NAME AND ADDRESS
3. SERVICE CODE - BASIC SERVICE PROVIDED BY THE VENDOR
4. THIS SECTION TITLp0.0TAX INFORMATION' IS FOR USF BY

CENTRAL.OFFICE FOR TAX REPORTING PURPOSES.
5. REG-DISTRICT - THIS WILL BEJTHE OFFICE NUMBER WHO

REQUESTED VENDOR BF. ADDED TO THE
VENDOR ..FILE.

6. CHG.-DISTRICT - THE OFFICE NUMBER CHAT LAST REQUESTED
A CHANGE TO A PARTICULAR VENDOR.

7. VERIFIED RECORD - IF A 'U' APPEARS IN'THIS POSITION
THIS INDICATES VENDOk INFORMATION
HAS BEEN VERIFIEO.

8. DATE VENDOR WAS ADDED TO THE FILE OR THE LAST DATE A
CHANGE WAS MADE SUCH AS ADDRESS OR NAME,

Q. MONY FIELDS - THIS SECTION PROVIDES A tREAKDOWN OF MONEY
AMOUNTS PAID TO A PARTICULAR VENDOR FuP

A THE CURRENT FISCAL YEAR, 1 YEAR PRIOR AND
2 YEAR'S PRIOR.
THE OVR AND 01)0 AMOUNTS ARE BASED ON 'mu
FISCAL YEAR RUNNING FROM OCT 1 THRO SEPT O.
THE IRS AMOUNTS RUN'ON A CALENDAR YtAR
STARTING JAN. 1 AND RUNNING Ti) DEC. 31.

ft+

99 104



4
1

**********t****************** ****
******************************************** *****

VR 2E) ELFeT 11/02/7" ''ACE *
..

SUPPLIER NAME ! STREET ADDRESS CITY ST ZIP SsFI NP *
.

* eLECTRICXXXxxxxxxXxx , XXXXFRANKLING AV.': AAAAAAAAA PA IXXXX 1oo0000o007 40

ELECTRONIXXxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxXXXXxXx RPRRARFRR PA IXXXX 20000100300 *

ELECTRoNICXxxxx-xxxxxx ' XXXXXXXXXXX HILL RD PP4,,PPPPF; PA iVOCX Z101001000I -4

* ELECTRONICSXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXRON ST .HHHHHHHHH- PA t'XXX 70e00000o00 *

4 -.
*

4************************* * * *******,************************************
***** ***.

SUPPLIER INQUIRY, -'NAME
.

ENTRY ME: Vk 29 VENDOR NAME/

GOOF 29.4S ONE OF THE CODES AVAILABLE TO OBTAIN VENDOR I4RMATION. THE SIZ AND
.

1,

TIME INVOLVED .IN' PRINTING NEW 'VINOOR BOOKS MAKES IT ImPROCTICAL TO SEN 0 A NEW

VENDOR LISTING TO FAC,H OFFICE ON. A MONTHLY BASIS. 'THE: sr OF CODE' V. 29 f;TVr'S .

DISTRICT OFFICES ACCESS TO THE MOST CURRENT VENDOR FILE' THAT THE PUREAlL0oSSESSES.

USE OF THIS LODE' CAN SLImINATc. UNNECESSARY CALLS ro THE CENTRAL OFFICE IN SEER/N"

NEw.AU0rU (2k--,REVISE0 VENDOR INFORMATION. ' 4

OFTEN TIMES A NEED FOR INFORMATION oN A NE4,VENDOR OR UNCOMMON VENOM, IN Vr

O

tw

ISTR.ICT MAY'OCOR. ALL YOU KNOW IS THE NAM , MAYBE ONLY.THE LAST NAME. /AY

USING NIS CDDE,IHAT IS' ALL THAT'IS NECESSARY. IN THE 450V. EXAmpo: ALL THAT

WAS NEC.S.SARY AS PRIOR KNOWLEDGE WAS 'ELECT'. VR 29 ELECT WAS THrN ENTERED

.INTO THE TERMINAL WHICH BROUGHT UP EVERY VENDOR NAME AVAILABLE WITHIN hVP

STARTING WITH THE LETTERS ,ELECT(:\ AFTER LOCATING THE PARTICULAR vFINoot.. NAmP

YOU OCSIRE YOU ISIMEDIATELY h-TAVF THE PROPrR SPELLING AND/1R ABORrVIATION4S,

ADORES'S AND VENDOR NUMBER. .

) /

TO OBTAIN ANY DESIRED,ENOOR A MINIMUM OF 3 DIGITS IS NECESSARY TO OBTAIN

THEA TH.INFORMATION FROM E TERMINAL. THE CoMPUTER WILL ito/X.10E VENUoPS FX-

A TLY AS THEY APE TYPED, INCLUDING BLANK SPACES.
4 i..

1

f
. . .

, . .

NOTI.. IE YOU WERE TO ENTFP WHAT .Y00 THOUGHT

TO BFTHF coRPKT SELLING n, A v,N0o4

NAME CONSISTING of. Is 01C,ITS AND A. 'M'

RECORD ON riLE, MESSAGE IS DISPLAYED,
R5puCE,THt NUMBER ql.- DIGITS F.NIERFO
DOWN TO A MINIMUM OE 3 ori,ftr THAT

YOU ARE FAIRLY CERTAIN ARtrCURRECT.
I../ f

THE COLUMNAR HEADINGS IN THIS VARTICULAR CODE ARE VERY MUCH EFL'--FXVL,NA,TOPY

AND EASY TO UNOLRSTAND. NP IS FOR CENTRAL OFF-ICE US ?.
e

410
100

1O
4



***74,74101,0* ** 0 *** 7 **** J.0107s,

V4 3o V701000"0090 09/15/74
S

1---!riL1401DAT:±0 FNCPmIPANCPS f CURRENT FISCAL Yti".
5711Pvt..1 70000000000 ' 1,,UPPLIFR NAmE CLECT00xxxxxxxxxxX

CLIENT CLIFNI NAMF "PIG SOPV RUTH FPF LSTINv

41117

* .NUmtit_k LAST
* 1-------3

1-------6 RRRRRRP).i
* EFFFEFEF
* 1-------6 V4vvVvV

2 5 4WWW4WWW4WW
PPPP01,PP

* 2-------0 MmmmmM4
5 0 NNNNNNNN

Pr4ST ONCluN ON NO. 0ATr. nATr AL4NC,
RICHARD J 14'4XX 01 300s90 10247 011074 $

wAYNE J 01 3.X 01 540029 010174
4,1c,(4R0 4 01 9Kx 01 300559 100279 C5107.)

S .,n.0,

s 1,403.t'n
DAVID L GI 3XX 01 300979 112479 051079 S. 71'.0" *
H FDOY 4 01 6XX 01.300646 101 771 051079 S

HOWARD F 01 4XX ni 366001 100279 051074 S 4,19.7. L._

LARRY J 14 2XX 01 330046 110679 05107 s 796.0n
JEEFRFTV 0'1* 2Y,

,1

X 300557 10027g 11177,14rh
N

HANC 01 9ANt 01 300550 1C057 ,1 05107')4S 1,.11,(1

*****-AUTHORIZATIAs 09
---

i *** LANCE 9.345.90

******* * *************** y************** ************ * ***** * ***** *

*

UNLIQUIDATED ENCUMBRANCES BY VENDOR.
PNTRY CODE VR 16 VXXXxxXXX XN

,VR 36 V WILL! PRODUCL A LISTING, OP ONLIQUIOATE1 ENCUMBRANCES FOR THr COL,ZRr-N4FISr7.11.
YEAR FOR ONE SPrCIFIC,vFNDOR AS arousr1:7 IN THE ENTRY CODE.

, THIS C10 WAS DEVELPFD TO ASSIST IN FISCAL RELATED MATTERS CONCERNINt; viN0qt-S.
,OSE oF THIS Ow: PRovinFs YO0 WITH C1MPLETE LISTING r41F ALL 100EN. PNCHmti4OcC7,
P H A PARTICULAr VENDOR.

tSY REFERRING TO THE ABOVE EXAMPLE ON =LPCTROXXxXXXXXXx AND C"MPARINf:
CORRESPWIDING NOMBFRS FOR AN EXPLANATION YOU WILL S,_-F H0W THIS CODE r,A.N
ASSISTANCE WHEN !71;AGES ARE HECUIREO NEA/, THE ENO nF A FISCAL 'YEAP.

1. SUPPLIER NUMBER AND SUPPLIER NAMF
2. C(IrNT RUNNER AND CLIENT NAME
3. 4 *MO POSITIONS ORIGINATING DISTRICT NUMmER

UNDF 'MI' POSITIONS -AFORIGINCATING COUNSELOR NVM6ER
4. SUPERVISING DISTRICT to NUMBER F. IN SOPPRVISION.
5. AUTHORIZATION NUMBLR
6. EFFECTIVE DATV04F,ANITIAL 201 AUTHORIZATION
7. LAST INVOICE PATE

THIS DATE IS TAKEN FFUM THF UPPPR
RIGHTHANo CORNER OF AN INvnICF
RECEIVE° FROM A VENDOR.

P. BALANCE OF AUTHORIZATION NUMBER 11-SILO IN CoLUMN 1.
9. TOTAL WINDER Of 4UTWORIZATIONS WITH AN OPEN

UNCOMURANCE
10. TOTAL BALANCE AUTHORILATIONS IPFN.

CODE VA 36 V CAN CE BROKEN DOWN FURTHER TO SELECT AUTHORIZATIONS WITHIN A SPECIE IC
TINE PERIOD. THE ENTRY CODE WOULD CHANGE AND BE SUBMITTED AS FOLLOWS....

VR 36 0XXXXXXXXXXXMmMN (MM INOICATINc. DIGIT MINTH1
USING THr AMONG ENTRY CODE YOU CAN DESIGNATE A SPCCIP1C TIME PRIOD 'FROM-..TROW;HI
THAT WOULUNOISPLAV' ONLY THOSE OPEN AUTHORIDWINS WRITTEN ETTN,THr nr.stNxTro
TIME REQUCSTEO. THE (mu TO BE USED WOULD B THE EFFECTIVE DATE' OF THE AUTH-
ORIZATION NOT THE 'INVOICE bATE.

{4 ;



Vg 4.0 1AA/I.!

C illiNSILflg

000.
IAA' 4 iFt.1

CLIENT , 5 Ntwr ANII ',... 't

CCCCCC 4' 1.' "AIR ')"'""'" I°14 In11

CCCCCC '
KKAKKA, Lt At[ :'..------ kl!,7.J ,14.,:,

BHmHimr QAYm 1
_.5 0 .,7" (1..0%,1

+ TTTITT VIRG 7------1-1 0314 n!",7

VVvVYV LSIH /..--L---0 07+ 'Iril'J

Wee% OO

ANOTHER VARIATION-1'i
BY USING TH ENTRY C
YOU TO sy9Y ONE

:"7/7t,../7''

,,INTO: Ll',I-1,0,'

01'; 1,', "l e.11 .2 i
v.. v.,

f...1.-, 74 4:.o.nr *., 1

I. ,,,'." 1:.'' I

0?,0 74 '1.0" kl !

17,4'74

614 l'.1

.00 ,1J 1

'O :1 1

14t):4 ." 1

. -
I ,

I'l

REGULAR ALPHABETIC PR6iTIOUT IN
ffl..EC7t0 STATUS

* ./

,r4TVY Fl* -VO 1(Y,,/'1.1Tt,

wi,(JOLAR ALP0AltTP; COUN"71'LORH £'i1'[! -flor

tIF vR tx.4/TATOS. USE OF THIS ENTRY CODE ENABLES
RY4COLAA STATUS OFF OF THE REGULAR ALPHABETIC PRINT-OUT.

AS IN THE ABM F i LE COON51:L1'u 10 wk.-, ctiNcruNtizo o!,Ly WITO i%

Vk 40 10 /1;!

FAS' THEN ENTERFO mACITINT vgl"UC TOr AAJOr LIST.

.bY CHANGING THE ENTRY COOE TO VR 40 XXXS/STATUS, SUPERVISORY COUNSELORS ALS0 RAVE

THE OPTION TO SPECIFY ONE SPECIFIC STATUS.

THIS cow- CAN 4f ftRIIK FN W:ON rlIgTtlrftt 1rt. TO 0,:TIC-ATT

OF MONTH;.

EXAMPLI.... CrIONSEL 1Xx wAr iINLY INTTO.!-Jr" IN LA5r%
IN STATUS 1., rok 1 oT5 t)1 0,0w,.

V14
40 IxAW/01 wAp /w: r4 ANTuo-D I' T1 TIr

mACuiNr to Polutcr A 14THI-W 4rAo,PowN

UH STATUS I;) C't.rS el*e) "L' w

-," I. I..

vR 60IdX/12/03 n1/26/71 I

LHUNSI'LOP. IXX 4 FrrrFF ctAt4s,

CLIENTeS,NA4._, AND NOwi1F0 $1:-DT 1-UT DIS 12!: 1141,10 t Ji r.l Sn'A To.-oT r\

CCCCCC oATR 10/P 1011 140 70 14..0.ers 19 1 6-4/7.) 01/0 1' s.,1 0.1.

PLCASt KffP IN MINN- HHFN rril6NAT1Nr. mr,N1W, To ENTER THE --EXACT-- NUNOrP 1r,m04T*4s

OESIRED *5 TIW; WILL PRODUCT A LIITING 00 Tti WtLivITO Numw,a tIt WINTAS "Jo or'.o'4.

SOPURVISOPY CoONC1A015 It INTERINTtO IN A ',PrCIrtr. I' A ignItroLA.4

or NONTW. Wc10111 OSF nit LN74Y (oor tif
VR 61) x)00/51AT11S/RON

RL1,tR it4CK TO rxPLANATI0N CfVPnl rAitt te io:(LAR plytiAtvt/e.

It THret tS A kflit5TINN N TOt UATA CHNFAINP.0 IN TdOT Fr'i" rTi"'

I WI

102
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, AEL
(Appalrhia Educational Laboratory)

1.

Occupational Information SYitema

VendorlSystem

ppendix.,B r

DevelOperTepresenttitive
4 I ,

McKnight PublishilikCoinpany
,Bloomington, Illinois

tar

print.system inly

CHOICES 1976
(Computerized Heuristic Occupational
Information and Career EXploration System)'

CIS 1969
(Career Information System)

C

Phillip S. J rvis, Spnior Consultant
Canada S stems Group;
90 Spar Street, Suite 704
Ottaw9,(Ontario KIP 5B4
613/53 -4444 .

COIN 1978
(Coordinated Occupational Information
Network)

CVIS 1967
(Computerized Vocation al Information
System)

/

omas M. MNre, Managing Partner
,MR & Associates

112 Kent Street, Suite 2218
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5P2
613/238-2697

Dr. Bruce McKinlv
"Oregon CIS
247 Hendricks Hall
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
503/686-3111

Dr. Rodney Durgin
COIN, Inc.

. 1230 West Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419/352-87431

Carol M. Rabush
CVIS Distribution Center
Western Maryland College-
Westminster, Maryland 21157
301/848-1113

I

t



Vendor System

DISCOVER 1976

DeveloperlRePresentative

Dr, joAnn Hairris-Bowlsbey
DISCOVER Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 363
Westminster, Marypnd 21157
301/8481113

4.

IBM Corporation
1133 Westchester Avenue
White Plains, New York 10604

ECES 1966 Dr. Alva E. Mallory, Jr.

(Educational and Career Exploration Genesee Intermediate School District

System) 2413 West Maple Avenue
Flint, Michigan 48507
313/767-4310

EXPLORE 1980

GIS III 1971
(Guidance Information System)

Dr. JoAnn Harris-Bowisbey
Mr. Charles Maloy
Towson State University
Counseling Center
Towson, Maryland 212
301/321-2512

Linda Kobylarz
Time Share Corporation
630 Oakwood Avenue
West Hartford, Connecticut 06110'

203/522-0136

gCAD 1979
Lawrence q, Lloyd, Senior Consultant

(Student Career Assessment and Evaluation Techniques Consortium

. Determination) 9950 Topanga CanyonoBoulevard
Chatsworth, California 91311

213/882-6622
0

*
A

SEARH 1970
(Sygtem Exploration and Research for

Career Help)

SIGI 1972
(System of Interactive Guidance
and Information)

State of Oregon
Employment Division
Department of Human Resources
875 Union Street, N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97311

503/378-8289

Dr. Martin R. Katz
Educational Teiting service
Princeton, New Jersey 08541

609/921-9000

106111



Vendtir Systeni

VIEW 1970 0
(Vital Information for Education and Work)

VIP 1976
(Vocational Information Program)

VOCOMP 1978

107

Developer/Representative,

Center ,for Carper Development Services
Florida Department of Education
Division of Vocational Education
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
904/488-0400'
800/342.9271

* microfiche system only

John Cripe, VIP Coordinator
Data Processing Department'
Joliet Junior College
1216 Humboldt Avenue
Joliet, Illinois 60436
815/729.9020

Gary, and Marjorie Goiter
Innovitive Software
19824 Ventura Boulevard #102
Woodland Hills, California 91364
213/884.5581

112.
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0,1,,t4i.moi.okl :ERSION v1.01 DATE Q11/21/u0
,

, TIM 1012d105 OATION (10100,1 tttiti4O=......

) A .
, r t *

W.W.AJAI i0 6L. NORM CAROLINA CAMEER INFORhATION DELIVERY SYGIEN

..10,1104101..fillstyittystsystoottottioymicttmoolcompo00
.

.

,

. .

.

,

PLEASE TYPE of YOUR 0[01 NAdS, INEN ?HEMS THE 'ROM' HEY.ON THE H16111"11tN4 SIDE Uf THE KEIBOAkU. ;U FACT. WHENEVER

1L: HAVE FIN..1pED AN:AIRING ANY OUESTIGN, YOU'LL HAVE TO PRESS IRE 'RETURN KEY SO I'LL KNOW YOU'VE. FINTUHEU.)

U,'AEHRLANMEN
4

LANEERPLANNER. Du I HAVE IDUR NAME RIUHO IY OR N).

tow

:MERE ARE No MAJOR STEAMS IN Mr MEMORY CAREERPLANNER. NORTH CAROLINA CHOILES CONTAINS 100100110M ABOUT

0:CUATIwN5. Pit to...0.1TON SYSTEM CONiA/NS INFORMATION ABOUT SCHOOLS AND PROGRAMS OF STUDY. IF IOU APE NOT SONE OF

.HE 11E51 ELUPtItION f:E MI, I sUGGEET IOU START WITH OCLUPAlluNs.

vHAI ueuLD !vo tu SO VWSP WLEA'a TYPE IN I oh 2).

I. CONSIDEK OCCuPAIIUNS.
2. CONSIDER SCHOOLs AND PROGRAMS 01 Sim'.

NAVE I SFT,,EN Iu YOU NWT OCCUPAIIONS DEFURP, CO OR

HELLO CAREERPLANNER. IT 5 A PLEASURE TO WORK WITH YOU. I'M NORTH CAROLINA CHOICES. I WAS CREATED BY THE CANADIAN

*..GOvEmNMEN1 AND ADAPTED 0 NORTH CAROLINA TO ASSIST PEuRLE IN RAKING CAREER DECISIONS. I'LL TRY OY BEST TO PROVIDE

INFORMATION WHICH. HELPS you.omERPLANOER. BUT PI SE DON'T EXPECI NE TO DO THE WHOLE JOB! YOU'LL $1ILL,HAVE 10 MAKE

:Ouk owN4T.E..!S1ums. IOU LAN BASE !NEN PARTLY ON, T
I N ABLE TO TELL YOU, AND ALSO ON IRE ADVICE OF NUR COUNSELuR,

FAMILY oN FRIENDS. ICU WILL RECEIVE A PRINTED CO OF CUR CONVERSATION. .I. SUGUEST IOU USE THIS AS A STEPPING STONE TO

NCR: 1.croLEo THIt.K:SG ARGOT YOUN.CARKER POS.:MI.411Es, It YOU NEED At HELP AT /HIS lERmItific ASR suPIEONE UHO WOW.

HERE.

IN wHILH ARCA OF THE STATE WOULD YOU LIKE 10 EXAMINE OCCUPATIONS! (SELECT ONE)

1. THE COASTAL PLAI1S
2. THE F4EDKONT
3. THE MOONTA[Na 0

URA! L,AFEEPpLANNEI-:. WE DILL WE ExANINING uctJPATIONS FOR THE PIEDMONT. SHOULD YOU WISH TO USE ANOTHER AREA OF ,

.4, THE 5tATE nAY DO SO Ai ANY TIME DURING OUR CONVERSATION
BY TYPING AREA.N, WHERE N IS THE H OFUMBER OANOTHER OF TAE

ONES I JUST LISTED ABOVE.

.

THERE ARE FOUR 'JAYS UE CAN AKROACH OCCUPATIONS. WHAT MOULD rou LIKE TO DO FIRST?

"113
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1. klauki OLLOtAlloAt 2 al km04401100 Oil OCCUrAIIONi
3. CilmtA1/41. Or Ill i uCLOPAIIONO et,. FIND H(LA1(0 LM.LoVAIIONS

1

0
' 0 0

ogAI CARLLkuLANNiS. THERE Asi DUI 1t1A ILU UIIFLKI.NI UAYA OE CAN 4lARLH PUN OCCUPAIIIHIS MUCH MAY Oi.81111AUlE PON YOU.

IN ALL (HEM HOU(VIN, 1 UILL A. Asmi0o IOU 10 AMMAR 4UME. UUE411006. PLEASE CHOOSE IUM ANSVEkti VERY. CARLFOILY.1110
MY RE6PUNSE6 WILL bE ACCURATE FUR YOU! HIM (ft III( TOPICS AVAILAULE. RAMIE (WE 111E NUMIIERIS40( 111( ON110) IOU UM
10 osE tUI1H A COMMA bLIOEEN lItim LINE NIA; 12.364,7.1) 1IPK 111tH IN D111110 INPOMANCE 10 100.

%/ 6!
I INIERES16 2 ellIUDES IlOPCRAMLNIS
EDUCAIluNTEYEL INVINONAiNfAl CUNUIIIONO 6 U0E0(11011 OUILOOK

/ U44E/SALARY 0 11004 Ur OUHA/IHAY(4 9 PHYSICAL DENAH48
:10 pHYLICAL AC110111(4

. II INDOWUUIDUUR UURK FIELDS

1,1.2,,,..1

t

loot INIERES Is LAN 10. VERY HELPfUL IN luENFIFYlmu PkohISINU POsSIMILIIIES, CAHLENPLANNER.
PLEASE HAVE A LUOM 111 1HE- FOLLOINO OF INTLRESIS)

I. UORKINO UITH THINGS, NOUNS ON obJECIS.
0EALINO Olin PEOPLE AS CLIENTS. CO6IOKE0S OH ASSOWAIES fly UOHKINO s110A11110S.

J. ',Wu, KUUI bEIAILE10, LIMON 11ED MORK.

I. WONRINE, IO limPiaPU IOC SOCIAL CONDIIIONS OF UIHEk6.

y. 414tLiONI,'FLANNIN4 UR UktiANtlING ACTIVOILQ AN ULU RESULTING IN 1HE RESPECT OF OTHERS.
6. slUDYING AND.LOmmunICAIINo IvEAS UR 1NFORMAIION ABOUT THE SUIJECI OF PEOPLE OR ANIMALS.

40i44 uoRK-INAI REQUIRES A SCIENIIi1C.,IEGHNICAL Ok ANALIIIKAL APPROACH TO FACTS.
6. 001m6 ABSTRACT OR CREATIVE UoRC..

Y. uoRKIN4 UITH MACHINES'. PROCESSES OH IECHNIOUL.s. ,,
10. UOIifl UuSH IN uNICN YOU CAN SOON'SIIE CLEAR REsoLIA.

LAtIosL orIL IMIERLs1 AI A IImL I F.un 1HE ABOVE EIOI.,
Ji) LAm.1.00usL EITHER ottE 100'u LIKE OR ONE YOU'D VISLIKE.

IF II a oft. (01.1 u LIRE ItPL AM L ALluRL Tls NUMBER LIKE THIEF LU .

tv (I S otiL rOO'Ll 41:A1v,E ivP1 A U tEiosL lit UMW LICE (HIS' U.
IuON I POI A El'AGE Ck ANITHING ELSE BEIUEEN 1HE LEttER Amu ti NbER./

.

rLEASE LIFE fuQh F1161 INTEREfi'l 110U. tRinEmbER (HE L ON 0 U FORE 1HE NUMBER)

° LI

10IAL:620 PREVIOOS:628
.

NOW:60

WU YOU trANI it) ADD AAUINEN 1NIERES1 CAkEERPLAAmES4 cy Oh. 14:

1

Ihcrh lift: :NE NONOLN.OF 6001NLN INILKEI muu.'\REmEmbEk (HE L OR 4 BEFORE THE NONDER:1

109
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`OIAJA2N IIELIfDiwAv NOW:54

14 lEw u1N1 FU ADD ANTICITJI INIERLII 6NELKPLANNLI:1 If OH NI

II

opu Wk CAN DO Oft OF IHL TiILLIJING.;;PHAI SNALLli BL CAREIHPLANNER4

I. OANGE ANSLLN(Dc IN INIEHES)L 4. LAHNGL A PREVIOUS ANSIJER

3. GO III IOGIN NCI! !uric, IN ELKO% I. SIAN' cxKLURE OVuA AGAIN

5. LEAViC. ExPLDPI
a. LEAVE INC SITES,

, ,
,

.

3 *t.'
.: .

47
YOUR lEw`ERAAEO".; LAN 11/LL ;;SlifOL CLUES,APOUI uLCLvAIIUNE,IRAf YOU m1.10

IHE FOLL.OvIw; LIS:01S.IEKPENATI FACIUT6.

I. htArtJAMIVIIi A /AktEIT 1 DIJIIES THAI LHANGE OHIO, ) .

2. RETIIIIINO INS GAINE SIM114 JAir, fuLLOUING SET ROCEDURES.

3. FOLLOWING EXACTLY THE ;INdy.R* 5.0FOr'ERE ARP ROI OARING MANI DECISIONS.

#. D,AKIN6 INDErENPENILI AkLII$141. 'i! 1111,411 FOR (OUR WORK OR SHE WORK OF UIRERS.

5, EAININS THE CO-OPERATION,00(4 'RICERS. OR CLIENTS!

6. INFLUENGINu THE
OPLAfIN iiI1411143.,0R DECISIONS Or OTHERS.

.,.sr,JAINL TASKS
INALALL--ErLiiFIJI.OH KIsKY, AND IRAI REQUIRE 5EI1.-CONIROL.

f

LIKE CARLE:i LANN6A. PLEAlif. HAVE A Luc/ft; AT .

;. (

.

A.

: t:

rAOG DECISIONS BASEL viN reksDNAL hNOULLOOL, ExPERIENCL. AND INLEHrHETATION OF WOW' ON.*:;:'

9. mm,INU eELv31om6 BASED ON
CONCRETE, RErRODUCIOLi EVIDENCE ACCORDING 10 MEASURABLE STANDARDS/

10. Ext:.RESINb OUR rEELINGi, IDEAS. AND TERSONALTIT THROW YOUR

it. ENiGRING ?RAT YOUR Wwia AEEIi SIT= OiANDARDS OR SPECIFICAIIONS,

CHOOSE ONE fEMPERANENT Al A JIML. IOU CAN CHOOSE EITHER ONE YOU'D BIKE OR ONE YOUD DISLIKE.

IF II s'ONL YuU'D LIKE, IfrE AN L REHM. II'S NOmBEN LIKE IHIS: L7,

IF IT S TINE IOW 0 OISLIKE fspE A D BEFORE 116 RORER LIRE Mit 03.

(DON f PUT A sPACE OR ANYTHING ELSE BETWEEN (HE LETTER AND IRE MURDER)

PLEASE TYrE SOUR FIRST
TEMPERAMENT NOU,Iiik,EMBIR TO PUT EITHER L OR 0 BEFORE THE NUMBER).

LA

TOTAL:629 PREVIOUS:52 NOW:28

DU (OW PANT IC ADD ANOTHER IEMPERAMENT FACTOR! IYOR No

OKAY !HEN. TYPE IN ANOTHER
IEMPERAMENT NOW. CRENENDER THE L OR D MORE INENUI;DER)

02

CP.
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4

14141 :42I: IALV1U041;1 0001

0611, (U Aok ANuloth ILA141411l1N1 two11.4 41 ONN)

10,0 111414:111, IN ANOIOIN 11mt1oioNVNI NJU. 4.1m4o0ER 114 L Ilk 0 ILIIkk. 16( TIUNILk) ,

10

101A1- .44

4,0 IOU 614,1 IU

0414

141LVIIN161.4

414(1 ANOINfli 41.611hANINI LRCM/ 11 Oh NI

-:44414 pl. 1,111 vu uNI OF INV IU1 LOIJINO. AINICH .NAIL II VC CAkILITPLATINEN,

1. CHAN61. YuUk ANROtk161 IN ItAktk.MOIR CHANGE A rNEVIOuS ANsotR
7-40 10 !OUR NEAT 101 If IN WIONL 4. blAkl LOLONE OVEN AuNIN

' 5. thin. tIPLOKI 6. LEAVE 1NL 1114ILM

3

Llfury0 OLfuVAIION6 111140Uull 111Uk ARIIIIILS LAO RE litUA10104 CANEEWLANN(OT HAUL YOU IATIN INL GENERAL. ReT111114: 1E6111

MIEN tuAllov If ON N).

It

ukAl uE uILL.00 LTA IOU YOOk Al-11101 LEVELS. a YOU U1s11 IU (ARE A MI 10 vOINAINE 10(1k LEYELG 01
or111U14. tifF. YOUk COU16CLUk Allfk YOU LEAVE INL TERMINAL.
HAUL 100 11Ltfll IN NUN ESIJMAIE4 Oi YoUlc AritIUUFS ON YOUR INAVIL Milk! 11 uk A)

ufm: 114 40IN4 III MI, II:0 1104 1011.tuh1'Ak1 01111 01141( 140PLE 01 NUR OWN.AOE IN IaLS Of
.49011111b.

o j
1 LI Ail; 1UU 0111511u0 ABOUT LAO AkaIly. 101.1 LL kA1L YOURSELF ON EACH SEPARATELY by ANSUERNO UlITE 11.1E NUAdLO (00

CANGIOEN i.1.4140FIAIL FkOM INE FOLLOUING SCALE*

I. LEW. tHIGN,

LLVLL IOU IUf 1/3 NU' Nuf 101, 100 (ABOVE AVLIOut1

3. LCVLL I0k[F. MIDDLE PI (AVLRAGE).
4. 19.1111 FOuN - DIMON l/ vol NOI 011111M IOZ 10ELOO AVERMEi
i. LEVfL FIVE ROIlum ly2 awl)
6. MOI (UAL

U. MUU GU IOU fumf.)Nt 1111H 010fNE IN Mx GLNEWL LEARNING AbILIW THAT IS YOUR WW1 10 t.AICH ON 10 NEU ININGS.
(NUN ANGUER AUSI Of oNE OF THE FOLLOUimu: 1,:!..1,%:i OR 6 ACCORDING 10 THE RATING SCALE ABOVE).
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JOIALL AJ4 31101UUU1 j AuVi

%

'41ACUOUL1. 104 LIRt tO Da 14.10

I. OE( 11HiCA QCOPAIION4 N10410 4, CNANuf AN ANUWEN,IN 'APTITUDITV

I. 40 OAr4J4 riPifLUI4:
4, LENA 'APTINOW ANO 10 ON

V, NOV 00.10, LURPOE. u110 OIrn_*0 10 MI 4011111 iv 41AS NON UNSES41(VIS 410 -11 L49 AND PAWASti4r00 10 1003,i ANTI

mE4AzINES! 11..,4,4,T, OR Ar,

J

10fALI 421 otiV10t), 10 CAI 14

WHAT WOULD fid4 .00 10 DU NOW

1. iti 1401..0 Ott:0141100i REMAIN 2. CHANGE AN Arolufk IN AtItuDE4'

3. 00 ON L.114 AP11100h 4. LCAVE 1AP1I1UDES AND 00 ON

3

N: HOW DJ /:. WMPARE IN TUVN A116111 10 WOK QUICKLY AND 14:WEAKLY WITH NUND(K$ 11441HAETICIT 11,2.4,44 ;:h 41.

4

10IALI 421 !-1.:V10001 its ACV% 14

WHAT WOULD !DI. 14Ni TO 10'NOUT

1. SEE WHICH OLCUPATIONG REMAIN 2. LhANGE AN ANIUtA IN 'APfilUyES

3. 44 Om with APIITUDES 4. .LEAvt, 'APTITUDES' ANT 40 OM

S. 'NOU'DC, IOU COMPARE WIN MIENS IN NUR AvILITY fO rfLtURL SHAPES IN SPACE? 1AS IN NEAUINO OLuEPANY8 AID bOLVINI

PROOL1,10,34 GUJIE11111. THIS IS leE AMITY 10 VISUALIZE OBJECIS IN 2 OR 3 DIMENSIONS. 11.2.3.4.5 OR Al.

.1

TOTAL; LA 4Ev1uUSI 14 061 11

WHAT WOULD TO!, .1s,E TO DU Kw,

1. SEE WHICH JCCJPANUNS REMAIN 2. CHANGE AN ANSWER IN 'APTITUDES'

3. 00 OM WITH APTITUDES 4. LEAVE 'APTITUDES AND SU ON

3

. .

P. HOU DC YOU ImIRK IOU CIWARE 111TH OTHERS IN YOUR AR:LIft IU NOTICE SLIGHT IIFFERENCES IN SHAPES. SHAIINGSIF

I
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V

wHAI UUtlt I Nu -Litt le 11 m';.

I. Stt TJAAIN
.1, CmA4,4 , Fhir:W% l4 41

StAkt IIIFLOAt

LtAW -1k SII:m

SV,0)0 11.!0,0 to (LC.
4, 111;,COU w.imm )LAP

e. m:1,00c 4:4011, rIg Y(AM 111140T,II'40.441
0, ItOkt I#2i4 44.4)1. hth ikok ,1,1,4),11u411)

104)h Oil AmiutS
I. laU 'L! !WA Ntll 111111. IN tirLUAt

tiAvt .tAtt011i

TUN 104, Pltolsm14
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6.

Im

IF YOU 4OULD LIKE MORE INFORMAIION ON
ANT OCCUPATION, PLEASE ASK YU SEE.THE 'STANDARD OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATIUN

DESLitIPTION BRIEFS:. THESE BRIEFS CONTAIN DETAILED DESERIPIIONS OF IRE SOC OCCUPATIONS. THEY ALSO CONTAIN INFORMATION

NOT FOUND IN pv FILE; INCLUDING:
LICENSING REQUIREMENTS, INFORMATION FOR THE DISABLED. PLACES OF EMPLWENT. CAREER

LADDERS. A LIST Or ALL THE DOT
OCCUPATIONS FOR EACH SOC OCCUPATION. AND MUCH MORE. IF fOU ARE INTERESTED IN SEEING WE

INFORMATION ABOUT A SIMILAR DOI OCCUPATION . ASK TO BEE THE '4TH EDITION DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL THESE AND

DINER MATERIALS ATE AVAILABLE IN 1111S OrFICE.

WHAT SHALL WE DO MOW CAREERPLANNERI

1. EXPLORE OCCOPAIIUNS 2. GET SPECIFIC INFORMATION

J. COMPARE OCCUPATIONS
4. FIND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

S. GO TO THE EDUCATION SYSTEM 6. LEAVE. HE SYSTEM

6

OKAY CAREERPLANNER. I VE ENJOYED TALPINU 10 YOU. DURING 3UR CONVERSAfluN I'VE SUGGESTED OCCUPATIONS TO YOU WHICH I

FEEL -- BASES (TN UHAT YOL.VE FOLD ME ABBOT ..YOURSELF -0- ARE WORTH THINKING ABOUT. fdO MAY PE SURPRISED, Hi SOME OF !NO-

%.1:CDPAIIDOS IvE SDGOESIES. fUu MAY EVEN !RINK SUMS WOuLD BE COMPLETELY "WRONG./OR YOU. '

BEFORE IOU REJECT'ANT Or THEN THOuGH,' PLEASE TAKE A MOMENT TO CONSIDER. WHY I NIT.HAVE MENTIONED TNEh TO YOU. SOMETHING

WHICH YOU SAID DURING' THIS CONVERSATION
HAS LED NE TO BELIEVE THAT EACH OF THE OCCUPATIONS I LISTED FOR YOU COULD BE

-14ORTH-WORTH-IN IRE-SAME-UAY. 4F L-D104c1 SUGGEST ANTACCUPATIONTYDHICH You HAD IN HIND BEFORE OE GOT

TOGETHER. THINK ABOUT UHAT YOU MIGHT 101:4. SAID JO ME WHICH CAUSED NE TO DECIDE' THEY NAY NOT RE R 1 Glir F.OR YOU.

-REMEFTBER. OUR OBJEETIVEHAS BEEN TD DECIDE WHICH THINGS ARE MOST IMPORTANT 10 YOU IN CHOOSING A CAREER AND 10 SUGGEST

-20nE OCCUPATIONS FOR YOU TO CONSIDER. I'M AFRAID I'M JUST NUT CLEVER ENOUGH TO TELL YOU EXACTLY WHAT-IL SHOULD DO. FOR

ONE 1,HING.'ALIRDUGN
ENHAHKASSES ME- WADWIT.IT. THERE ARE MANY THINGS ABOUT OCCUPATIONS THAI 1 owl KNOW. HOWEVER. -

ALL OCCUPATIONS IN THE U.S. ARE DESCRIBED IM'A DICTIONARYOF OCCUPATIONAL
TITLES (bun WHICH YOUR COUNSELOR HAS. YOU

CAN.USE THE :B-01E1 NUMBERS i GAVE YOU IN THE 'SFEC1F/C. AND 'COMPARE'
ROUTES TO FIND THAT OCCUPATION. AND MANY OTHER

SIMILAR ONES. 'ASK YOUR COUNSELOR a YOU AREN'T SURE ,m014. . .

I REALLY TRINE FT OWLS BE'UORTH YUR WHILE TO DISCUSS YOUR PRINTOUT IN
DETAIL WITh YOCR COUNSELOR - ESPECIALLY PARTS

WHERE YOU FIND 11 DIFFICULT TO ACCEPT He IMINSS I HAVE TOLD YOU. I'M
POSITIVE YOU WILL FEEL MUCH SETTER ABOUT THIS

EXPERIENCE IF YOU DO. .

. .

PERHAPS UELL.TALE TEYEACM OTHER AGAIN SUMCiiME. IN THE MEANTIME. IUISH YOU WELL IN YOUR CAREER PLANNIRE. GOODBYE FOR

s0i CAREERPLANNER.

YOU ARE UNASSIGNED /t TIME'*t.11:12114

CONVERSATION SUNMARI FOR .CAREERPLANNER''ON 09.i21/80 nI IT:1209

111-4*40CCUPATIONS.EXPLORE,rntwtt

TOPICS USED

e

NUMBER OF

F'ACIORS USED &AGMS IN EFFECT AREA OCCUPATIONS REMAINING
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4145 SPORTING GOODS SALESPERSONS-
N.

WHAT THE WORK IS ABOUT

These people sell. sporting goods or athletic equipment.
They sell items such as hunting, fishing, 'camping, skiing,
or golfing 'equipment.

GENERAT THINGS YOU WOULD DO

- Greet customers on .the sa s floor
Advise uStomers about -dif erent types
SPIT s orting goods and e uipment
Prepare sales slips or contracts
Receive payments or arrange credit
PUt nevi sporting goods on display

WHAT YOU MUST EE ABLE TO cD0

of goods

Read. and 'write well
Speak clearly and listen carefully tio

Pay close attention to details in Written work
Work with fractions, decimals, and percentages
Talk easily with all. kinds of people
Reason and make judgments,
Find and correct errors in "Words and numbers
Present information and ideas clearly

WHAT. SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES YOU MIGHT PERFORM

Sell golf clubs, tennis 'rackets, and track shoes
Advise customers on type of equipment, such as, length of
golf clubs or size of,'-gap on tennis rackets

- Explain care of equipmenst.,:.t such as how to, properly clean
hunting rifles

- Tell customers about hunting and, fishing regulatiOns
Pepair sporting goods, Such. as tennis rackets or skis

NE.
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WHEPT YOU worm wolIK

-. Stores, that sell sporting goods and Athletic equipment

Companies that sell sporting goods and athletic equipment.

wholesale

WHAT THE 'WORK PLACE IS LIKE

. 4

These people work in stores or at companies that sell goods to

stores. Store SALESPERSONS must :stand on their feet for.long

periods of time. People that represent sporting goods companies

'": spend much time traveling. They may work long or irregular

hours. ,Some receive salariilkor wagest while others receive

commissions. . .
.

.

.

HOW YOU WOULD PREPARE FOR AND ENTER THL6 WORK

Employers usually'prefer to hire people for these jobs who have

a high, school education. Some prefer those. who have college

training. Many large businesses have programs to train workers.

Usually no previous work experience is necessary. Training may

take from a few days ap to 2 years.

WHAT ARE Yortft OPPORTUNITIES

Exnvrienced SALES REPRFSENTATIVES who show leadership and

sal es ability may advance to lobs as SUPERVISORS or SALES

MANAGERS.

125
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TF YOI1 RAVE Pt DISABILITY

Only a few disabilities are mentioned here as examples. Job
duties and equipment can he changed. Don't count yourself out.'
Talk your problems over with your counselor or teacher. 'More
employers are hiring, disabled people if .they are trained to
do the work.

Employers who receive federal grants 6r contracts are now
required to make "reasonable accommodations" for 'qualified
disabled people. "Reasonable accommodations" can include:
(1) ,making facilities accessible to disabled'people, (2)
restructuring jobs, (3) modifying work, schedules, (4) acquiring
new equipment or modifying existing equipment and (5) providing
readers or interpreters.

If you ha' a heart condition or' have recovered from an
emotional illness, you Can do this work with a doctor's
approval. If you have epilepsy, allergies, or diabetes, and
your 'condition is controlled, you can also do this work with a
doctor' s approval.

You need, one arm trained to write, type, and use equipment.
i'ou can do this work if' you have minor leg problems but are
able 'to walk, climb, jump, bend, or stoop. If you use leg
braces, artificial legs, crutches, canes, or a wheelchair, you
can consider this work.

Yon can also consider many of these jobs if you have hearing
problems and can read lips, write, or sign. Telephone calls
can be made -With the help of othit workers.



Appendix C

The Oregon Vocational Rehabilitation Division.
Administrative Issues Identification And Tracking System

Gerald V. Mann and Ross, T. Moran

One of the activities of the Model Evaluation Unit was to develop a Conceptual Framework to
de tribe the proiess by which policy issues are identified and analyzed and how policy decisions are

de, implemented, and evaluated. Some policy decisions are made in seamds by a single individual in
the ofganizatien with little or no interaction with others. At the other end of the continuum are policy
issues which require a very large expenditure of staff time and resources over extended periods. In-
volvement of a wide variety of staff of the agency, and perhaps from outside the agency, are sometimes
repired to gather, study and analyze data before a decision is reached. Even after the policy decision
has been made, the amount of staff time and resources required for its implementation can vary enor-
mously. A complex program such as the Vocational Rehabilitation Division will have at any giventime a
substantial number of such policy issues in various stages of analysis, decision making, or implementa-
tibn.

The identification of a policy issue on which staff time and resources are to ho committed is an ad-
ministTtive decision whirl' should be made deliberately. Such decisions are often made in an environ-
ment or constantly shifting priorities and staff availability and capability.

Given the number of issuA, the shifting priorities, the staffing changes, and a general crisis orienta-
tion common to many human service programs today, it is not uncommon for important. liolfcy issues to
become lost, leaving the Administrator disadvantaged by not having vital data when it is required.

Without belaboring the point, we believe that most administrators would agree that a system is re-'
quired to identify issues with policy implications, to consciously assign staff to analyze such issues and
to propose alternatives and to complete the action through the implementation of the Administra tor's
decision.' Such a system should provide the Administrator with periodic reports so that changes may be
made when necessary to insure that deadlines are met and that limited resources are focused on the
most important activities. Such a system assures accountability.

The OVRD Issues Identification and Tracking System is an attempt to provide such a rational system
of accountability as an adjt to the Conceptual Framework.

The system begins with the recognition by the Administrator or the Deputy Administrator that a
decision should not be made on a specific issue without study and that the issue is important enough to
allocate staff time and resources to develop it into a decision package. This recognition may be reached
by the Administrator working singly, it may evolve from discussion with others, or it may become ap-
parent from memoranda or routine management data.

When the decision is made to expend staff time and resources on a particular issue, the following are
required:

1. Identification of the issue;

2. Assignment and notification of a responsible lead person;

3. Assignment of an anticipated completion date or the date when a decision package is due; and

4. Notification of the person who maintains the Issues Identification and Tracking System.

123
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Usually the above requirements are completed during discussions' at 16 lidminIstrativ.e mbetdig,

although they could also ho completed by an assignment memorandum. Commbply, an issue willourfaco

(luring the regularly scheduled meetings between-the Administrator and otther staff

fr

=m It Discus-

sion than follows on such uitterroas when the decision is needed, availability of data, pr
ho

ty of this

issue relative to others, relationship of this issue 4o theragency's mission and to the missions of sister

agencies, and which staff member is best able to develop the decision package, A verbal assignment (is

then made, which, in most instances, is followed by a written assignment from the supervisor to t

rosponsiblt1 person, A' copy of the written assignment is sent to the monitor who maintains th Issue

Identification an Tracking System and the issue is added to the list of those on which he Aj

ministrator will receive monthly' prbgreas reports,

The system bogan,in NoveMber 1979 with 32 issues. As of May 31, 1980, a total of 12 issues had been

completed and nine new issues added. One issue was dropped prior to completion because it was not at:

tainable, and two issues were renumbered to group them with related efforts, Thus, in our experience,

there has been an average of slightly more than 30 issues in the tracking system at any one time, Cau-

tion is exercised to track only those deemed of considerable imports e to the agency, including those

/ fiFe-time actions .required by higher authority but not includin: re: ar repetitive reports, Such

V repetitive reports have their own -tickler system to Insure that timelines met.

During the first six montbs,'23 different staff persons have been assigned r i ponsibility for one or

more issues, with no person assigned more than three at any one time. Anticipa completion time has

varied from two to 18 months.

d

Although a complex numbering system is currently in use, we reco m a simple Aequential

numbering of issues be adopted for identification purposed.
tk.

A word processing system is used to store the complete tracking system. During the last few days of

each month a reminder memorandum is generated, using the word processor, for each Issue being

tracked, These memoranda are then distributed to the persons responsible, who complete a handwrit-

ten
require for each p son responsible to handwrite a concise progress report and rout t to one of.ten progress r rt on ach issue by the fifth working day oftithe following month. Only a few minutes

i

the agency Assistant Administrators who check each report, underscore any delttyi or roadblocks iden-

tified, assign an appropriate progress symbol and route it through the Issues Tracking; onitor to the

word processing operator for text editing. The monthly progress reports on each issue vary in length

from a single sentence to as much as a half-page of single-spaced typing. Care is exercised to limit the

length of the progress report and includP only that information required by the Administrator for

review purposes.

In addition to the narrative paragraph oneach issue the name of the responsible person, the due date

and progress rating are also provided.

The report is prepared on the word processor using legal sized paper inserted sideways. The report

is then reduced through Xerography to standard-sized paper and printed using dual side copying. This

has enabled the entire report to be printed on only two sheets of paper.

A tr total memo is prepared for the agency's top management outlining progress for the month.

A copk of the report is also posted for the information of the entire administrative staff.

A copy of our report for the month of November, 1981 is attached. It is atypically long in-as-much-as it

was also used to help orient the agency's new top Administrator, but is still representative of the types

of issues being tracked. Also included is a list of the 32 issues completed during the first 23 months of

the system's operation. A
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We believe this system provides a reasonable degree of accountability with a minimum of staff time
expended. It also provides an information flow to all appropriate staff on a variety of vital issues,
Finally, the Administrator's Office is fully informed and can take action to shift priorities, resources,
and staff in whatever way necessary to accomplish that which is most important.

Oregon Vocational Rehabilitation Division
"Issues Assignment Memorandum"

To:. e

. From:

Subject: VRD Issues Tracking

Date:

You have been assigned responsibility for a VRD issue on which the Administrator has determined that
staff time and resources will be expended. In order that the Administrator and others may be kept in-
formed on the progress of this issue, a report is required from you by the fifth working day of each
month. The report should concisely describe those activit'es related to the issue which were completed
during the previous month. When appropriate, you should lso recommend changes in anticipated com-
pletion date or any other matters of which the Administr for should be aware concerning this issue.

A consolidated report of progress on all issues being tracked will be prepared monthly and a copy will
be supplied to each responsible person. Please retain the assignment for reference.

A reminder statement for each issue for which you are responsible will be sent to you near the end of
each month and it should be used in preparing your monthly report. It need not be typed, but please
write legibly. . --).

The issue which has been assigned to is:
4

Title Anticipated Completion Date

Narrative description of assignment:

cc: Assistant Administrator
Issues Tracking Monitor

125
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.4
Oregon Vocational Rehabilitation Division

"Monthly Reporting Memorandum"

To;
Date;

From;

Subject: Issues Tracking for

Below is (are) listed the issue(d) for which you have been assigned 'responsibility by the Administrator.

On the back of this memo, please report on your progress for the month of

Return this update to your Assistant Administrator no later than vi"

Please remember that this report is a progress summary. Updates should be limited to from three to

five succinct sentences describing what progress, if any, haebeen accomplished during the month. If

you have nothing noteworthy to report, and find the phrase "progressing as planned" an apt descrip-

tion, the letters "PAP"-would be an acceptable response. If more detailed information is needed by the

readers of the report, they should be able to obtain it directly from you.

Ydur current issue(s) is (are):

Number Title

4
. . -



Administrator's Office Jolt Houthwell,
Hari/ Schuhothe, Assistant Administrators

Ross Moran

Progress Report for November, 1981 on VRD Issues and Action Plan

December 16,1981

Attached is the Issues Progress Report for November, 1981. This report covers the progress on 16
issues.

No new issues have been added since the last report.

The "Comments" section has been expanded this month to incorporate a brief summary of each issue.
All completion dates have been reviewedly the Assistant Administrators and now reflect iiialistic
dates in light of current conditions.

In an effort to reduce duplication costs, the distribution of this report will be limited to the Executive
Staff. However, a copy of the report will be posted on the Planning and Evaluation bulletin board for
staff edification.

RM: skn
. Attachment
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eustspioto41 toupo
November 11179.ta Ottishor 1981

1 Number of Injured Wor lirts 1t.cOv44K 011(1 aCPVier :.

Establish MIS for Evotootion of the Salem

3. llevolop an Unassembled Csaiiiitiation for Vit +l sial)ata.

4, iteimite trivito corm Tracking System

5. )(TOT/WOTT the Disability Dia tertititiAtioft5 Program.

6, Governor's Steering Con Miltigil Un lho

7, Eitahlish Itelationships with Corrections.

H. Develop Plan for Reimbursement of Title XIX Coats,

9. Deftriop $holtortd Workshop Fee, tiyorm:

le. Completion of OVRI) 1977 78 Illetiolal Report,

IL Evaluate the Effectivenesi of Job Placement Services.

12, Evaluate the Mental IlealthiDeat Project,

13. Develop a System for Tracking Major Issues Under Study Within VIM,

14. Study Ways to Reduce the Duration of VII Service% to Clients,

11. Develop Operational Plan With Local Schools,

10. Correction of Safety Hazards at SRF.

17. Update VHD's Capacity to Engage in Program Evaluation Activities by Providing Training to

Project Staff and Others.

18. Review and Reuse Client Caseload Procedures.

19. Independent Living.

20. Monitor and Evaluate Sheltered Services Subsidy Program.

21. Develop Grants Management Handbook.

22. Plan and Conduct Field Tents of the Proposed Standards for VII Program and Project Evaluation..

23. Develop Supervisory Training on Dealing with Problem Employees.

24. Implement State Audit Recommendation and Report.

25. Study the Younger Nursing Home Population to Determine Feasibility for Moving Some to Less

Costly Care.
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Appondix

ectsupssio tiristaktcsi la V 0(04044 it***41.1..0404
IN* tliSsLassaistio

sai Vitgissia ttokehttitatts* 04410.

fh tveval !goals *v v1ilbal v*Islo-alish of 111fO# 3alliba ui111y*fly 414J-insoonoisisi topi:
Otte ite4d: to '1,1411 Ilse ideal 11v.46411b4 10 ifvtvicits oa oppfetiotion of 14e 40444ily 444 fiaciely
ka101111111b0 attalkaffic 10 11440 dictscs#41 prspulatioh iNitogo. oldaiii#4110444 *ugh as
rehabilitation ildobtiva, EVAtrally hate Iiit004 40 chttfitid44 tioab1111v4 at pfeartain r r ofiga44441404,
:peeing. itifosonotion it ie generally ogreed shat effellis decieitin lit4i#41# avattatsittiy
of tittiel),, 4144 diot(utlo T10. 1 Ituo .414v1140, the deciaieno are. osa4a b I. eouraimileic

re*cic**4 of Ow olitchry dife4tor in managing the gohty it.clf l4 spit* 41 tbe impartosro of
latomatitth kb biiiliatvffithI tietitibb ftiakitig Itbv VOloltte Of fillotlihakitab typically 11V411.4610 Ls $11041
manageri far oileeede that "which the manager rah *halo ae, lititheeciee, k$414vtariaal pciervia Is U4r
that it may ploy a pan kb 111111.agv1i1val 40411100 1114iiitig

Madera compote, technology hoe deselopegl iatO era erir> 4 ImA+10. ful tois4 for allowliae Olos
*imager qutch *rev*. to any tnioeniation peri,ttent to Ilia pistil Ai *sr tiori**4 at 04* 41, Valor14441441,
*kilo thaajefh e-eita vote t systettia or* tiesigat,ti 1,4 -cote' the Lb itiaii-ob as pfOblecai 14.4 haw* is
Many respeete cumpoUnded it Thai ia. in arltlilibb 10 prosigliag he manage, with historical aggletato
reports in a timely and letbrill. foehiott,tottipotor pfsie ids, the 014elltof 11h Ike copobaily Looliarnine
the agency') databaie at any level at *arrogation with minimal physical effort- flint ytot xnunaelcar may,
through a f clihille)i. siniple dialogue with a ruenputer, retrieve informolion on 44 tridividiiill *Item of 44
itidiiiiduil iti-voic4 as well aatirtviVVithatifrvitillb tcpori of the total taaeliaisel rurthermore. thee* ruin-
puler eyaterno. eaperialll in combination with modern data rommunicaticiria 1 ktisolesty, Piave
dramatically slanged the source* of information upon which a Mamie-or might dr.- in Making d«1-
ions A state agog(' tifterlbt, for example, may in the past ha*. been limited to teat year's ciiaeload
production data for making resource allocation cifiCiiiMill for the future. Not by ulttiaing this
technology the dirt,CtOr may, in addition lb using the gency`a internally seat:reed dos. esmattioe °user
databases in making efecia1044 regarding the distribution of scarce fri-Otatt* 10 MVO agency *oafs,
These databases may include information Oh e-lortoatic prokocklutt,i as *VII as Itift/a.41.8 of hitt?
diaabled population charetterialica based on censua. information_

While computer technology has greatly extended the ability of OfifsiAlSalldlii 10 access vast quasi-
Wit!' of information, this increased capability his placed an enormous burden on the hurnati 1;1644* or
managers in terms of their ability to absorb the information and nate-rate it into the 110140100 or
problem solution. Various software routine% attempt to !whir this problem by dr gartioirla all informa-
tion related to the decision into a report with a prescribed format, in order' to anticipate
-unanticipated- knfortnation requirements, these formats are usually designed to be very general in
nature. Thus, they typically inelude the information required to support a particular decfsiois but it is
embedded in a larger. more general report. Therefore. it is riot unusual for a VA ix itnait*r to sift
through a cumbersome computer printout looking for a particular number or set of numbers. Further
more, the information needed for the decision may not have any particular distinguishing
characterittiessniithe individual data elements may be It-Altered Over vicious parts of the report, Con,.
sequently, theidentification and retrieval Of the information required to 4i !purl a decision may not be
a simple task in spite of the Cbmputert tremendous capabilities to do so,

An alternative to the conventional computer printout for the display of information comes from the
field of computer graphics. A well worn cliche is that -a picture is worth a thousandlirords.- The tom,
puter's incredible capabilities to provide us with decision supporting information is probably best 11.
lustrated in the area of computer graphics_ Through the application of computer graphics technology in.
formation can be rapidly retrieved and organized by the computer as well as presented to the decision
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maker in picture form. That is, the computer can, after selecting the required data, portray the informa-

tion in graphic form comple e with legends, titles, and footnotes. The information can be presented 'to

the manager in a fashi at is readily interpretable and more aesthetically pleasing to, view than tile

computer printout. T , by displaying important information in this manner the critical factors for the

decision making prbc s can be communicated to thi) human user more efficiently and effectively.

Computer Graphics Hardware

The general proach to produce computer graphics involves the generation and transmission of
graphic control instructions by a computer to some type of graphic 'display device. This device

translates these instructions into operations that will represent the information in a picttal fashion on

that device's visual media. The actual implementation of this process, however, varies considerably

depending oh the particular type of graphic display%

One graphics device which is rarely thought of as a graphics display is the standard line printer com

mon to most computer systems. Whileyidelx used for printing of standard reports, these devices can,'

through controlling the paper advance and carriage of the printer, produce a wide variety of graphic

displays. The primary advantage to the use of line printers for graphic display is their availability as

they may be found on most general purpose computer systems. Unfortunately, the graphic products of

these devices are somewhat rough in terms of resolution' since the graphic contrpl is limited to the in-

dividual character pOsitions on the printer's carriage.

Another Popular computer graphics device is the pen or incremental Prater. This device consists of

one or more pens attached to a control arm over the plotter bed. The computer can control the horizon-

tal and vertica l-movement of the pen as well as whether or not it is in, contact with the paper mounted

on the plotter bed surface or platters. By issuing the appropriate sequence of pen movement instruc-

tions, the computer can draw graphic representations of information of virtually any degree of com-

plexity, such as bar graphs, pie charts or line graphs. The same techniques can be employed to label and

annotateathe graphics with text using any offdozens of type faces.

Recent advancements in the lechnology associated with plotters, particularly the use of internal

microprocessors as intelligent controllers, have allowed plotters to become increasingly more

sophisticated and in °many cases less expensive. The Hewlett Packard 7221A, for example, has the

capability to draw in any of four colors. Through remote commands from the computer the plotter will

select the appropriate pen, remove its cap, remove it from its stall and draw the requested figures in

the desired color. At the completion of the task the plotter arm will return the pen to its stall, place a

cap omit and either select a new pen in the same manner or return to its previous position on the plotter

surface. a

The primary advantage,,to the use of this type of equipment as a graphics device is the extremely

high quality of its outpuelt is not atypical for this type of device to have a resolution of .0015 of an inch

or to be. capable of repealing a previous drawing to within .001 of an inch. The specific capabilities of

pen plotters vary considerably depending on the manufacturer, model and options, however, they. tend

to produce high quality output with minimal operational Pr production expenses. The primary disad-

vantage to this type of graphics device is its typically slow speed since any graphic rendering must be

constructed from numerous mechanical pen strokes. .

The computer graphics technology which has seen the most dramatic growth in recent years is the

use of the Cathode Ray Tube or CRT. This device, which has a display similar to the home television

set, allows the computer (and its human user) to rapidly draw virtually any image they can conjure up.

The use of color CRT's is gaining in popularity resulting in substantial enhancements in the aesthetic

quality of graphics displays as well as the communication, of computer-supplied information.
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The primary, advantages to this type of graphics device include the ability to draw rapidly,one or .a
series of high quality, graphics data displays with very little effort on the part of the user. Further,
since the display is generated electronically, it is constructed at extremely high speeds allowing the
user to produce rind alter 'graphics in an interactive fashion. One of the primary disadvantages of this
typo of eq ipment is its relatively high cost. Currently those devices tend to be slightly more expensive
than p plotters and considerably' more expensive than standard alphanumeric CRT terminals.
Howe r, continued advancements in integrated circuit technoldgy and mass marketing resulting from
their increased popularity will undoubtedly drivt the costs down considerably. Another major disad-
vantage of this type of graphics devije is the lack of hardcopy output inherent in the use of the CRT.
Devices designed to convert the video image to hardcopy (such as film) are available although they tend
to be. expensive.

,. ,. 1
,

of

While the devices described above represent the most widely used graphics display devices, there
are several oth'ers that are frequently used. Current trends suggest that their application will continue
to grow in the future. The most common of these devices is the printer/plotter, which typically serves
as.-a printer but possesses the capability to produce relatively high resolution graphics output on plain
printer paper. One method for accomplishing this is by'iknpacting the paper with a very small print
hammer to form dense patterns of dots. Although not of as high quality as pen plotters or CRT display,
they do represent a significant increase in`quality over the standard printer. Additionally, such devices
currently provide thelmost inexpensive approach to the production of computer gihics. -_ --

. 1
,

Another device that Possesses considerable computer graphics capability is the laser printer. While
it typically serves a super high speed systemprinter, its laser xerography printing technology makes it
well suited for high: speed graphics. Unfortunately they tend to be prohibitively expansive for com-
puter graphics applications in state vocational rehabilitation agencies. They may be cost effective,
however, when used in conjunction with a high volume printing production application such as a cen-
tralized state computing facility.

Computer-Graphics Software

The recent increases in the intelligence and capabilities of computer graphics display devices have
been paralleled by a growth in the sophistication in the devices' graphic command language. Unfor-
tunately, in spite of the current sophistication of graphics hardware they still react to instructions
presented to them in a very cryptic fashion where any given instruction. controls only the most.
primitive of graphics functions, such as the raising and lowering of pens. H, fm. example, a user were re-

,quired to interact with a plotter, a plot of only minimal complexity would require the user to issue hun-
dreds or possibly thousands of plotter instructions. To make matters worse, none of these instructions
would have any inherent meaning to the user.

One approach around this problem has been the development of software subroutine libraries. The
libraries generally contain large numbers of computer prom= modules each of which is designed to
translatt,the user's graphic requirements (expressed more closely to human languake) into the control
language of the particular graphics device. A sptcific module, for example, might, after receiving-a few
parameters froth the user, draw a pair of labeled axes on a pen plotter. The issuance of this single
module (a minimal effort on the user's partYmight very likely result in several hundred device instruc-
tions, being sent to the plotter. The major drawback to the use of these libraries is that the program
modules are usually written in.and usable by a particular computer language, typically Fortran IV.
Thus, computer graphicsidisplays .6'1 management information' can only be generated by a Fortran pro-
grammer, or through tl& use-of a program that a programmer developed.

An alternative approach to the use of computer graphics is the development of large general purpose
packaged programs. These packages may be constructed from the subroutine libraries described
earlier but eliminate,the need for the user to interact with any of the modules directly through a pro-
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gramming language: Thus, the user can express his or her graphics needs to the computer in a single

English-like language. Several organiiations have developed packages such as this which greatly ex

tend the capabilities of sophisticated computer graphics to the noncomputer professional community.

One such package is called SAS/GRAPH. This package can be integrated into the Statistical Analysis

System (SAS), a, popular data analytic package, thus providing the user with all of the statistical and

data management capabilities of SAS as well as a set of easy to use procedures for generating a wide

variety of computer graphics.

The graphics procedures in SAS/GRAPH include the capability to produce, based on the user's data

and display specifications, line graphs, vertical and horizontal bar graphs, block charts, star charts, and

pie charts. Furthermore, this package allows the user to specify such functions as the color of any given

segment of the desired display as well as area filling patterns and line types. Additionally, it allows

labeling or any other textual material to be drawn in any of eleven user-selectable type faces and vir-

tually any size consistent with the capabilities of the graphics device. It should also be pointed out that

SAS/GRAPH, as well as many other generti purpose graphics packages, is device independent. That is,

While the various types of graphics equipment use a wide variety of control languages, this package can

communicate with and control the graphics functions of several types of plotters, terminals, another

devices.
--Ni

From the user perspective the single most important charicteristic of this graphics package is its

ease of use. Through a simple set of command statements the user can very rapidly produce any of a

number of graphic displays. Figure 1 shows a short program designed to produce and label two pie

charts for the caseload distribution of one state VR agency. Although the data set used in this example

is very simple it would not be any more difficult to perform the same operation on a subdivision of the

agency, such as-a district, or for that matter, larger organizational entities such as at the regional or na-

tional level. One of the pie charts produced by the SAS/GRAPH program described here is shown in

Figure 2.

Another interesting feature of SAS/GRAPH is the capability to produce maps with the geographic

entities colored and fill patterns coded to indicate the levels or characteristics of the user's data. One

application of this capability within a VR agency might be the production of a map representing the an-

nual referral rates for each county (oi other geographic subdivision) in the skate relative to the
counselors in the same area available to serve those referrals.'Such a map would provide a 'state agency

director with invaluable information to support decisions associated with the optimum distribution of -

manpower resources. A map based on a similar concept was developed as part of an experimental pro-

ject conducted by the Oregon Vocational Rehabilitation Division and the Wont Virginia Research and

Training Center. One of the results of this activity is shoWn in Figure 3. This map represents the ratio

of applicants for service to the estimated number in need of services on a county by county basis. Clear-

ly it can be seen by this map that counties coded in red have substantially fewer applicants than the ser-

vice needs estimates would indicate,Similarly, a map for any geographic area and data can be drawn-by

applying virtually ideritieal procedures. Only the database and the libeling information need be chang

ed to pros ce a map for a region or the entire nation. Figure k, /or example, shows such a map represen-
ting the SSDI cost per client rehabilitated, for general VR agencies in Ite ion IV.li

Computer graphics display of,information generally communicate more ffectively than tabular or

textual material. It may at times be necessary to view several versions of a graph or chart to determi

which mode or style of presentation best communicates the critical points. Likewise, a manager ma

find it, necessary, in evaluating various decision alternatives, to examine the same information acro

several settings (i.e., counties; districts, etc.) on a series of related information or a single setting, such

as referral sources for a single county. Variations in the mode, context or style of graphics displays can

impose substantial burdens on a graphics artist who must completely redraft each graph or chart. This

is a trivial matter for the computer, however, since it can alter the necessary parameters or redraw a

graph in only a few seconds. The demands on the user for this feat are practically nil. A comparison of
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Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrates the inherent. flexibility of computer graphics. Figure 5 shows a line7graph with a plotted line representing the absolute dollar expenditures by one Vit agency over a series
of years. An additional line shows the expenditures after adjustments for inflation for the same period
of time. This graph clearly shows that while the absolute expenditure levels have remained relatively
stable (with the exception of one year), the actual "bpying power" of the agency has experienced a i
significant downward trend.the addition of two single word commands altered this graphic display in- P
to the one shown in Figure 6. Although this graph represents the same information as previously
described, the addition of color filling produces a somewhat dramatic effect. CoNiequently, many people
would find Figure 6 more effective in representing the impact of inflation on-the agency's budget.

This discussion has not provided a comprehensive review of the field of computer graphics or its ap-
plication to vocational rehabilitation. Quite the contrary, the topics described here represent only a
small sampling of the field in general as well as its potential in the management of rehabilitation pro-
grams. The inherent flexibility of digital computers and, their associated graphics devices presents
almost limitless possibilities in terms of the display of system or program information. Currently, con-
siderable efforts are underway to develop new techniques and enhancements to existing areas that
may optimize the effective utilization of appropriate information for management decision making. This
in turn shold, by definition, result in increased efficiency and effectiveness of rehabilitation progranis.

4tib"%
It seems trite to close by saying that computer graphics represents the wave of the future. Yet the

entire field is experiencing an enormous expansion. The rapidly ;educing cost of computer graphics
equipment and dramatically increasing intelligence of modern computer graphics equipment are
removing this powerful tool from the domain of the specialist and placing it in the hands of the user.
This trend is further evidenced by the increasing number of personal computers being marketed with
substantial graphics capability. The near future should witness the inclusion of graphics devices (par-
ticularly of the CRT variety) and the software companions as common fixtures on virtually all geVeral
purpose computer systems. Furthermore, it seems very likely that within the next five years the use of
computer graphics for the display of information will at least rival if not exceed the use of the computersprintout.
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Appendix E

Uncomplicating: Software Acquisition
David 11. Miller

West Virginia Research and Training Center

Software, Programs, Systems!
What Do All Those Words Mean?

In this age of automation, especially in the area of information processing, computers ve being.used
by all sizes of organizations in both public and private sectors. With this advent of computers there is a
now jargon which Managers must be able to vderstand lo make intelligent decisions.

Software

Software is the sequence of commands which instruct computer to accomplish particular functions
in a specified order, often referred to as programs. If you were trying to cook, softwar(would be like
part of a recipe the instruction for what ingredients to combine or in what order.

Programs

Programs are a selected group of sequenced commands which process the inputed data into desired
and definable results. Again for the person who is cooking, this would be equated with a complete
recipe for one particular dish; it would have all the instructions from getting the ingredients and
preparin he utensils to serving the finished dish.

Systems

Systems may be a single pcogram but most often they re complex sets of programs. That is, they are
a group of programs in a sequenced order to perform se eral functions. The term system is also used
sometimes to refer to the configuration of hardware (equipment or devices). This would be not one
recipe but several. Similar to preparing a whole meal there are recipes for the.meat, vegetables,
breads, desserts, etc. The person cooking must start the different recipes at different times and with
different ingredients, but it is all to be ready and served at the same time.

Software Packages

Software Packages can be a program or system of programs which can be used by more than one
organization. Nearly always it is acquired from outside the organization which is going to use it. And
with its acquisition comes documentation and suFp-brt agreements. Documentation is descriptions of all
aspects of the package, especially the technical aspIcts. Support agreements are contracts which state
the responsibility of the vendor to correct errors, make changes, or up-grade the package. There are
two major categories of software packages: operation packages and application packages. Continuing
with tie comparison with cooking, this would be like having a friend who is willing to share an old fami-
ly recipe. First they get together with you and show you how to make it.-Next they give you the actual
written recipe. And lastly if when you attempt to make it you have problems they agreq to help if you
call. The written recipe is documentation. The showing how to and the willingness to help if problems
occur would be support agreements. '434
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Operation Packages

Operation Packages are aometimos referred to as "system packages" because they either simplify
the use of computer devices or increase the.efficiency of their operation. In other words, operation
packages are the software that direct the devices to operate in a consistent definable manner, Opera-
tion packages would be similar to the instructions for operating tho stove and/or other cooking equip-
mont. Or In some cases, they would be like the directions in the recipe for preparing the stove and other
utensils,

Application PaCkages

Application Packages are software packages which interact with operation packages tb perform
specific processes on a particular type and/or category of data, i,o., accounts receivable, inventory con:
trol, etc. These are like the cook preparing a recipe. The preparation of the recipe interacts with the
directions for using the stove and other utensils\

Users.

Users are in the broadest meaning anyone who has "contact" with a system. That is, those who col-
lect -the data, input the data, develop or acquire the software, operate the equipment, or receive (use)
the output. Completing our cooking example, users would be those who have anything to do with food
preparation; cooking, serving, and consumption.

How Do I Go About Getting Some Software?

There are three major means of "getting" software: (1) develop it, (2) legally acquire it, and (3)"steal"

it (illegal acquisition). Historically, developing or "making" your own software is the most common. This

is often referred to as "in-house development." In-house development involves having your own staff of

analysts, designors, and programmers to study, design, and code programs which will solve your

problems. With the lack of available people skilled in the areas of data processing in addition to high,

salaries, it has become impractical for many organizations to develop their own software packages. This

is especially true in most governmental agencies who rely on public funds and governmental acquisition

of 'funds. As a result, the acquisition of software has emerged in place of in-house development. Acquisi-

tion means both buying and bartering of services or products.

Acquiring via Bartering
if

The most often available and used source of acquiring software via bartering is called "user's

groups." A "user group" is a group of data processing professionals who are using computer hardware

of the same brand name, (i.e.,'DECUS is a user group of Digital Equipment) or use computer technology

in a particular area, (i.e., education, banking, etc.). The process involves exchanging or giving programs

or systems which have been developed to the others in the user group. The advantages of such groups

are low cost or free software and the availability of technical assistance. The greatest disadvantage is

poor documentation, lack of support agreements, and the possibility of error-prone software. User

groups are only as good as the software that users are willing to exchange.

Acquiring via Purchasing

There are five avenues of purchasing software: (1) computer manufacturers, (2) software houses, (3)

software brokers, (4) computer stores, and (5) turn-key contractors.

Computer Manufacturer: Historically computer manufacturers are the major supplier of software. This

is still true today mainly because, operating packages are sold' with equipment. However, computer
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manufacturers are losing hold of the applications market. Many organizations who are in the market for
cemputer technology are realizing that the company supplying, the hardware ddes not necessarily have
the best software for it.

Software Houses: This supplier of software is taking the world by storm, especially im the area of ap-
plication packages. Software houses are companies whose only business is development and marketing
of software packages. Usually software houses will either contract to develop customized software for a
user or will develop packages for mass distribution. By selling the same package to several users both
the seller and buyer benefit. Sellers recoup development cost quicker and increase profits. Buyers can
purchase the package at about.70% less than the cost of having it developed.

Software Broker: .A third supplier which is not as visible as those previously mentioned is the software
broker. These companies function as go-betweens for developers and buyers. Often the software that a
broker represents are ones that another company has developed in-house and is attempting to recoup
some of the developm6nt cost by selling It to others. In some cases br era also represent the small
developer who does not have adequate capital to market his/her produ s nationally.

Computer Stores: A fourth supplier of software is the computer store. They are the now upstarts 19.thq
marketing of software. Most often computer stores specialize in software for micro-computers, (i.e.,- Ap-
ple, Radio Shack, Texas Instruments, etc.). Their market is the computer hobbiest and small businesses.

Turn-key Contractors: The fifth supplier of software is the "turn-key systems" contractor. "Turn-key"
means that all that is needed to have the hardware and software fully operational is to turn on the
machine and supply the data. These companies are contracted to purchase the necessary hardware,
purchase or develop the software, and install it all fully operational at the users location.

Software acquisition is very similar to getting a house. One could purchase or trade for an older
home. Whenever one gets an older house it is with the assumption that it has its'flaws and faults, and
you get it "as is." This is similar to getting software through a user's group the software has to be ac-
cepted "as is". If one were in the market for a new house there are several avenues to take: One way
would be to contract the design, construction, and complete finishing of the house so thatqw hen the con-
ractor is done all that is needed is to move in. The "turn -key" computer contractor does the same thing

presents a completed, ready-to-use product. Since having a house completely done is so expensive,
many only contract to have the "shell" of the house built with the idea that they will do the finishing. It
would then be possible t shop arouliid and finish the inside as needed or desired. This is similar to what'
happens when one purch'ases the hardware and operating packages from a vendor but decides to shop
around for application packages. These days with the high cost of housing many are purchasing the raw
materials of brick, wood, etc. and building their house. There are those who purchase computer
technology in the same manner purchasing different pieces of equipment and shopping azound for
what is wanted in operating and application packages.

. ,
Acquiring Via Stealing

Stealing software refers to the practice of illegally c ying and using software from a licensed soft-
ware purchaser. When software is bought a license to 6 that software is part of the purchase. You can
be sued if it can be proven that you used licensed so ware illegally. If you are a license user and let
someone copy it, you could lose your license to use it. Above and beyond all this, when you "steal" soft-
ware you do not get any support agreements'or maintenance of it, and normally the software will not
have any of the necessary documentation, which gives the information on how to use and modify the,
software.

Since stealing is both unethical and illegal the first basic decision to be made is whether to legally ac-
quire or develop the software. In many governmental agencies there is a rather unique situation in that
the acquisition of software is not under their direct control. That is, the state hasa centralized data pro-
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ceasing group which either makes or greatly influences the decisions pertaining to the acquisition or
development of needed software packages, Such a situation is an out-of-house inouse contractor, That
is, the centralized data processing group is in-house to the extent that they are part of the same state

government organization. They are out-ofhouae in the fact that the group attempting to acquire soft-

ware has no real control or direct relation to them, Such a situation usually is very frustrating and

creates both a time lag in acquisition of the software and, at times, inadequate software.

How Do I Go About Deciding Which Software Package Is Bast?

The following discussion provides a description of a process which Cab be profitable in all these cir-

cumstances. The discussion provides useful information for the parson who is to decide whether to ac-

quire or develop software and the necessary information for establishing justifications for those who

must get appoval from another source. In either situation it will also select the most useable software.

Define The Problem

. The first step to discovering a solution to a problem is to clearly define the problem in specific and
understandable terms. The first instinct of many managers of rehabilitation agencies is to skip over

defining the problem and grab for a possible solution. This eagerness to skip over problem definition is

greatly influenced by the impatience of American society in general and by American business haviqg a

strong tendency toward crisis management; that is, attending to only those things which are on the

verge or in the state of crisis. A more adequate, reliable, and acceptable solution would be found if the

time and energy 'were taken to define the problem.

Once the problem has been defined thought should be given as to whether software packages and

systems already purchased or developed can provide the solution. This becomes the first question

can we solve the problem with what we already have? If the answer is yeet.hen the problem is solved.

If the answer is no, then there are several things that need to be done.

It needs to be noted that this process of selecting software which is being presented is based on the

fact that vendor software packages cost less than custom developed software packages (usually about

70% less). Also, if several software packages meet all the requirements and provide the same benefits,

then the one costing the least is most desirable.

pecify The Requirements

The most important step and most often forgotten is to specify the requirements of the software. Re-

quirements, in simple terms, describe what goes in, what comes out, and the different processes from

collecting data to the dissemiriating of reports. The ckeitiription inclUdes the constraints of the

resources available, i.e., dollars, hardware, personnel, etc:A good requirements description includes: a

clear definition of the problem that ILO be solved along wia the context for its solution; a definition of

the functions that must be performed; identification of theinterfaces with equipment and, other soft!

ware; a definition of the technical aspects such as equipment configuration, languages, storage devices,

operating system, etc.; and lastly, a definitiOn of the resource constraints, i.e., people, money, time, etc.

Once the requirements are specified you are ready to move to the next step.

Gather Information

The neat task is to gather all the available information on the packages which you can acquire via

barter or purchase that relate to solving your problem. As the inform ion is being gathered there
wcan be some broad assessment of the packages as to whether they deal h r specific problpm.

There are two main ways of finding out about available software packages. st, there are published

compilations which normally provide a general description about each par ge which they include. The
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second way is to contacts different companies, providing them a general description of, your re-
quirementa and then to request information on any package which the company has available for your
acquisition.

Mika Sure It Will Work

An indepth assossment of usefulness and a prioritizing of the packages can be done when the infor-
ation on each packages has been gathered, Questions which will help in assessing and prioritizing of
the software packages are:

1. Will the_software package do what you need?

Compare your requirements with those documented and promised by the package, flow close are
they? Does it provide the absolute minimum that you need? At this point several of the packages will be-
dropped from the list of possibilities leaving a s aller, more select groUp of packages from which to
choose.

2. Can the software packs e work on the equipment you have?

This is somewhat a technical question but will weed out severa' other packages froth consideration.
This question focuses more on what equipment is required for uselof the package rather than the name
brand of the equipment...,

1

3. Can the softwareapackage work with the other software packfages and systems that You are using?

This queltion is an extention of the previous one. It is really lasking whether the package can run'
with your operating packages. Is it written in a computer language which 'your equipment can use? And
how easy will it interlace with your other software programs aitil systems?

4. What extra things will the software package do above and beyond meeting the basic re-
quirements?

In other words, what does this package do that you may not need but would be nice to have? These
extras are often referred to as "bells and whistles."

6. What does it take to run the package?

This is really a performance question. How much' does it cost to run, in dollars and in computer time?
How much does it cost in personhours? What is the burden/benefit coCit The best source of such per-
formance evaluation is other users

6. How difficult is the software p kage to up-grade or change?

..Every package will at one time or another require changes to be made for it to remain relevant to the
user's needs. Making these necessary changes such as adding a new field of data or interfacing with
newer programs is what is referred to as software maintenance. The package needs to have some
capacity for expansion and modification this has impact on record lengths and file capacities.

7. What would you have to do or what changes would have to be made to get the packages operating
successfully in your piesent organization?

Installation of any software package will require changes: you must define and specify-these changes.
Personnel will require some training or, at least, orientation. A new package increases the work load
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what effect will this have on the operation of other systems? Will it lie neeessary tea eiliirtii0 the equip-

ment configuration, procedures of operations, schedules, or forms? Usually the cost of Netting a soft-

,ware package operational will far exceed the purchasing price of it. Therefore, know what you aro in

for, Find out how much and what kinds of assistance the vendor is going to supply. Also study how long

the conversion process will need to be eon you immediately go from your present way of doing things

to the software package or will both need to be running simultaneously for a period of time?

N. flow easy is the package to use?

Part of this question has to do with how well the package Is documented. Hut another part is what.

kind of burden does the software package require on those who have contact with it. Is the output clear

and understandable? flow difficult is it to operate; in other words is it "user friendly "? flow complex
and attainable are the needed inputs? For the package to he successful it must supply the user's needs

with the least amount of burden.

9. What documentation comes with the package?

With every piece of software questions and problems arise. To find answers and solutions, good.

clear, comprehensive documentation must be on hand. Usually the beat tool of evaluating packages is

the quantity and quality of the documentation provided. A fairly comprehensive list of documentation

bleb should be on hand is: user's manuals; (21 flowcharts; (3) layouts of the inputs, internal records,

orta; and (4) instruction manuals for preparing inputs, utilizing outputs, and operating the

Surf, doctutentation should meet the needs of the system analyst, programmers, co router

operators, input suppliers, and output users. If little documentation comes with the package a further

question may be: what documentation can be acquired and for what price? (Note: Many packages are

delivered in compiled or objectlanguage form, which is extremely difficult to modify. If possible, re

quire a sourcelanguage listing which will make it possible to modify and Maintain the software.)

10. What is the vendor going to do for you?

The real question is to what extent is the vendor going to support the installation and maintenance of
the software package. Also, what kind of support will be supplied. WHI the package be maintained by
the vendor? Will the vendor supply changes or upto-date versions of the package? Who is responsible

for correcting any problems with the package? Will the vendor modify the package to meet your
specific needs? What about training of your personnel, will the vendor supply it? If so, when, where,
and to what level of sophistication?

11. What is the history of the package?

'Knowing the history of a software package may provide a basis for knowing if you are the guinea pig
of a new product or the benefactor of other's trials. The vendor should supply you with all the pertinent
data as to date of development and installation, who developed it, and for what reasons. Also you should
request a list of present users of this software package. You should contact several users for their
evaluation of the package. Remember, you will probably be as satisfied or dissatisfied with it as they

are.

Determine Cost

These questions cover the usefulness of the software package but we cannot forget the financial
aspects. The final question is "How much is it going to cost?" Do not be fooled by thinking the cost is on-
ly the purchase price of the software package. Usually this is incidental compared to the costs of im-
plementing and maintaining it. Implementation cost covers such things as modifying the package to
meet your specific needs, training personnel, modifying existing systems to interface with the new
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1/4444.01, coosertiog hies, anal dianging or blatantly eqtripittent, Part 01 the queation 01 coat may also
relate to what kind of arrangements ran he made with the vendor. Can it be Weed or just bought
utright: Who pays for modifications and change ol

At this point you should have before you 4i prjoritideti 441 of available software Poeltaitoa. with
Aisociated costs, This tap 101 11114 time consuming 'locos* but it will be rewarded by A successful, well
functioning software package. Pro highly, you hive diteuvorril that Otero tiro only few software
packages left from which to choie. Annoy those software packages loft, winds meet the requirements,
the question still remains as to how to rbooto between them, esperially if they cost about the same,

Other Toole For fr:valisidlog Software Packages

The remaining heavy weight evaluation tools aro user evaluations and bench mark testing. Talk in
depth with people who are using the package. Ask them specific questions about the vendor's support,
delays, errors. performance, and problems they have had with it. There are pobliihed reports on user
ratings of software packages which may also be used in evaluating the package* And vendors, Secure
the ratings and judge them according to your needs. Finally you may want to teat the packagerion your
system, It requires a lot of time and expense to design an adequate test, prepare the input data, and
evaluate the results,

llowever, if the package is a new 'product or has very low user ratings, testing of the package on your
Own equipment is A necessity.

Well, you should now be at the point of making an informed decision, If there are software packages
available which fulfill your requirements then the only question is which one to purchase.

What It No Suitable Package I. Available

But if there is not any suitable software package available, one which meets all your requirements,
then there would seem to be four options available:

1. Lower your requirements so that ksoftware package can fulfill them;

2, Purchase a software package which can be modified to meet all your requirements;

:1. Contract the development of a customized software package;

.1. .0r, develop the software in-house.

If one lowers the requirements, then there needs to be a recycling back through the process of
whether there are packagesavailable. If one decides instead to modify a package to meet the re-
quirements, then a particular package must. be decided upon and a contract for needed modifications
negotiated.

If, however, neither one of these options is adequate, then the software must be developed, either in-
house or by a custom contractor. If you have the capacity for inhouse development, then there needs to
he a feasibility study and estimation of costs. Having those facts in hand a decision needs to be made As
to whether to go with in-house development or not. If there is not in-house development available, then
the option is to contact acustom developer. You should receive bids on the costs of development and
then. a decision will need to be made as to whether to contract development or not.
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In thaseliniiikilletSi where a ennlrac tle to *lieti a good tiound contrite% must be eogoiimied. In
tit hoc niur si,Aa nut jot *y010160 vender'. wart A t'thinprdhOftbiVO and 00404 contract Pi the Mod
milestone sdfore implementation of a good software package, Pala Pro Ileseerch Corporation list
twelve key tarn. and Ntitiiiinna which should be ronsidereil.

1. The gitartiotess period after installation, during which the supplier will forme( ill hogs terroril and

furnish ail required maintenance at no additional cost. should be clearly defined, rrhtd period

ranges from $O day. to en. year for must of the current parker/0cl

If the 13stilskar' Is Need unsreeptable, the contrast should permit its return within operifie period

after iodination at no cost. to the user.

3. A ;specified penalty should be imposed against the vendor for late or incomplete delivery and in

!donation of the package,

4, If your organitation will be among the first users of a new package. it may be Kietaible 10 eilsrld
for a reduced price iindtor additional support.

5. All agreed upUn niodificitions to the package. together with the responsibility and deadline* for

making them. ohould be specified in detail.

6. Objectionable restrictions on the modificotion or use of the package should be eliminated from the

contract.

7. The installation. support, training, and maintenance promised by the vendor should be spelled out

in detail in the contract, together with the additional costa of three service*, if any,

8. The names of the specific individuals who will supply the on site technical support, or the specific

qualification* these individuals will have, should be specified in the contract. (lt is particularly

desirable in the case of a new, untried package,to have those who developed it present at installs

tion time.)

9. The mod to be used for correcting bugs (errors) discovered after installation, and the

guaranteed response time for correcting them, should be specified.

10. The contract should specify exactly what items, in what forms, will be delivered (e.g., source decks

and listings for all programs plus all relevant documentation at installation time, followed by

modified or improved versions of the package whenever these are made available to new buyers).

11. The buyer should be willing to agree to reasonable clauses that protert the supplier's proprietary

rights for forbidding resale or other unauthorizeddistribution or use of the package.

12. Payment for the package should be contingent upon delivery of all the promised products and ser
vices and successful operation of the package in your installation.

If I Purchase A Software Package, Is That All?

There are at least two more steps yet to be completed before you can accurately state that you have
completed the acquisition of a software package. First is to get the package fully operational; this is
often referred to as implementation. The time factor of implementation is of course dependent upon the

complexity of the software and its interfacing with existing equipment and systems. Installation or im
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Appendix F

Computer Acquisition and Operaticre,

Mississippi Vocational Rehabilitation for the Blind

Background

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and subsequent amendments thereto have placed greater demands on
rehabilitation agencies in terms of service provision to clients and agency accountability for sqch ser-
vices. Thus, like other rihabilitation agencies, Mississippi Vocational Rehabilitation for the Blind
(MVRB) experienced a sharp increase in the amount of raw data generated, routine reporting re
quirements and sPecial reporting requirements. MVRB soonrealized that its manual record-keeping
system could not keep pace with the increasing data output and began searching for an alternative
method which, because of cutbacks in personnel and budgetary constraints, had to be inexpensive and
capable of simple and immediate implemeniation. The answer was found in MVRB's sister agency,
Vocational kehabilitation State Department of Education/Mississippi, which had been developing a
system of computerized information retrieval since 1968. In the fall of 1973 the directors of both agen-
cies met'arid an agreement was reached by which MVRB, would use the general agency's Client Infor-
mation System, but without modifications, in exchange for the processing costs. In mid-1974, MVRB
began collecting statistical data for FY-75 caseload reporting. In 1977, the agreement was expanded to
include MVRB's use of the general agency's Case Service Expenditure System which permitted
retrieval of limited financial data. Under the conditions of the original expanded agreement, MVRB's
invalyement was strictly a hands-off role. Although this agreement 'allowed MVRB to meet its im-
mediate (beds, MVRB management was keenly aware that the time lapses in processing MVRB data.
(ten to twenty-eight days from collection.of data to its return to MVRB district offices in a usable form)
greatly negated the three (3) hallmarks of a sound inforthation system: responsiveness, timeliness, ac-
curacy.

Assessment of Problem Areas
as

With the award of a contract to establish a Model Evaluation Unit (MEU), the Director of MVRB re
quested that the MEU analyze MVRB's data processing needs and explore possibilities for actualizing
an internal data processing system. The MEU's Systems Analyst spearheaded the study of MVRB's ex-
isting Management Information System. Assistance was provided by the MVRB staff, the consultative
service of Gehl and Associates (Atlanta, GA), the consultative and technical services of RSA Region IV

,Federal Office (Atlanta, GA) and the research and analytical services of the MEU staff. The study team
identified the single most glaring deficiency to be the lack of access to available data in a form capable
of supporting the decision-making process necessary for managerial efficiency and effectiveness. While
instances of non-existent information as a deficiency were, also identifiek the overriding concern was
the MVRB had no acoeptable method of easily, yetrieving usable data. "°'

"Reprinted'from Program Evaluation in. Vocational Rehabilitation: Observations, No. 3. Rehabilitation Services Administra-
tion. 1981.
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The 'study team set the following criteria by which to judge alternative solutiond to MVRB's data pro-

cessing problems: (1) flexibility of the alternative proposed; (2) accuracy of information via the alter-

native proposed; (3) cost of alternative implementation and maintenance; (4) method responsiveness and

(5) adaptability to change. Change as used here refers to possible future alterations in routine and

special reporting mandates as the result of national and/or state programs and policies. Among the

possible solutions proposed and considered were: (a) increase the existing staff to expand manual opera-

tion; (b) use microprocessor based flexible disk units to store some data; (c) use off-site batch processing;

,(d) use on-site batch processing; (e) use on-site data entry with off-site batch processing; and (f) use on-
,

site data entry and batch processing..

During the evaluation of these proposed alternatixes/v,andors of data processing equipment and

systems specialists were contacted to secure their expert input. These vendors included IBM, Data=

Oint, IV-Phase, Telex, and Texas Instruments. Additional evaluative input was provided by the Cen-

tral Data Processing Authority (CDPA ) - State of Mississippi (Jackson, MS), Gehl and Associates

(Atlanta, GA), Mockbee, Edwards and Associates (Jackson, MS), South Central Bell Telephone Com-

pany_packson, MS), and managers of state agency electronic data processing units. Ultimately, the

study team reached the oonsensus that MVRB's needs in data processing could best be served through

acquisition of its own .data processing equipment and the actualization of a staff capable of systems

development exclusively responiive to MVRB's needs.

Equipment Acquisition Procedures

The first step in acquiring data processing equipment for. MVRB was for the MEU's systems analyst

to develop a Proposal for Data Processing System for approval by the MVRB Director and subsequent

submission for approval to the CDPA-Mississippi and. RSA-Washington, D.C. The proposal was

prepared in accord with the CDPA's format as it is the agency in Mississippi which has authority

statewide to receive, review, approve or reject all requests for data processing systems. The proposal

prepared by the MEU's systems analyst included, briefly, the following:

I. Statement of Purpose

Stated findings of study team and proposed remedial action via acquisition of a data processing

system for MVRB.

.Background

Explained what factors made it expedient that MVRB secure and assume management of a data

processing system, how MVRB was currently handling its data processing needs, and justifica-

tion to support MVRB's request.

III. Summary of Need Applications

The proposal-noted that at a minimum seven systems were needed:

A. Case Recording and Expenditure System with the minimum capabilities of:

1. Immediate data eptry, validation and retrieval at the state office level;

2. Prompt payment fel. vendor services as an automatic' by-product of the system;

3. Provision ,t caseload and budget reports for field and district staff on a current basis;
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4. Responsiveness to the changing needs of management and of the Federal reporting re-
quirements;

5. Provision for security and 'confidential information;

6. Supporting fiscal accounting by maintaining records in an auditable manner;

7. Supplying data needs for program evaluation, research and planning; and

8. Alerting management at several levels of any condition'which is unusual or in Med of
immediate attention.

B. Payroll information and Accounting System encompassing the following requirements:

Data entry, editing, and r rieval by personnel staff as the need occurs;

2. Automatic generation of all monthly payroll payments and required registers arid
reports;'

3. Automatic distribution of accounting information for state and Federal budgets;

4. Generation of all quarterly and annual wage statements;

5. Allocation of sta# and fringe benefit costs by program, area, or ilistrict.for cost-benefit
analysis; and

6. Responsiveness to special reporting requests.

C. Administrative Accounting and Payments System designed to address:

1. Ease of data entry, edit, and retrieval by accounting staff;

2. Generation of vendor payments with required registers and distribution reports;

3. Allocation of expenditures by, program, area or district for cost-benefit analysis;

4. Generation of projected costs for the budgeting process; and

5i Line item comparigori of budget versus actual costs incurred.

D. Equipment Inventory Tracking. System characterized by:

1. Ease of data entry, edit and retrieval by accounting staff;

2: Generation of budget information regarding new and replacement equipment;

3. Allocation of equipment costs by program, area or district for cost-benefit analysis; and

4. Detail information for conducting audits of equipment statewide.

E. Business Enterprise Program (BEP) Information System capable of: 'i

1. Easy data entry, edit and retrieval by BEP staff;
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2. Tracking and reporting all financial transactions by stand location on a current basis;

3. Providing for automatic generation of all required payroll statements and reports by

location;

4. Generating current Profit and Loss Statements by location;

5. Providing immediate access to equipment inventory and repair history by location,'

description or ID number;

6. Providing for the auditing of stock goods at each location by producing perpetual inven-

tory reports; and

7. Enhancing managerial decisions by providing current and accurate information for use

at the statewide, area and local levels.

F. Management Information and Evaluation System designed to include the following

capabilities:

1 Provide state, area, and district caseload profiles for the purpose of allocating agency

resources;

2. Provide statistical analysiS of case characteristics in order to evaluate and project pro-

gram effectiveness;

3. Provide data necessary to assign direct and indirect agency costs on an individual case

basis for, the purpose of evaluating and projecting program efficiency;

4. Provide data necessary to ascertain normal bounds for duration of service provision

and to indicate those instances which fall outside these parameters in order to assure

program timeliness;

5. Provide data necessary to summarize the financial standings of each 1VRB component

on a current basis, thereby preventing the under-utilization of Federal allocations in the

provision of services to clients;

6. Provide for the project of line-item budget needs based on the most current actual and

projected cost figures;

7. Provide storage and retrieval of data thus permitting the agency to respond quickly to

requests for information from Federal, state, private and public sources; and

8. Reduce the volume of- clerical responsibilities and release J.raluable manpower for

higher levels of professional action.

IV. Alternatives Considered

Alternatives previously noted in this article were discussed in depth.

V. Long Range Plan

The CDPA-Mississippi required that along with a proposal for data processing, the agency sub-

mit a five-year plan which addresssed the projected thrust of the agency in terms of data pro-

cessing. The plan submitted included coverage of such areas as projected upgrades, applica-

tions, 'files, equipnient, and. the like.



VI, . Alternative Selected

Explained htw the partidular system configuration was selected. This section of the proposal
cited the criteria used by the study team, the fitilization of existing agency resources, tho lack
of increaso.in existing agency budgeting costs, the availability of limited Federal funds, and the
fact, that no additional agency staff would be immediately required as factors impacting the
selection of a system configuration.

VII. System Spkifications

The MVRB proposal listed (1) remote job entry, (2) data entry, (3) CICS, and (4) local processing
as specifications, addressing each separately so that bids from vendors could bo compared

zem,wally.

(Advertising for bids on data processing equipment is handled by the CDPA-
ississippi which, in turn, advises the agency of the bidding outcome.)

VIII. Source of Funds

Contained a statement tdthe effect that funds for the acquisition of the proposed system would
come from Federal and state appropriations already budgeted, with no more than 15 percent of
the system's cost being covered by state-appropriated funds.

It should be noted here that the original proposal submitted to the CDPA had to be revised and re-
submitted in accordance with the CDPA's. interpretation of the needs of MVRB as described in the

`L
original proposal.

The System in Operation

The culmination of more than a yearit work came in Jan y, 1980, when a stand-alone minf-computer
was installed in the MVRB state office. The acqa. of this equipment signalled, in MVRB, the ad-,
vent of a new methodology in the agehcy's design for providing rehabilitation services to Mississippi's
blind and visually impaired population.

4111
As of July, 1980, MVRB's data processing system is under active development. Since all MVRB func-

tions revolve around the activities of field or client service personnel and their interaction with clients,
major efforts have been directed toward developing an on-line update and retrieval system of client
statistical and financial data. When completed, this system will provide timely data for caseload
management at all levels of state agency activities. Considerable effort has also been devoted to pre-
plenning systems and briinstorming with MVRB staff in an effort to identi major concerns and an-
ticipate data requirements at each level.

...Beyond refining statistical and financial capabilities, there are plans to dev lop a flagging system to
enhance efficiency in agency operations. Such a flagging syAtem would includ timely client movement,
timely client ,contact, Annual Review of IWRP, Review of Ineligibility Decision, and Review of Extend-
ed Erbloyment in Facilities, to name but a few of the almost limitless possibilities.

NOTE: This prescriptive article necessarily abbreviates certain steps in the acquisition and beginning
operation of Mississippi Vocational Rehabilitation for the Blind's data processing system. Requests for
specific details or answers to questions may be addressed to the Mississippi MEU at P.O. Box 4872,
Jackson, Mississippi 39216
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Data System Operation*
Vincent Fanelli, Systems Analyst

Delaware Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

The Model Evaluation Contract has made it possible for Delaware Division of Vocational Rehabilita-

tion (DVIt) to make great strides in the area of computerization. Prior to the Model, DVR's daily up-

dating turnaround time averaged approximately 15 dais (see Flowchart). Compared to some batch

systems this might seem an acceptable turnaround time, but to DVR with its Management by Objec-

tives (MBO) approach, faster turnaround time was required. While operating within the framework of

the Model Contract, dollars were not unlimited, and were therefore a constraint as to how equipment

would be purchased and utilized to speed up turnaround time. As seen in the flowchart, the field input

preparation for the daily update consumed throe days for management signatures, approvals, ad-

ministrivio, etc, Mailing from the field via the State-Operated Pony Express required, on the average,

another three days. Coding field input into a format ready for keypunching required one full day. Mail-

ing from Headquarters to the Department of Labor's IBM computer (ten miles away) for processing con-

sumed one-half day. Actual computer keypunching, updating, printing, and bursting output utilized

three days and another half-day was required for the mail trip to return the computer proCessed up-

dates to DVR. Error chocking and distribution preparation by DVR's Input/ tput Clerk required one

full day. And finally, the mailing from Headquarters back to the field required hree day s.One complete

cycle of the daily update required 15 working days.

Within the Constraints of the Model Contract, where was the best place to target efforts to improve

turnaround time without disrupting field staff and working with Delaware's policy against prolifera-

tion of computer equipment outside of Central Data Processing?

The most cost-effective place DVR found to improve daily turnaround time was the area of day

number,? through day number 12, iriClusive. DVR's analysis showed that with 'an on-line capability, the

block marked "Current EDP Turnaround Time" (six days) could be reduced to one day which is shown

in the block marked "New EDP Turnaround Time." It was expected that savings would 'come from

eliminating coding, mailing to and from the computer, and that processing and checking error lists

would be greatly reduced.

Flowchart of Average Turnaround Time for-1A.11: 313
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Aside from the on-line information system of the Delaware State Police, Delaware State Government
had no capability for supporting on-line, real time operations. DVR therefore turned to the University
of Delaware's Burroughs B-7700 time-sharing system. This system was perfectly at home with the

ybrid on-line, real time remote batch system that DVR was seeking. Cost justification was in DVR's
vor as analysis showed that the agency could maintain data processing at approximately 50% of what

it as presently paying and have on-line, real time capability as well. As a sidelight, along with on-line
can SPSS, Reporter II, etc. These were added benefits of the Burroughs system that DVR could
capi Ike on once a conversion from IBM to the Burroughs was made. In fact, that conversion was made
rea ily and the new system is running quite smoothly.

VR's InptiOutput (I/O) operation staff had to learn new ways of data processing. All of the hand ,

transcribing from one document to another was now obsolete. Eliminating the six days at the Depart.
ment of Labor(DOL) meant no more "slack" time and no more putting off report distribution and key-
ing until tomorrow as backlogs would result. The jobs of keying, printing, and bursting of reports which
were formerly the jobs of the DOL's Computer site were now the responsibility of the I/O operator at
DVR. Time budgeting throughout the training process was critical during the beginning phases of the
Burroughs implementation. The new I/O skills involved the use of printing terminal, display terminal,
dial-up acoustic coupler, CANDE (Burroughs editing language), creating computer files, merging files,
editing files, titling files, signing on and off, etc. This is very complex for someone who has had no com-
puter experience.

After the few initial bugs of conversion were ironed out and training sessions of field input and I/O
4aff were conducted, thst statistical computer system ran smoothly.

The system'Aperatios looks much like the "old" statistical computer system except currently DVR
now has three computer terminals and associated acoustic couplers. Two of the terminals are 120
characters-per-second DEC LA-120's and the third terminal is the Hewlett Packard Video Display Ter-
minal HP 2621A. Additionally, DVR has a CPT-8000 word processor which may be used as a backup ter-
minal for the video display or printing terminal.

The I/O operator receives, batches, keys, edits, runs updates, maintains files, maintains log book,
checks edit reports, prints output, and answers field questions for the statistical computer system as
coinparit4 to the"old" system where batching, coding, mailing, edit checking and distributing were the
primary functions.

In Delaware, the on-line, real time has enabled DVR to drastically cut EDP turnaround time from six
days to approximately one to two days, reduce data processing costs, and provide more accurat and
timely information to the user.

The online system also provides capability for special studies such as those which are currenbe-
.

ing conducted in COBOL as well as SPSS to support Managernent!s_decsion-making.

Perhaps the most significant addition DVR has made to its EDP system is an on-line, interactive in-
,. quiry prOgram which allows a user to efficiently display on a CRT a client's computer record by simply

entering the Social Security number.
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Appendix G

Prime Study Group

William Herrick, Chairman
Chief, Staff Development

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Dei Moines, Iowa

Harvey Schubothe, Deputy Director
Vocational Rehabilitation Division

Salem, Oregon

L. Charles Miller, Jr.
Rehabilitation Workshop Administ4tion

. Training Center
Seattle Univeriity

Seattle, Washington

Robert Winn, Director
Bureau for the Blind

Washington, D.C.

'Vincent R. Monteforte
Rehabilitation Consultant

Vocational Rehabilitation and Counseling Service
Veterans Administration

Washington, D.C.

James Hall
Maragement Information. Specialist
Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation

Lansing, Michigan

Elizabeth B. Minton, University Sponsor
Director of Training

West Virginia Research and Training Center
Dunbar. West Virginia

.Gail Downing, Program Supervisor
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation

Tallahassee, Florida

Mike McGill
Vocational Rehabilitation

Program Evaluation Supervisor
Department of Institutions,

Social and Rehabilitation Services
Oklahoma City, Oklahowt
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Full Study Group

Elizabeth Iiiiheimer, Planning Specialist
Division of Rehabilitation Services

Little Rock, Arkansas

James F. Boyd, Assistant Director
Vocational Rehabilitation Education
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago

Chicago, Illinois

James R. Brooks
Rehabilitation Program Supervisor

Tennessee Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Nashville, Tennessee

William P. Clark, Director
Staff Development and Training

Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
Albany, New York

Paul Cogsdill, VR Service Supervisor
Department of Human Resources

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Atlanta, Georgia

William Colberg, Supervisor
VR Information Systems

Rehabilitation Services Administration
Phoenix, Arizona

William T. Coleman
Rehabilitation Services Administration

Region V Office
Chicago, Illinois

Terry Conour
Rehabilitation Services Administration

Region V Office -*
Chicago, Illinois

John T. Davis, Chief
Rehabilitation Services

Connecticut Board of Education
and Services for the Blind

Wethersfield, Connecticut

William-A,Forney,SupervisoriEvaluatien-Unit
Illinois Department of Rehabilitation Services

Springfield, Illinois

-------Deron-J-MaziaivrAssistant -Admi-nistrator----------
Vocational Rehabilitation Services

Providence, Rhode Island 159
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Angel la, Jimenea
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
Department of Social Services

San Juan, Puerto ltico

Gerald Meyer, Career Counselor
Minnesota Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

Marshall, Minnesota

Joseph E. Morrow, Chief
Evaluation and Program Review

NorthCarolina Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation Services
Raleigh, North Carolina

W. Dale Romesburg
Rehabilitation Services Administration

Region V Office
Chicago, Illinois

Jan Staggs, Executive Director
IOICC Illinois Department of Rehabilitation Services

Springfield, Illinois

. Karen Wemper
Management Information Systems

Illinois Department of Rehabilitation Services
Springfield, Illinois

David Ziskind, Deputy Commissioner
Virginia Department of Rehabilitation Services

Richmond, Virginia
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1111 Cycle

1. 1971

2. 1975

3. 1970

1, 1977

5, 1978

0. 1'979

7, 19SO

Past Publication%

Title

,Militourenient of Outcome

Placement of the Se% erely Handicapped
i'

effirniative pitioli: A Itritource Manual for Vocational Rehabilitation

Utilization of Pubrfi.ations of the Institute on Rehabilitation Issues.

Vocational Rehabilitation of Persons with Mental Disorileri.

VIt X the Cimino iity; Or the Adventures of Rip Van Rehab (A Nave(
ApproaVh)

Strategies ,t Options for Change; A. Guide for Rehabilitation
Counselors.

Computer Afisisied Rhahilitation Service Delivery

Niarkviingt Managetoritt for Survival!

"Fotcurrent price list call Toll Free 800.624.8284"
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